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ABSTRACT 

Exodus 34:29-35 contains an ambiguous Hebrew phrase that describes the peculiar condition 

of Moses' face f i e r  his encounter with God on Mt- Sinai. The iconographic tradition of Moses in 

religious art includes many depictions of him as "homed," yet the early exegetes described his 

condition as some kind of radiance, Divine glory, or  as a metaphor for strength. How, then, is this 

iconography of homs based on the biblical text o r  eariy biblical exegesis? 

The primary sources evaluated for this study encompass more than two thousand years of 

biblical interpretation, but the subject of this thesis comprkes exegetical matenal from the time of 

the canonisation of the Bible until Jerome in the fourth century. This material includes selections 

from the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, Jewish and 

Christian post-biblicd narratives, rabbinic midrash, and translations of the Pentateuch into kamaic, 

Greek and Latin. 

L'Exode 34:29-35 contient un expression ambiguë en Hebreu qui décrit la condition du 

visage de Moïse après sa rencontre avec Dieu. La tradition iconographique de Moïse dans l'art 

religieux le représente parfois avec des cornes, malgré les commentaires des premiers interprètes que 

le faisait paraître comme la rayonnement, la gloire divin, ou une métaphore de la force. Alors, quelle 

est Ia liaison entre cette tradition icongraphique et Ie texte biblique ou les premiers commentaires 

bibliques? 

Les sources primaires qu'ont a évalué pour cette étude renferme plus de deux milles ans 

d'interprétations bibliques, mais le sujet de cette dissertation comprends les matériaux 

d'interprétation depuis les années de la canonisation de la Bible jusqu'au temps de Jérôme dans le 

quatrième siècle. Ce matenal inclus des sélections de la Bible Hébraque, le Nouveau Testament, 

le Pseudépigraphe de l'Ancien Testament, les narratives post-bibliques des Juifs et Chrétiens, la 

midrash rabbinique, et des traductions du Pentateuque en aramaïque, qrec et latin. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1. Summary and Objectives 

Ex- 34:29-35 contains the record of Moses' descent fiom Mt. Sinai with the second set of 

tablets inscribed with the Decalogue received nom God. The Masoretic text of Ex. 34:29 States: 

'lukt 17272 1'35 (And so, Moses came down fiom Mt. Sinai. As Moses came down fiom the 

mountain with the two tablets of the testimony in his hand, Moses did not know that :Y? %5: i l R  

since his speaking with Him).' However, the Masoretic text enlists an ambiguous Hebrew phrase 

to describe the peculiar condition of Moses' face that resulted from his conference with God. Dunng 

the past two thousand years of Bible translation and interpretation, interpreters have understood the 

phrase 1'2D 719 j'l? to mean that Moses' face became radiant or glorious, or even horned. The 

interpretation of Moses' face as "horned" is significant to the iconographical tradition of the image 

of Moses and is one of the motivating elements of this thesis. 

Based on the fourth-century Latin translation of ;YS 779 j7p as cornla essei facies (his 

face was horned)' by Jerome in what is known as the Vulgate, the image of "horned Moses" has 

offen been attnbuted to a mis-translation by Jerome. However, 1 suggest that this attribution comes 

from a gross mis-understanding of the history of Bible interpretation in generd and of Jerome's 

exegetical techniques in particular. To write a Latin version of the Old Testament based on the 

Hebrew text and not on the Septuagint or on any of the available Latin versions, Jerome first studied 

biblical Hebrew and philology fiom his Jewish contemporaries. His acquired Hebrew knowledge 

would have pressed him to translate conjugations of the root il? in Ex. 34:29-35 etymologically, 

as references to "horns." On the other hand, through scholarly interactions with his Jewish 

'Es. 3 4: 29; Biblia Hebraica, seventh edition, ed. RudoIf Kittel (Stuttgart: Wuxttembergkche Bibelanstalt 
Stuttgart, 1937). p. 133. 

%S. 34:29; Biblia Sacra - I~ixta Virlgarenr Versionem, vol. 1 ,  d Robertus Weber (Stuttgart: 
Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1975), p. 126. 



contemporaries Jerome was exposed to their biblical interpretations and learned that 1':E 7 3  j i P  

was consistently understood by Iews to refer to "radiance" or "rays of light." Therefore, in his Bible 

commentary, he explained that connita was meant to be understood metaphoncaüy. 

Jerome's combined etymological and exegeticd treatment of 1YE 7 t, j lp illustrates the 

cornplexity of the Hebrew phrase. He was limited by the linguistic constraints of Latin and was 

unable to translate the arnbiguity of the Hebrew text with an equally complex Latin idiom. 

Therefore, his challenge was to maintain the onginal etymological ianguage of the Hebrew and yet 

still convey the "correct" meaning of the verse. To achieve this, Jerome eniisted both his Latin 

translation and his Bible commentary. He may have rendered 7';s Y 3  iYi7 etyrnologically as 

cormita esset facies in the Vulgate, thus appearing to portray Moses as "homed," but he explained 

in his early commentary on the biblical book of Amos that conrrita was a metaphonc reference to 

"glorification." In several of his other commentaries, including those on the books of Isaiah and 

Ezekiel and in his Dialogue agaimf the Pelagicurs, Jerome presented Moses' homs as a metaphor 

for strength or might and for knowledge fkom God. Thus, Jerome's own comments make it clear that 

he did not interpret Ex. 34:29-35 as a reference to a "homed Moses." Nevertheless, if the Vulgate 

is read without the explanations contained in his biblical commentaries, Jerome's Latin version of 

1.25 113 1113 starkly suggests that Moses was indeed homed. 

The iconographic tradition of Moses at Mt. Sinai includes illustrations depicting rays or 

bearns of light encircling his head, but dso illustrations in which Moses appears to have actual homs 

sprouting f?om his head or face. This thesis wiU show that the former image corresponds to the early 

interpretive history of 7'25 173 il? and Ex. 34:29-35. The latter image evolved out of a 

misunderstanding of Jerome's Latin translation of this phrase in the Vulgate and produced a 

deliberate iconographic tradition in which Moses was homed. This imagery is treated at iength by 

Ruth Meliinkoff in a book dedicated to the subject of Moses' horns, The Homed Moses in Medieval 

Art and Thoirgh~~ In this study, Meilinkoff presents a vast selection of artistic representations of 

Moses, with particular emphasis on depictions of Moses as homed and their context in the history 

'Ruth Mellinko& The HornedMoses in Medievat Art and Thoughr (Los Angeles: Universjt'. of 
California Press, 1970). 



of Bible illumination and Church art. Mellinkoff demonstrates that the earliest of these images of 

Moses with horns were based on texts of Jerome's Latin translation of the Bible or on other 

translations made from his Vulgate? 

By tracing the history of the interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35 through numerous ancient 

exegetical sources and relevant theological issues. some of the original problems with the text will 

hopefully be clarified. Furthemore, the exegetical and theologicai issues surrounding the arnbiguity 

of this image of Moses provide the op portunïty for a closer study of these interpret ive documents in 

their historical context. üitimately, both sball become more familiar; the exegetical techniques of 

the ancient world, and the history of the transmission and interpretation of Moses' image and the 

ambiguous phrase, 1'13 71Y 1113 

Religious politics also play a role in the overail history of this text, which is why it is so 

important to address the histoncal context and agenda of each translation or commentary included 

in this study. btially, the general issue of the history of Moses' homs encompasses early techniques 

of textual exegesis and some polemics, but eventually the artistic imagery and resultant social 

stereotypes also become important components of this issue. While the latter is addressed in 

numerous books on Jewish-Gentile relations in the Middle Ages and Medieval Art,' the former is 

the subject of this study. 

By studying early translations and interpretations of Ex- 34:29-3 5 and related issues in their 

historical and exegetical context, this thesis will show that Jerome's fourth-century Latin rendering 

of 1% 77 3) i as conirrta essef facies (bis face was homed) was not a rniaake of interpretation, 

'This thesis is not the place for a discussion of whether or not Moses actuaily did acquire homs at Mt- Sinai. 
It is a compticated question without one answer. However, the theory of how and why 7';O 713 1113 in the biblicai 
account rnight, indeed, have been intended to record that Moses actually "became homed" is outlined in the 
introduction to Mellinkoff s book and is esplaineci at length by severai other modem scholars whose ~~ntings shall 
be esarnined shortiy in my historical overview of the topic. 

'Although Mellinkoff s Horned Moses is the only book to address these issues as  thqt specifically relate to 
Moses' horns, for other polemics-related material and generd discussion of some religious stereotypes, see Jacob 
K a t .  EXclusiveness and Tolerance: Studies in Jewish-Gentile Relurions in ~tledieval and Modern Times (West 
Orange, NJ:  B e h a n  House, inc., 1961); David Berger, The JewiJh-Chrisrian Debare in the High Middle Ages: A 
Cricical Edirion ofrhe Nizzahon I.érirs (Northvale, NJ: Jason Asonson, hc., 1996); Hyam Maccoby, ed. hdaisrn on 
Trial: Jewislt-Christian Disprrtarions in the Adiddie Ages (London: Littman Library of Civilization, 1982). For 
rcIevant discussion of art and iconography, see Heinz Schreckenberg and Kurt Schubert. Jewish Historiogmphy and 
konogruphy in Eariy and Medieval Chrijrianity, with an introduction by David Flusser (Assen/Maastrict: Van 
Garcum; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992). 



but rather a conscious attempt to presexve the complexity of the Hebrew idiom. Furthemore, 1 wiil 

attempt to demonstrate that Jerome's interpretation of this phrase was common to the majority of 

Jewish and Christian exegetical sources since the canonisation of the Bible until his time, although 

many contain revealing and noteworthy variations of this common theme. 

II. Methodology 

The first essentid element of this study is a presentation of the questionYs histoncal 

background. Given that the issue of Moses' homs spans many centuries of Bible translation, 

interpretation and illumination, it is necessary to outline several other aspects of this topic. If this 

study were to address them al1 adequately, we would be faced with enough matenal for several 

theses and numerous volumes. This thesis, then, is only one small part of a much Iarger whole, a 

taste of which I shall give in the historical oveniiew to this issue. 

The background information presented in Chapter One is drawn fiom a variety of current 

publications including Mellinkoff s research into the history of artistic and exegetical depicûons of 

Moses with homs, as well as Joshua Trachtenberg's research into Devil imagery and the observations 

of its implications for medieval Jews by Trachtenberg, Jeffrey Russell, Jacob Katz and others. Due 

to the limited scope of this work, oniy an abbreviated discussion of Ex. 34:29-35 in the writings of 

the medieval Jewish commentators is possible. Nevertheless, this part of the histot-ical o v e ~ e w  

includes material from the writings of Rashi, Rashbam and Ibn Ezra; three exegetes whose unique 

treatment of 1'19 113 j ip  warrants a thesis devoted entirely to a closer study of their comments 

about Mosesy "horns" and how this issue relates to their exegetical techniques and their polemical 

activities at that time, 

The section of this historical overview that is devoted to the status of Ex. 34:29-35 in post- 

Reformation Bibles describes relevant information fiom this fascinating period of change in the 

history of Bible translation. It was during the sixteenth century that the Vulgate's horned image of 

Moses at Mt. Sinai was arnong those interpretations that were edited out of mbsequent translations. 

Finally, this introduction also reviews numerous receat articles containiog modern, critical 

approaches to the issues surroundhg Moses' image and the meaning of this ambiguous Hebrew text 

in its ancient Near Eastern context. 



Chapter I w o  introduces Ex. 34:29-35 in Hebrew and English dong with some of the other 

passages €rom the Hebrew Bible that are significant for other sections of this thesis and the lengthy 

history of the interpretation of this text. The subjects of Chapters Three and Four are biblical 

narratives and early translations that contain valuable exegetical information about the interpretation 

of Moses' image in the first few centuries of the first rnillennium. They contain a survey of 

documents from a variety of Jewish and Christian sources, including the New Testament, the Old 

Testament Pseudepigrapha, rabbinic rnidrash and numerous early translations of the Pentateuch. The 

focus of these chapters is on interpretations of Moses' image at Mt. Sinai, as well as the reIevant 

historical information that they provide about their exegetical techniques and the theological issues 

that c m  generally help us understand their writings and their time period. Expansions on the brief 

account of Moses at Mt. Sinai and references to Moses' Divine Lght or glory are common to both 

the Jewish and Christian sources. Textual imagery specifically associating Moses' radiance with 

Christ's transfiguration is comrnon in the Christian sources. 

Chapter Four also contains an analysis of the text-tradition surrounding Aquila's Greek 

translation of the Bible, since his version of Ex. 34:29-35 reportedly depicts Moses as actually 

homed. This lengthy discussion is wananted by the peculiar lack of details surrounding the extant 

fragments of this Greek text, as well as conflicting versions of the Greek itself and Jerome's Latin 

citation of this interpretation attnbuted to Aquila, 

In the main body of this thesis 1 shall attempt to discuss narratives and commentaries 

separately from biblicai translations although some cornparison of their content is inevitable and 

often extremely valuable. Aithough they are arranged in the chronological order that has been most 

widely accepted, the precise dates of these compositions have been the object of speculation and 

scholarly analysis for centuries, and little is certain. For the limited purposes of this paper. it would 

be far too speculative to intersperse and arrange al1 of this material and nsk suggesting infiuences 

between translations and narratives or commentaries where there may not have been. Therefore, 1 

have attached some footnotes about dates of composition as well as some specific points fiom these 

debates, but 1 leave it to the reader to assess each document individually. 1 do not mean to suggest 

that translations and narratives or commentaries were ignorant of each other. These works depended 

on each other since each was a tool ofthe other's trade. Occasionaiiy, these scholars engaged in both 



exegetical enterprises. Jerome, for example, wrote translations and commentaries, a fact that is 

pivotal to the history of the interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35. 

The thesis concludes with a chapter deaiing specifically with the Latin translation and Bible 

commentaries of Jerome. By citing relevant passages fiom Jerome's writings, Chapter Five 

demonstrates that a metaphonc reading of comta esset facies was definitely his intention- The 

passages selected fiom Jerome's bibiicd cornmentaries explain the different metaphors that he 

applied to 7'30 11Y 1iP in Ex. 34:29-35. They debunk the myth that Jerome meant "homed Moses" 

in his Vulgate to be understood or illustrated Iiterally. These results show that the medieval imagery 

depicting Moses with actual homs can only be attributable to Jerome through a mis-understanding 

of his Latin translation of 1'15 773 i lp .  
On the question of how this investigation of ancient primary sources cm benefit fiom the 

wealth of modem critical scholarship that is currently available, my preference is to intersperse 

material from these modem sources where relevant. However, my pnmary allegiance lies with the 

ancient sources that are the tme subject of this study. Therefore, much of the secondary information 

that might otherwise be discussed in the main body of this thesis has been relegated to the footnotes. 

Wherever possible, I have also tned to cite texts in the original language of the author with 

a translation attached. Due to the multi-lingual nature of the sources consulted for this study, this 

includes citations of phrases or tems in biblical and rabbinic Hebrew, Ararnaic, Greek and Latin. 

In the case of whole stanzas, phrases or idtequent foreign terms, an English translation follows the 

text in parentheses or in the footnotes. In the case of more common Hebrew tems and a few Greek 

and Latin tems, the English translation accompanies only the first occasion of the reference. These 

translations are sometimes repeated later or are re-explained in the body of the text when they are 

particulariy relevant to the general discussion. 

Due to the ambiguous nature of the Hebrew root Ili) and the phrase IYE 7151 i lp ,  which 

is entirely the subject of this study, 1 have chosen to retain the Hebrew version throughout, rather 

than suggest a translation. 1 hope that this will not prove too distracting for the reader, as it has 

enabled me to retain the integrity of the Hebrew text without introducing my own biased translations 

and interpretations. After nearly two years of investigating this topic, my understanding of the 

Hebrew text and my attitude toward its inherent ambiguities has changed or been altered many times, 



often as a result of reading some new article or an ancient narrative or translation. The history of 

Jewish and Christian interpretations of Moses' appearance based on this ambiguous text spans 

several thousand years of biblical exegesis. In short, the issue of Moses' giorious, radiant or homed 

countenance exemplifies the complex history of Bible translation and interpretation. 

III. Histoncal Overview 

i Medieval iconography of Moses 

Any discussion of the image of Moses in art, in particular his "horns," must begin with the 

extensive material that Ruth Mellinkoff has already compiled and published in nie Hon~ed Moses 

in Medieval Art and ntotrght and in her more recent article containing additionai examples and 

obser~ations.~ In her introductory chapter, Mellinkoff summarises the iconographic content of 

ancient portrayals of Moses and concludes that images depicting Moses with actual homs did not 

emerge before the mid-eleventh century in England. WhiIe a number of other biblical motifs 

appeared in these ancient works, including Moses striking the rock to miraculously produce water 

and Moses receiving the tablets of the Law fiom God, Mellinkof suggests that the anistic ponrayal 

of Moses as shining or with radiating beams or rays ody emerged around the same time as the 

images containing actual hom. It appears that the earliest portrayals of Moses as shining or radiant 

after receiving the tablets are the Byzantine Octateuchs of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 

although Meiiinkoff concedes that her "examination of this theme has been cursory."' She does not 

attempt to draw any historical or polemical link between the closely-timed emergence of these 

contradictory images or exegeses, and she ernphasises that the textual image of Moses as "radiant" 

or "glorified" was standard to Bible interpreters throughout the ancient world.' 

According to Mellinkoff, the first known visual depictions of Moses with homs appear in 

Aelfnc of Eynsham's illuminated Paraphrase of the Pentateuch ond Joshiu in early eleventh- 

6MelWoff, "More about Horned Moses," Jewish A n  12/13 (1 986- l987), pp. 184- 198. Aiso interesthg is 
her book on the iconographic tradition of the peculiar disfigurement or "markingn of Cain by God in Gen 4: 15. See 
The Mark of Cain (i3erkelq: The University of Califomia Press, 1 98 1). 

'MelIinkoff, Homed~bfoses, p. 144, n 31. 

BSee MeIlinkoff s "Introduction," pp. 1 -9, and chapter seven, "The Comentaxy of the Ttieologians," ibid,, 
pp- 76-93. 



century England. In this Old English translation of the Bible based on Jerome's Latin version, 

Aelfric rendered Jerome's cornuta as geheyrned (h~rned) .~  Paul Szarmach notes that Aelnic's 

approach to Bible exegesis was extremely literal, which is exempiified by this manuscript of more 

than four hundred illustrations induding many depictions of Moses with horns. Mellinkoff descnbes 

this artistic and exegeticd enterprise as  "an attempt t~ translate literally - into pictures - the narrative, 

textual conte~t."'~ Indeed, some of these homs appear on depictions of Moses in biblical passages 

prior to the events of Ex. 34:29-35 when Moses would have become homed. Mellinkoff also 

suggests that these earlier horns appear super-imposed ont0 already-completed drawings as if they 

were added on later, perhaps once the artist "discovered" the imagery in Ex. 34:29-35 and then 

retumed to apply it to earlier depictions of Moses." This kind of hyper-literalism or estrangement 

fiom the content of the biblical narrative may raise questions about the knowledge-level of the 

illuminators hired to create these visual exegeses, which cannot be discussed funher at this time.12 

In the mid-twelfth century, there is "an aimost simultaneous reappearance" of images of 

The Oxford Eliglish Dicrionay lis& lzynred as the Old English origin of the modem English word 
"homed." Several esamples of tex- referring to the "horns" of Moses appear under the OED defrnition for 
"horned": "hm-ing, bearing or wraring an appendage, ornament, etc., called a horn; haring horn-like projections or 
escrcscrnses." Arnong these esamples is Wyclif s 1 3 82 translation of Es 3429, and an earlier texT (Crrrsor .M 
6655, ca. 1300) that states -@en rnoyscs had broght pe la gh... barn thoght him homd apon farr." S.V. "horned," The 
O'r/ot-d English Dicrionary, Second Edition, vol. 7, e d  J. A Simpson and E. Sc. C. Weiner (Odord: Clarendon 
Pr=, 1989). p. 39 1. 

"Ibid, p. 16. Also see Paul Szarmach, "Aelfnc a s  Esegete: Approaches and EsampIes in the Study of the 
Sermones Catholici," Henneneirtics andMedieval Ctrlnire, d Patrick J Gdacher and Helen Darnico (Albany, NY: 
SUNY Press, 1989), pp. 237-247. 

''Mellinkoff. Homed~bfoses, pp. 13-17. 

'This End of hyper-literai illumination in which actual h o m  are attributed to Moses, qeciaUy the 
retroactively-added horns chat contradict the tamal  imagery of the earlier parts of the biblical narrative, might 
indicate the illurninator's lack of familiarit). with the biblical narrative or its exegetical history. A marginal 
ilIumination in the fifteenthcentuy Cincinnati Haggadah is one much later example of this kind of hyper-literalism, 
in which the illustration does not accurately represent the content of the text but merely one part of one sentence. in 
this esample, the tex? of the Haggadah states: "Go forth and learn what Laban, the Aramean, desiped to do to thy 
father," and then elaborates on the intentions of Laban to desaroy Jacob and al1 of bis fiture generations by citing a 
biblical reference for corroboration However, the marginal illumination merely depicts a young wajfarer \valking 
across a field, book in hand, as if on his way to his studies; litefally, "Go forth and l m "  Franz Landsberger cites 
this esample and discusses its literalism in "The Illumination of Hebrew Manuscripts in the Middle Ages," in Jewish 
Art: An Illits~rated Hiscory, ed. Cecil Roth (Tel Aviv: Massadah - P- E. C. Press, Ltd, 196 l), pp. 377-422. Also see 
Bezalsl Narkiss, "The Relationship J3ebveen the Author, Scribe. Massorator and Illurninator in Medieval 
Manuscripts," La Paléographie Hébraïque Médiévale (Paris: Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique, 1 974). 



Moses with horns after nearly three-quarters of a century since Aeiûic's Paraphrase." These images 

appear in the Bury Bible, the Shaftesbury Psalter and the psalter of Henry of Blois, aii illuminated 

in England, and in the Gebhardt Bible from Saizburg, Austria However, Meilinkoff is uncertain of 

any connection between the English and the Austnan images. In contrast, she places particular 

emphasis on the evidence of artistic relationships between England and France. She cites examples 

of a horned Moses in the twelfth-century portai sculptures of Saint-Benigne Church in Dijon, and 

of Moses with h o m  and a M o  in a Corbie manuscript and in the Manenus Bible, although she notes 

that the latter was probably illuminated by an Englishman. In the thirteenth century this homs 

imagery spread to Bohernia, Switzerland and Spain, although it was only dunng the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries that "this motif seeped into the program of Italian artists."" 

Within a similar time M e  and geographicai location, there are also instances of Moses 

potîrayed as radiant, or depictions of other known iconographies associated with Moses, including 

Moses standing on a mountainside with bare or sandalled feet, or with his hands outstretched to 

receive the tablets of the Law. John Elsner descnbes a sixth-centuq apse rnosaic that depicts Moses 

receiving the tablets of the Law at Sinai. In this mosaic Moses is barefoot, with his hands 

outstretched and bis head inclined, but there is no indication of any radiance, halo or nimbus around 

his head or face. Elsner suggests that the three main images of this apse represent a hierarchical "trio 

of theophanies" centred on Mt. Sinai and the confrontations with God that occured there. The 

mosaic depicting the transfiguration of Christ is in the centre of the apse which, according to Elsner, 

fulfils this hierarchy and establishes the link between Moses and Christ through the Sinai 

connection." The absence of an illuminated or transfigured Moses in this apse is almon 

inconsequential because of the association established between Moses and Christ's transfiguration. 

Mellinkoff suggests that various iconographies for Moses were sirnultaneous, so there was 

no "smooth transition from homs to rays? For exampie, images of Moses as radiant appear in the 

"The following three paragrapbs contain a brief and rather hadequate sumat). of the material presented in 
Mellinkoff s chapter "The Spread of the Horned Moses Image," Horned Moses, pp. 6 1 -75. Please refer to it and to 
her more recent article for rqmductions of these images and for any relevant bibliographie information 

''Ibid, p. 7 1. 

"John Elsner, The vïewer and the vision: The case of the Sinai Apse," in Art Hisfo y 17, 1 (March 1994), 
pp. 81-102. 

'6Melhkoff, Horned Moses, p. 9 1 .  



fourteenth-century paintings of Fra Angelico and the sixteent h-century paintings of Rap hael and 

Perugino, but the motif of Moses with homs was "retained in the art of Meenth-century France and 

the German-speaking areas of Europe. The homed Moses motif generaliy beguis to diminish after 

the sixteenth-century, although it does not disappear from art entirely." Mellinkoff refers briefly to 

the medieval association of the Jew with the Devil but does not attempt to investigate the possible 

relationship of the homed Moses motif to such cases of early anti-Semitism.'" 

In her Israel Museum catalogue on illustrations of aones fiom the Bible depicted in Islamic 

painting, Rachel Milstein reports that the fira illustrated biblical stories appeared in a Persian 

histoncal composition in the founeenth century. Milstein also notes the general importance of Iight 

and flames in Islamic iconography. l9 However, though types of flame-like halos "are used to denote 

holy images" in Islamic art after the fifieenth century, she recognises the presence of halos in other 

artwork fiom the ancient Near East, Chnstianity and Chinese or Buddhist art." In her article, "The 

Iconography of Moses in Islarnic Art," Milstein suggests that an iconography of "light" or "fire" in 

diEerent forrns is most oflen associated with Moses, seldom homs. She cites numerous narratives 

as examples, including a tradition that Moses' mother hid him in the oven when the servants of 

Pharaoh were searching for Israelite babies, and "his face shone like fire and the Egyptians believed 

that he was burning"; another example suggests that Pharaoh's wife covered the shining baby Moses 

with a veil when she was blinded by his light." 

Ln one Qur'anic reference to Moses, he is descnbed a having been struck by a thunderbolt 

or lightning. The Qur'an States in ïhe C m  255: "And when ye said: O Moses! We will not believe 

"Ibid, pp- 72-75.90-9 1. 

ISIbid, pp. 133-135. 
'%ache1 Milstein, Biblical Stories in Islamic Painting (Jerusalem: The Israel Museum, 199 1 ), p. 16. 

'OIbid, p. 15; id., The Iconography of Moses in Islamic Jewish Arr 12/13 (1986-1987), p. 204. 

"Milstein, in "The Iconography of Moses," p. 204. Her esamples are cited Erom B. Heller, Encyclopedia O/ 

Islam, SV. "Musa"; and D. Sidersicy, Les Origines des Légendes Mrrrjrrlnianes (E'aris, 1933), pp. 73-103. In her 
article, "The Battle Between Good and Evil in Islamic Painting" Milstein describes an alternate iconography for 
Moses: *' ... other manifestations of the Evil Power take part, one by one, in a long and eventiùi series of battles 
against Müsa, who is often depicted in the paintings with Iight in his hanci," in Jetusalem Smdies in Arabia and 
Islam 18 ( 1  994). p. 209. This image may be a reIated to the biblicai verse Hab. 3:4, which contains a possible 
reference to rays of light radiating h m  a hand. This biblical verse is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Two. 



in thee till we see Ailah plainly; and even while ye gazed the lightning seized you."" Indeed, 

Milstein offers one example of a "homed" Moses in a nineteenth-centuy tapestq in which Moses' 

stafFturns into a dragon and Moses is depicted with two hom-like shapes protruding fiom his head, 

Milstein suggests that this particular image suggests some Christian or "European" influence on 

Islamic art and explains that "since Moses is rarely depicted with horns in Islamic paintings, this is 

clearly an imitation of the European tradition? 

ii. Anti-Semitic implications ofMoses ' "'horns " 

Jacob Katz points out that many scholars view the period of the Crusades as a major turning 

point in Jewish history, and emphasises the vulnerability of the Jewish position as it was subjected 

to persecutions and massacres at that time and afienvards. Whet ber this period or particular event 

also plays a role in the developrnent of the "horned Moses" irnagery, and eventually its demonic 

overtones for al1 Jews, is not suggested explicitly. Nevertheless, Katz provides an adequate 

description of the difficult position of the Jews in early Medieval Europe. In his study of Jewish- 

Gentile relations in medieval and modem times, he  explains that official protection was sought by 

and extended to these Jews in a political, economic and theological gesture of the complex attitude 

of Chnstianity toward its religious forbearers? In an attempt to clarify the official attitude of the 

Church in particdar toward Jews, Joshua Trachtenberg suggests that there were two Churches that 

were often in disagreement; "the hierarchy which laid d o m  and defined general pnnciples, and the 

Lesser clergy and the laity who translated principle into practice."*' The conflicting Christian 

"Qrrr an,  The Cow 255;  The Meaning of rhe Glorioais Koran, trans. Mohammed Marmaduke PicLzhall 
(New York: Pen+ Book, [nd.]), p. 37. Note that the Dawood Penguin edition renders this phrase as  "When you 
siud to Moses: 'We will not believe in p u  until we see God with our own eyes,' a thunderbolt s j c k  o u  whiist you 
were l o o h g  on," The Koran, trans. N. J- Dawood (London: Penguin Books, 1990; Fifth edition) p. 14. 

=The image appears in "Carpet with Scenes f?om the Life of Moses," by Mir Muhammad Hwayni Sadiq 
Za'adeh (Iran, Tehran, l î W /  1877) in Milstein, Biblicul Smries, p. 86. 

''Katz, Exc/irsiveness and Tolerance, p. 6. 

"Katz provides a detailed study of this issue, contrasting Jewïsh-Gentile interactions on different levels, 
pdcularly economic, with descriptions of their religious segregation, and the deticate overIap of their social and 
domestic activities as both integrated and separate, Katz also presents some of the theological doctrines of each 
group that esplain these conditions, ibid,, pp. 3-63. 

26Joshua Trachtenberg The Devil and rhe Jews (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 
1943). p. 7. 
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responses to Jews often renilted fkom this complex situation, especially since the latter group was 

often less-educated than the former and more inclined to physical action based on these principies. 

In relating his study of modem anti-Semitism to specific medieval attitudes toward the Jew, 

Trachtenberg points to early d e s t a t i o n s  of "anti-Jewish prejudice" as the predecessor of modem 

anti-Semitism. With emphasis on associations of Jews with the Devil, Trachtenberg suggests: 

Anti-Jewish prejudice is older and more extensive than Christendom ... But its unique 
demonological character is of medieval origin, with premonitions in earlier tirnes of 
the turn it was destined to take: the "demonic Jew" was born of a combination of 
cultural and histoncal factors peculiar to Christian Europe in the later Middle ~ g e s ?  

According to Trachtenberg, one such "premonition" is the medieval association of Jews with horns, 

including the artistic tradition of portraying Moses with homs. Jefiey Burton Russell descnbes the 

Devil portrayed as different animals including apes, dragons or serpents, and with different animai 

characteristics such as homs, wings and a tail. Russell notes that after the eieventh century the 

Devil's "most common animal characteristic ... was horns, which still carried the ancient connotation 

of p ~ w e r . " ~ ~  Russell refers to Mellinkoff s work in imagery and iconography regarding these horns 

of power, to emphasise that "the symbol was widely misunderstood. The homs of Moses were 

thought to represent the evil of the Jews, and the Jews themselves came to be depicted as homed."" 

Trachtenberg seems to defer to these ancient traditions to suggest the homs of power as what may 

have been "at the bottom of' MichelangeIo's homed Moses, but he also recognises the influence of 

"Aquila and the Vulgate" on the textual tradition of the image of t os es.'' ültimately, Trachtenberg 

strongly suggests that the association of medieval Jews with horns is nothing less than an association 

'%usseIl refers 10 MclIdcoff s HornedMoses here, "for the continuation of the iconography of the homs of 
power into the Middle Ages," in Jefiey Burton Russell, Lrrcifer The Devil in the ~Cfiddle Ages (Ithaca: Comeii 
University Press, 1992), p, 2 1 1, esp. a 10. These "ancient connotations" of horns include the Babylonian, Ewtian, 
and Greek concepts of 'homs" as  symbolic of deity, which shall be discussed in greater detail in the section on 
modern scholarship. 

%usseIl, LttciJer, p. 2 1 1. On the subject of a fourteenth-century French manuscript ilIumination depicting 
Moses with a dozen bearns or homs of light protniding in a circle fiom around his head, Russell notes: "The homs of 
Moses were originally homs of po\\rer, later Christian tradition made them the symbol of the supposed alliance 
betwecn the Jews and the homed Satan, in Russell, The Devif: Perceptions of EvifJmni Antiqrriry to Primitive 
Chris~ianity (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1993). p. 177." 

Trachtenberg, The Devil and fhe Jews, p. 44. 



of the Jews with the DeviL3' 

in general, Trachtenberg focuses his attention on official decrees associating medieval Jews 

with horns and on their sociological repercussions, which included sculptures and etchings 

portraying Jews standing dongside the Devil in deaiings with him, or even with homs thernselve~.~~ 

Trachtenberg offers the example of the decree of the Kenna Council in 1267 that Jews had to Wear 

a pileurn cornuiurn (homed hat), and that French Jews in the time of Philip were required to 

"attach a hom-shaped figure to the customary Jewish badge."" Based on this general attribution of 

homs to ordinary medieval Jews, Trachtenberg suggests that the origin of the image was "more ... 

than a faulty translationy' and that it most likely originates from the longstanding theological 

association of Jews with Satan which dates back to sources as early as the New Te~tament.~ 

The tenuous position of the Jews in Medieval Europe illustrates the dangers of this kind of 

demonic association for the comrnon Jew. These dangers are confirmed in historicd records of the 

general persecution of European Jews and more specific problems involving accusations of "Host 

Desecration" and "Blood Libels," the myth of Jewish fitual murder which suggested that Jews 

murdered Christians for the use of their blood in preparing the Passover mat~ot.~"istic 

representations of these phenornena depict Jews in demonic grimaces, often perfonning unspeakable 

-"Trachtenberp presents a closer study of the association of the h v s  nith images of the Devil in his chapter, 
--With Homs and Tail," ibid., pp, 44-53, 

"One irons of these associations of Jews is made eminently cIear in Trachtenberg's description of various 
Jewish rituals enacted to ward o d  the Devil, and of specific occasions b e l i e d  to hamess a greater "immuniy 
against the powrs of [such] evil." Included in these rituaIs is the blowing of the sho far (ram's hom) at the 
concbion of Yom Kippur which "CO- and confounds the devil," a day itselfon which "Satan is pon-erless," in 
Jervislt .\Iagic and Superstition: -4 Sm& in Folk Religion (New York: Atheneum, 1939; si.,-th printing l982), p. 154. 

33Trachtenberg, The Devif and the Jews, pp. 45-46. 

"The quotr is 6om p. 44, but Trachtenberg treats this iheobgicd aninide in greater detail in his earlier 
chapters, -'Devil Incamal," pp. 1 1-3 1 and "Antichrist," pp. 32-43. He cites John 8:44, in whkh the Jews are 
described as the progeny of the Devil: "You are of your father the devil, and your wvill is to do your father's 
desires..."; and Revelations 29 and 3:9 which refer to the "synagogue of Sa-" ibid, p. 20. 

"For more on "Host Desecration," see Trachtenberg, ibid., pp. 109-123; for more on the rnyth of "Jewïsh 
ritual murder" and "Blood libels," see Trachtenberg, ibid, pp. 124-155, especially the s~uteenth-centur). images on p. 
1 12 depicting Jewish girls desecrathg the host "at the devil's instigation," and p. 136 depicting a Jew "conjuring the 
Devil from blood secured through "ritual murder." Also see R Po-Chia Hsia, The Myrh of Rituof Murder: Jews and 
Magie in Refonnation Gernrany (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1 988), esp. pp. 2 12-2 15. 



perversions involving animals, excrement and the drinking of blood." Although only some of these 

images depict the Devil aiongside the Jew, or the Jew as the Devil himself, the general demonic 

association of the Jew in Medieval Europe was cause for tremendous concem. Similady, any 

contemporary textuai link between the Bible and such imagery as Moses' horns was cause for 

concern. 

iii. Moses ' "homs " in Medieval Jewish commentaries 

The exegeticai material on E x  34:29-35 that was consdted for this study includes more than 

fi@ rabbinic commentaries ffom the past one thousand years whose information extends beyond the 

Iirnited time frame of this thesis. In tmth, one of my main interests at the outset of this study was 

the issue of rnedieval Jewish-Christian polemics. This involved studying their responses to the 

negative imagery of Moses, written at a tirne when these anistic representations were becoming 

known and when scholarly interactions were fiequent through theological disputations. My original 

objective was to expose their treatment of the exegetical, theological and polemical issues sparked 

by attestations of Moses' horns or transfiguration. Although 1 had expected to uncover an 

ovenvhelrning Jewish voice that forcefûlly denied these images of homed Moses and lashed out at 

Christians for perpetuating them; instead, the silence was deafening. 

David Berger notes that examples of adChristian works by Jews "are virtually non-existent 

before the twelfth cent~r~."~' Berger explains that the Jews living under Islarnic rule were not under 

any threat where they lived, therefore they were not internally motivated to write polemics against 

Christians. However, the literature of the Jews living under Christian rule was subject to heavy 

scrutiny by the Church and often censorship? Berger and Envin Rosenthal both note that despite 

this censorship some anti-Christian remarks did survive in manuscripts of a few exegetes including 

MFor esamples, see the previous note. Also. see the early seventeenth-cm- images of the Judemari, p. 8 
and the collection of satiric illustrations in which Jews are pictured alongside or interacting wïth the Devil (the 
second-1st kame contains another depiction of the Jitdensoir), ibid-, pp. 28-29; and in Mellinkoff, Horned Moses, 
figs. 123, 125, 127, 128. 

-"David Berger, The Jewish-Christian Debore in the High hfiddfe Ages. .4 Critical Edirion of the 
~Vizzahon Verrrs (Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson inc,, 1996), p. 7. 

"ibid., p. 8. Erwin Rosezlthal discussa this scrutiny and censorship in his articie, "Ah-Christian polemic 
in medieva1 Bible cornmentaries," JJS 10 (1 959). pp. 1 15-1 16. 



Rashi, Rashbam, Abraham Ibn Ezra, David K i e i  (Radak) and Naunanides na am ban).'^ 

With the exception of the few commentaries that 1 shall now explain in some detail, the 

medieval rabbinic sources ovenvhelrningly support interpretations of lY3 713 as radiance and 

power just like their exegetical predecessors. However, they add nothing to the specific resolution 

of the issue of the icongraphy of Moses as horned. I suggea three possible explanations for this 

silence. Perhaps the lewkh non-response was a conscious, collective attempt to ignore the demonic 

associations of the Jews by Christians and hopefiilly avoid lending dignity to  their persecutions. Or 

perhaps their general emphasis on  Moses' radiance and power represents a kind of "passive" 

polemic. That is, by offering a consistent alternative to portraying Moses as horned, they actudly 

were denying this demonic imagery. A third possibility is that their invective was reserved for the 

forum of the theologicai disputations and thus not to be included in their Bible commentaries, written 

for other Jews. Rosenthal proposes that their exegetical concerns were not polemical but mainly 

internai, and suggests that they were "less concerned with convincing Christians than with reassuring 

and fortieing J e ~ s . " ' ~  However, an achievernent of this collective strength required providing for 

Jews the necessary exegeticai responses with which to respond to anti-Judaic claims should they 

encounter them Inaeed, the few commentators who dedt openly with this issue in their writings are 

evidence enough that Ex. 34:29-35 was a source of some concern for the Jewish and exegetical 

community. 

Based on my investigations into the general state of medieval Jewish commentaries on this 

issue, 1 shail discuss three exegetes whose comments aaad out fiom the others: Rashi, Rashbam and 

Ibn Ena. Because he was writîng in Hebrew, Rashi's problematic use of the ambiguous i'i? may 

have perpetuated the image of Moses with homs, despite his emphasis on light with the word TIR. 

Rashbam explicitly directed harsh criticism at "anyone" that might think that :Y5 V3  meant 

actual horns. Ibn Ezra attacked a particular Jewish heretic for explaining how it is possible that 

Moses' face actually became scaly or hom-like. 

It is my opinion that three factors play important roles in affecthg these comments. First, 

"Berger, The Jewish-Christian Debure, p. 24; RosenthaL, "Anti-Christian polemic," p. 1 16. 

"'Rosenthal, "Anti-Christian polemic," p. 1 19. 



it has been reasonably demonstrated by Ruth Mellinkoff that visuai representations of Moses with 

actual horns first appeared in Bible manuscript illuminations and Church art in Europe during the 

middle of the eleventh century. Second, significant advances in the scientific or philological 

approach to biblical exegesis in Spain generated a total revolution in the traditional methods of 

Jewish interpretation of Scripture. These advances initiated an exegetical challenge of peshat over 

derash, of literal over ailegorical interpretation of the Bible, which affected the commentaries of aii 

Jewish Bible scholars in Europe fiom the eleventh century on." Third, documentation of the 

theological disputations between medieval Chri-stian theologians and Jews indicates that biblicai 

polemics and apologetics were prominent in both oral debates and written commentaries corn that 

time." The aforementioned Jewish exegetes, Rashi, Rashbarn and Ibn Ezra, appear to have been 

addressing aspects of each of these three factors in their comments on Ex. 34:29-35. 

In eleventh-century France where the rational and scientific academia of the Spanish 

intellectual renaissance was still unfamilia, Solomon ben Isaac of Troyes (Rashi) atternpted to 

bridge the gap between traditional midrashic scholarship and peshat. Rashi dedicated himself to 

denving the peshat, the simplest or most straightfonvard meaning of the text, while he maintained 

a IoyaIty to the traditionai rabbinic teachings and interpretations. As a result of the latter, he also 

continued to use rnaterial fiom the rabbinic midrashim in his work; for exarnple, Midrmh Tarzhma 

and Sifre Ziirta in his commentary on Ex. 34:29-35." 

In the section of his commentary on Ex. 34:29-35 that is more relevant to the current 

discussion of Jewish-Christian interaction, Rashi explains the visual aspect of the ambiguous phrase 

1'23 7iu il? as a kind of hom that is a light-ray. In this comment, Rashi explains that this 

"See Urie1 Simon, "The Religious SipScance of the Peshat," transl. Edward L. Greenstein, Tradition 23, 
2 (Winter 1988), pp. 4 1-63. 

"TWO such Jewish compendia of anti-Christian Polemic are the thirteenth-century Nizzahon Vents, uans. 
Dat-ïd Berger, and the undated Seleer h'estor Hakonrer. See Joel E. Rernbaum, "The Muence of Sefer Nestor 
Hakomer on Medieval Jewvish Polemics," Re?JR 45 (1 978) pp. 155-1 86; Joseph Dan, "Polemics and Polemical 
Literature," En&d vol- 13, cols. 790-795. 

"As there is ongoing research into the authenticity of current "Rashiv man-pts due to the many 
discrepancies between them, these followving comments "of Rashi" must be viewved with a degree of caution At this 
time, it is safest to say that they originate fkom the School of Rashi, and may reflect additions or changes made by his 
students or disciples. For more cn "Rashi's" historical milieu and the particular exegetical techniques attributed to 
him, see Sarah Karnin, Rashi.- Peshitro shel MiAra u-Midrasho shel iCfÏba (Jenisalem: Magnes Press, 1 986); Aaron 
Roùikoflt: Menahem Zevi Kaddari, Jona Fraenkei and Israel Moses Ta-Shma, Endud, vol. 13, cols. 1558-1 566. 



a kind of E ' l lp  such that the light radiates like a kind of jl?)? . . Rashi suggests that even if the 

terminology of the passage did refer to homs, it was to a kind of radiating hom like a ray of light. 

Nonetheles, Rashi's use of the ambiguous Hebrew root j7iY to explain 1';P 113 j?? is problematic 

because some medieval Christian theologians studied and cited Rashi's biblical commentaries in 

theù own work, in some cases quite extensively. They may have perceived Rashi's use of j i p  in this 

comment as a perpetuation of the "horns" image, despite Rashi's explmation about iight.45 

Interestingly, Rashi also appears to have translated 113 (skin) as 7% (light) in this comment, 

which would niggest recoune to the style of the rnidrashic literature even though there is no specific 

midrash on Ex. 34:29-35 that suggests this interchange of letters or rneaning~.~~ Alternatively, Rashi 

was ushg il?? (light) to cornmunicate the traditional idea of interpreting as radiating rays, even 

though there is no explicit Hebrew reference to light anywhere in Ex. 34:29-35. In general, Rashi 

remained devoted to the midrashic sources and the peshat, so he probably tried to glean the most 

practical and relevant details corn often cumbersome and usually non-literal midrashim." 

"These Rashi tek- were venfied in Torar Hqwint, vol 2, p t 2, and in the Bariian-CD database of biblicai 
commentaries (lerusalem 1 959, based on the 1839 Vienna rabbinic Bible). in this comment, and E':Yp might 
be read as a reference to either h o m  or  rays. 

J5For more infornation on the issue of Chrisvan use of Rashi's Bibfe comrnentary, see Herman Hailperin, 
-'De l'rrrilisarion par les cilrérieris de l'œrwre de Radii (1 125-1300)." in Manès Sperber, Rachi: Ouvrage CollecrïJ 
(Paris: Senice Technique pour I'Education, 1971). pp. 163-200; Sarah Kamin, -The Relation of Nicholas de Lyre to 
Rashi in his Commentaq on Song of Songs," in Ben Ishtrdi~tr le-Xorsnili be-/arshantir ha-.\fibu (Jemalem: 
Magnes Press, 199 l), pp. 62-72. Gilbert Dahm gkes esamples of Judaic interpretations fiom the witings of Peter 
Cornestor, Andrew of St Victor and others, in -Les interprératio i v e s  dans les conrmenraires drr Penrareuqtie de 
Pierre le Chantre," in Katherine Walsh and Diana Wood, e6-. The Bible in the :Cfedieval Ffrorld. Sttidies in Chzirch 
Hisroly Subsidia 4: Essclys in Afeniory of Ber)[ Snralky (Osforci: Basil Blackvell, 1985), pp. 13 1-1 55. On the 
interaction of leivish and Christian commentators in general, see Kamin, -Affinities Behveen Jeivish and Christian 
Esegesis in 1 2th Centur). Northern France," in Ben i'ehridim le-Nomini, pp. 12-26. 

'%e issue of interchangeable letters such as R and 3 is &usseci in much greater detail in the midrash 
section of Chapter Three. 

"According to the claims of bis otvn ~ d s o n ,  Rashbam, Rashi saw advances in the field of literal 
inteqxrtation during his own Iifétime that apparently led him to consider modifjring some of his original esegetical 
comments to confom further with literalist advances. This aiieged conversation between Rashi and Rashbam fkom 
which this observation is dratvn is describeci by Rashbam in his commentaxy on Genesis 37:2. Cited in Barry Holtz, 
ed., Back ro the Sortrces (New York: Summit Books, 1984), p. 243. If, indeed, this was the case, it was probably tm  
laie in Rashi's life for him to have takm any substantive action toward the desireci "modifications" to which 
Rashbarn was alluding. Thus, despite the radical position that Rashi took favouring the peshat in his oivn tirne, he 
ncvcrtheless sflered criticism for not being literal enough in the eyes of later followers of the peshat Iike Rashbam 



Rabbi Samuel ben Meir, aiso known as Rashbarn, was Rashi's grandson. In his brazen and 

more extreme approach, Rashbam insiaed on peshat and rejected the inclusion of the extra layers 

of midrashic interpretation. He consulted and cited French language gfosses and early Spanish 

dictionanes for definitions and seems to have preferred citing biblicai passages directly for his 

parallels, though did quote rabbinic sources when he may have had no specific recourse to the 

biblical text.lg In the case of his comments on Ex. 34:29-35, Rashbarn demonstrates knowledge of 

al1 of these sources; biblical, rabbinic and scientific. Most importantly for this study, Rashbam was 

the first Jewish commentator to use his commentary to attack the interpretation of X E  713 j?P as 
homs. Martin Lochshin suggests that Rashbam was mocking his Christian contemporaries for 

thinking that Moses literally had homs since this imagery was already a "familiar figure in art" in 

Rashbam's time. Lochshin cites Nahum Sama's commentary on Exodus as his source for this 

reference to horned Moses in a d 9  

Rashbam's commentary on Ex. 34:29 begins by cIariSing the phrase Ï29 719 i7j) to be a 

reference to 7177 j l ~ 3  (the langage of majesty), sirnilar to Rashi's commentary where the term 

713 appeared in the question ?Tl73 'll$ X ' E  737 j3'70: fiom Mi&ash Ta,@irma and Exodiirs 

Rabbah." Rashbam then cites Hab. 3:4, a biblical verse that was also used by the Spanish 

grammarians," for a seemingly parallel biblical usage of the root that defined it as "rays of 

iight." Rashbam concludes his comments on this passage with the observation that the Torah is nfe 

with homonyms. It would follow that he considered the ambiguity of 1':D 779 j7p to be one such 

case. Ultimately, Rashbam has the foiiowing harsh reprimand for anyone who rnight want to suggest 

that 1'33 7W 1113' actuaily refers to the homs of an ox, just as the root 1713 is used in Deut. 33: 17. 

and Ibn Ezra, who took rnuch more estreme stances in their need to seek out the titeral meaning of the te= 

aA Grosman, "Samuel ben Meir," in Endud vol. 14, cois 8 10-8 18; a h  see the introduction to 
Rashbam 's Conznrenrary on Erodirs: .4n Anno~ated Tmnrlation, d and trans. Martin 1. Lochshin (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1997). 

' ~ o c h s h i n ,  ibid, pp. 422423. 

'QThis issue wiil be discussed in a later section devoted to analysing rabbinic midrashim on EX M:29-3 5. 
These Rashbam tex* wvere v d i e d  in Torut Hqy im,  vol 2, pt, 2, and in the BarIfan-CD database of biblicd 
cornmentaries (Jenisalem 1 959, based on the 1 859 Vienna rabbinic Bible). 

5'Including Menahem Ibn Santk and Jonah Ibn Jan&, though Rashbam states specifically that he consulted 
"Menahan" here. 



Rashbam aates: ;I'J10 N% 1IqN I Y l p  ER7 Yip513M03 (one who compares this [phrase] to 'the 

homs of the wild-ox' peut .  3 3 : 1 71 is nothhg but an idi~t) . '~  While it is not certain that Rashbam 

was responding directly to a particular incident or commuitator, his reprimand is not unjustified. 

Mellinkoff records the presence of iilustrations depicting Moses with homs in England during 

Rashbam's lifetime, in partiailar in Aelfric's Paraphrase and the Bury Bible. It is reasonable to 

suggest that Rashbam was exposed to this imagery of homs, or at least that he was aware of it. This 

might explain Rashbam's harsh invective in his comrnentary on Ex. 34:29-35. 

Abraham Ibn Ezra of Spain, a contemporary of Rashbarn and similarly a proponent of literai 

Bible interpretations, also responded forcettlly to an exegetical source that suggested a horned 

Moses. The difference in the case of Ibn Ezra's response is its direction at a specific individual, 

whereas Rashbarn's target is unnamed or universal. In general, Ibn Ezra is recognised for his 

attention to etymology, gramrnar and establishing the literal rneaning of the text, but also for his 

loyalty to the explanations of the talmudic sages on legal matters. Ibn Ezra wrote two different 

commentanes on some books of the ~entateuch," in which he oflen digressed and moralized, and 

which are characterised as thought-provoking, witty and enigmatic, as well as brusque and critical. 

His commentaries on Ex. 34:29-35 are exemplary of these cbaracten~tics.~ 

In his Short Commenfwy otz the Penfate~ich on Ex  3 4:29, Ibn Ezra generally agrees with the 

traditional rabbinic exegesis, even though his fidelity to peshat ofien brought him into conflict with 

rabbinic exegesis over other verses. Here, Ibn Ezra suggests that the phrase 1';h ?Xi i7p was meant 

as a reference to splendour, 77li KX33, or to a splendid light. He also cites Hab. 3:4 to support bis 

case. In doing so, not only does Ibn Ezra concur with the Spanish Iinguists who cited this verse fiom 

Habakkuk, but he also reaf3irms the link between iX! 119 ji? and biblicai verses that define this 

use of as a reference to some lcind of shining light . Either Ibn Ezra believed that earlier rabbinic 

S%ashbam, Ex  34:29; translation based on Lochshin, Rashbarn 's Corntnentary on Erodus, p. 422423. 

'"Ibn Ezra's commentaq on Exdus is written in two versions, one long and one short Not al1 rabbinic 
Bibles contain both versions, although the Torar H m m  (Jenisalem: Mossad ha-Rav Kook, 1988) is one such 
edition that doa;. Also, Ibn Ezra's Short Cornnienrury svas published as a separate volume in Prague in 1840- 
Citations From Ibn Ezra's comrnents are t&m fiom Torar H w i m ,  vol, 2, pt. 2. 

S'Tovia Preschel, "Ibn Ezra, Abraham," in: Enchrd vol. 8, cols. 1 163-1 168; Sirat, .4 Hisrory ofJewish 
Phiiosophy, pp. 1 04- 1 1 2. 



interpreten had uncovered the tme peshat of the verse despite their penchant for midrash, or he was 

simply concurring with the conclusions of the linguists who suggested that this use of j i?  referred 

to light. His sources are not cited in these comrnents, so either explanation is possible. 

In tais Long Commenfary on Ex. 34:29, Ibn Ezra attacks a Jewish heretic named Hiwi" for 

suggesting that Moses' face became shrïvelled up and hom-like Corn fasting while on the mountain. 

Hiwi's conclusion does not necessarily originate fiom the Christian imagery of Moses with horns, 

yet the very fact that Hiwi suggests a kind of homs to be the correct interpretation of this verse and 

a possible attnbute of Moses is obviously abhorrent to Ibn Ezra In response to Hiwi's suggestion 

that the Israelites were afraid to corne near Moses because of his appearance, Ibn Ezra curses Hiwi 

that his bones should rot: Wl03 'IR rilFS9 l p r i ~ - ' ~  

John Bowman's English translation of assorted Samaritan documents includes a short 

discourse by the eleventh-century Samaritan writer Abü71 Hassan al-Süri that agrees with Hiwi's 

explanation of the cause of Moses' condition although not with the interpretation of the condition 

itself. This discourse fiom al-Süri's Tabbakh discusses Moses' ascent to Mt. Sinai and the "marvels" 

that God wrought upon him there to show the people below that he was a "work of the Lord."" 

These comrnents exempw the Samaritan perception of Moses as some kind of deified or elevated 

being, and contain a clear interpretation of 1'15 113 j'l? as a kind of radiant light. Moses' forty-day 

fast while on the mountain is the first of these marvels, which al-Süri describes as "such as that no 

"Foûtnotes in the Torar Huyyin~ suggest that Hiwi \vas a heretic living in the tirne of Saadia Gaon (882- 
942). see Ibn Ezra (Long Comrnentary), in Torar Hayyîm, p. 23 1 ,  n. 75. This is a reference to the tenth-centuxy 
Bible critic al-Bakhi, who wote Two Hrtndred Qrrestions Conceming the Scripntre. For more on &hi in the 
time of Saadiah Gaon, see Sirat, -4 Hisrory ofJewish Phihophy, p. 26. In a list of exegeticai tek* related to mwi 
al-Balfi, Israel Davîdson cites si. esamples of Ibn Ezra cursuig Hiwi in his commentaries: in his Short 
Comnrentary - Ex 23:20; in his Long Conrnienrary - Gen 1 : 1, Gen. 3 :9, Ex 14:27, 16:13,3r):29. In these examples, 
ibn h a  refers ta hirn disparagingly as ÿpnM 'ln and '3537 'IR, Hiwi the sinner and .ui the dog See Israel 
Davidson, Saadiu S Polenric Agaimt niwi al-BalWti (New York: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 19 1 5), 
pp. 100-102. 

s61bn Ezra, in Torar Hqyinr, p. 23 1. 
37 John Bownan, trans. and ed., Samaritan Docunrents Relafing ru heir Histoty, Religion and Lve 

(Pittsburgh, PA: The Pichwick Press, 1977), pp. 24 1-242. 



human being could do."" l e  first marvel relates causally to the second, which al-SM descnbes 

as: "the acquinng of the light on his face, which is refened to by 'with a ray of light' after his 

abstaining fiom food."59 It is interesting to note that the Iuik made here between Moses' forty-day 

fast and the subsequent condition of his face is similar to that of mwi, yet al-Suri's interpretation 

of Moses' condition produces a totally different visual re~ult.~" What Hiwi interprets as horns, al- 

Sün interprets as light, yet both notions are suggested to have been caused by Moses' fast. 

William Propp is Hiwi's best modem supporter for an interpretation of hom-like skui for 

Moses. Propp presents the textual and historical issues of Moses' image from several perspectives, 

but concludes that "there are weaknesses in interpreting qarait as either 'shone' or b a s  homed.' 

Neither accowits adequately for the reference to Moses' skin" Propp prefers an interpretation closer 

to Hiwi's, which he describes as "eminently rea~onable."~' 

Urie1 Simon contends that it was Ibn Ezra's fidelity to the peshat-method of interpretation 

that led him to criticise W ' s  comments and not any fear that Hiwi was perpetuating an anti-Judaic 

image or rnyth. According to Simon, Ibn Ezra was angry at Hiwi for mis-stating the peshat of the 

verse, a response that can be understood fiom what is known of Ibn Ezra's exegetical style. In the 

lengthy critique that follows his initial attack of Hiwi, Ibn Ezra stipulates the improbability of wwi's 

interpretation and confirms that his own treatment of this textual ambiguity is an attempted solution 

to an exegetical problem and not a polemical statement.6' 

The subjects of Jewish-Christian polemics and the theological disputations in the Middle 

Ages occupy enough material and questions for another thesis. One socioIogical aspect of this 

"Ibid., pp. 24 1-242- 

591bid, p. 242. 

9 was unable to ver@ al-Süri's comments in their original l a n p g e  since the manuscripts have not been 
published and reside in the John Rylands Libtary in Manchester, England 

William Propp, "Did Moses Have Homs?,, Bible Review, vol. 4 (Feb 1 988), p. 36. This article \vil1 be 
discussed in greater detail in the section on modem scholarship below. 

6'My appreciation to Profesor Une1 Simon for personal conversations on this issue, July 1997- For more 
on ibn h a ' s  e.uegeticaf techniques, see Simon's article "Toward the exegetical style of R Abraham Ibn Ezra 
through three of his commentaries on one verse (article in Hebrew)," Annual 0/8ar Iian Universip.- S~udies in 
Jtrdaica and rfie Htintanities, vol. 3 (Jenisalem: Kiryat Sefer Ltd., i 965), pp. 92- 138. 



materid is related to the implications of Moses' "honis" for the European Jewish community at that 

time. Two intrinsic theological aspects are Moses' presence on Mt- Sinai at the transfiguration of 

Christ and his role as representative of the superseded Old Law of the Jewish Bible. Al1 this would 

involve fbrther investigation into the portrayal of Moses in the exegetical and polemical writings of 

medieval Christian theologians and hterpreters. Because of these various exegetical and theological 

issues, the interplay ofliteral interpretation and metaphoncal or spiritual interpretation are important 

to any study of the exegesis of l'ID 11Y Tl? in any time period- 

iv. Exodus 34.- 29-35 in post-Reformation Bibles 

To the best of my knowledge, there is no modem Jewish or Christian translation of the 

Pentateuch that describes Moses with actual horns. This assertion is supported by the comments of 

various modem scholars who describe the te=-tradition of depicting Moses with horns as now 

corrected or "fixed." Nehama Leibowitz's translater, Aryeh Newman, lists the numerous current 

Bibles he consulted that concur with a rendenng of 7.25 'Ilil il? as radiance or shining." James 

Strachan describes the process of change that this verse underwent in Protestant Bible translations 

of the sixteenth century. Strachan notes that William Tyndale's 1530 English translation was one 

of the first Christian Bibles to portray Moses as radiant since the translations that were made before 

Jerome's ~ulgate." Tyndale's version of Ex. 34:29 states: "the s w e  of his face shone with 

bearnes," although his Pentateuch met up with great resistance and eventually he was executed for 

his reformist beliefs? Martin Luther's German version of Ex. 34:29 states: "vnd wuste nicht das 

6'Neuman cites the foUowïng modern Engiish Bible translations: "cf: JB [Jewish Bible. The Ho& 
Scriptzrres (Philadelphia: The Jeni.& Publication Society of America, 1956)) '...sent forth beams nTMe He talked 
with him'; N B  [~Vew Jewish Bible, The Torah, A New Translation (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of 
America, 1962)l: '...was radiant since he had spoken with Hirn'; NEB [New Engfish Bible (Engiand: Ozrford 
University Press; Cambridge University Press, 1970)l: '...shone because he had been speahg nith the Lord'; Hirsch 
[Judaisni Etemal (London: Soncino, 1956)l: '...had become luminous wben He spoke to W; RSV [The Revised 
Standard Version]: '.,-shone because he had been taiking wvïth &'" in Studies in Shemot (Jenisalem: The WZO 
Department for Torah Education in the Diaspora, 1981), pp. 629-630. 

@James Strachan, Early Bible Illtrstrations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1957), p. 14. 

6'IVillirtn~ Tyndale's /ive book of Moses calfed the Pentateuch, being a verbotim reprint ofthe edifion of 
MCCCCC'LXY, ed. J. 1. Mombert, new intrd F. F. Bruce (Carbondale, 11: Southem Illinois University Press, 
Sussex: Centaur Press Ltd, 1967), pp. 268-269. 



die haut seines Angesichts glentzen-"" The version in Tyndale's Pentateuch is partially comparable 

to Thomas Cromwell's 1539 Great Bible, which states "Moses wyst not that the skime of his face 

shone in the maner ofa home ..."m According to Strachan, it was ody in the Geneva version of 1560 

"that Moses' irrational homs were withdrawn from English bibles."" By the time of the 16 1 1 

printing of the Authorised Version or King James Bible, whose "general tone" was iduenced by 

Tyndale's t rans la t i~n,~~ the notion of a homed Moses in Ex. 34:29-35 was permanently removed. 

The King James Bible states: "And Moses wia not that the skin of his face ~hone."'~ 

Ex. 3429-35 in the Vulgate has a different history oftransmission than the Protestant Bibles; 

the Vulgate still contains Jerome's original translation of 7'29 7lÿ il? as conruta esset facies?' The 

many variant texts of Jerome's Latin Vulgate were assembled and revised on a directive fiom the 

Council of Trent (1543-1563), the completion of which took alrnost half a century and was 

concluded under Clement WI in 1592. Jerome's Vulgate was recognised as the officia1 Bibliu 

firlgaa at the Fourth Session of the Council of Trent in April 1546.~ Despite these revisions, their 

Vulgate retained Jerome's original rendering of 1';D 173 i Y?. The 1609 Douay Old Testament was 

the first official English translation of the Bible by the Catholic Church and was based on the 

Vulgate. It preserves Jerome's etymological rendering of the verse: "And he knew not that his face 

was h~rned."~ However, the m e n t  Catholic Bible in French, La Bible de Jérusalem, concurs with 

the interpretation of Moses' image now found in Protestant and Jewish translations of the Bible. The 

French version of Ex. 34:29 rendea 1'29 11U i 17 as fa peau de son visage r~yonnait.'~ The modem 

English Bible The J e r t d e m  Bible, which is based on the French version, states: "... he did not know 

66Es. 34:29; Die ganee Heilige Schr@ Dezrdrch W~ttenberg 1545), transl. D. Martin Luther (Munich: 
Rogner & Bernhard, 1972), p. 190. 

67Strachan, Early Bible Illirstrarionr, p. 14, 

T f .  "Authorised Version of the Bible," in ODCC, pp. 1 1 1 - 1  12. 

'%x. 3429; The Holy Bible, King James edition (London- Eyre and Spottisrr.de, 1900). p. 95. 

"Ex 34:29; Biblia Sucra, vol. 1 ,  p.  126. 

"The history of the evolution of the text of Jerome's Latin Bible translation is outlined succinctly in 
Vulgate," ODCC, pp. 143 1-1432- 

'SEx. 34:29; The Ho& Bible, Douqy version ("fust published by the English College at Douay* 16097, 
(New York: P .  J .  Kenedy, 1914), p. 100. 

"EX 34:29; La Bible de JémsaIern (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1984), p. 122. 



that the skin on his face was radiant after speaking with Yahweh."" Overall it appean from the 

modem Bibles surveyed that current bibticat texts agree in their interpretation of Moses' condition 

as some sort of light or radiance, despite any of their links to earlier versions describing Moses as 

horned. 

v. Contributions of modern commentaries and archaeological scholarship 

Several current Bibles contain footnotes briefly indicating the history of translation of Ex. 

34:29-3 5. They often mention Jerome's original etymological Latin translation of 1';E 713 as 

cormlta esset facies, although they consistently neglect to mention his biblicai commentaries. Does 

this rnean that they are generally ignorant of his re!evant commentaries, or that they regard the 

content of these commentaries as irrelevant or unimportant? The latter seerns unlikely, but if correct 

it may only reflect their priority to record the textuai source of Moses' homs and not the exegetical 

significance or intended meaning of that Latin passage. Some of these footnotes or commentaries 

also include specific information about the artistic tradition of portraying Moses with horns, and 

of3en cite Michelangelo's fourteenth-century sculpture as an example. In one such note, Nahum 

Sarna mistakenly and ironically cites Jerome's commentaries as the basis for cornuta in the Vulgate. 

Sarna States: 

The association ofkmmt with keret~ gave rise to the mistaken notion that Moses grew 
horns ... The rendering of karm by cornuta in the Vulgate translation, based on the 
commentaries of Jerome (ca. 347-ca. 419), helped foster the error, and a homed 
Moses Iater became a familiar figure in art from the eleventh century on.76 

Sarna refers to Michelangelo's sculpture as evidence of this, and cites Mellinkoff s HomedMoses 

as his source. Other footnotes are more accurate about the history of the interpretation of this tex& 

though mostly because they are so concise that they exclude most of the oÂen-confused details of 

"Es. 34:29; The Jenrsaiem Bibh, ed. Alesander Jones (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, inc., 
1966). p. 122. The introduction and notes of this edition are based on La Bible de Jémsalem, the mdti-volume 
French edition by the Dorninican Biblical School in Jerusalem and the subsequent 1956 one-volume edition 
According to editor Alexander Jones, the biblical text of this English version \vas sometimes based on the French 
then "compared word for word to the Hebrew or Aramaic," or was made directly h m  the Hebrew or Greek and 
"sirnultaneously compared with the French when questions of variant reading or interpretation arose," in "Editor's 
Foreword," The Jentsalent Bible, p. v. 

'6Nahurn Sarna, The Jf S Torah Contntenraty: Erodus (Philadelphia; New York: The Jewish Publication 
Society, 199 1 ). p. 2 19. note on Ex 34:29. 



this issue. For example, J. H- Hem suggests the link between the Vulgate and the medieval artists, 

but misrepresents the Vulgate with an English translation of Jerome's Latin version that includes the 

word "light" as well as "homs." According to Hertz, "The Latin translation of the Bible, the 

Vulgate, translated, 'his face sent out homs of light."'" His comments suggest that the medievai 

artists were rnisled by this version of E x  34:29-35, so he was obviously farniliar with the artistic 

tradition of Moses with horns. However, Hertz's Engiish translation of Jerome's Vulgate obscures 

the problem of Jerome's original words when it suggests that the translation of comta esset facies 

is "horns of Iight." 

Some secondary works also limit their entire explmation of the iconography of Moses' 

"homs" to a single sentence or paragraph that oversimplifies or mis-states the complex histoiy of the 

interpretation of 1'23 71Y i lp .  How ironic that in a book entitled Imges of Moses' which 

addresses many different issues related to Moses, the author only briefly mentions the issue of 

Moses' ambiguous condition in a shon comment related to Michelangelo's sculpture. In this 

comment, David I. Silver describes his personal attitude to the issue of Moses' horns as c'slightly 

am~sed."'~ Perhaps some modem scholars are so fàr removed fiom the era in which it was necessary 

to defend the image of the Jew against demonic associations that nowadays a medieval image 

depicting Moses with homs is irrelevant or undramatic. Silver States: 

A radier impressive marble copy of Michelangelo's Moses sits in a comdor just 
outside rny office ... 1 am slightly amused, certainly not senously disturbed, by the 
homs, the result of Jerome's limited Hebrew vocabulary and the acceptance of his 
Vulgate translation by the Roman Church." 

Silver avoids judgemental words like "mistake" or c'mistranslation~' to explain this image based on 

the Vulgate, but does suggest that "Jerome's limited Hebrew vocabulary" was one of its causes.80 

Based on the histoncal information that describes Jerome's Hebrew studies, including Jerome's own 

comments about this lengthy and ditndt process, Jerome's Hebrew vocabulary was probably much 

77 J- H- Hertz, ed, The Penrateuch and HaJorohs, Hebmv Text, English Translation and Commenrary, 
second edition (London: Soncino Press, 1987), p. 368, a 29, In his 1936 preface, Hertz notes that he was assisteci 
by A Cohen Ui the preparation of this part of the commentary, p. vii 

'BDavid J .  Silver, images oJMoses (New York: Basic Books, Inc.,1982), p. 140. 

"Ibid. 



better than Silver imagines." Ultimately. Silver explains that he finds a different aspect of 

Michelangelo's statue disturbing. He is disturbed by the blank tablets held by Moses that, accordiig 

to him, are a result of Michelangelo' s carving of a Christian Moses and not the bearer of God's Law 

to the Jews. In Images of Moses, Silver disregards the entire issue of the physical image of Moses 

for what he describes as a "total" lack of biblical descriptions of Moses' physique and of ancient 

artistic portrayals of Moses. Silver asserts that "the Biblical report ... does not contain a single line 

of physical description [of Mose~]."~ However. this assertion might be questioned in light of the 

imagery suggested by 1'29 ili) jll'J in Ex. 34:29-35. 

Modem scholars who discuss these verses as a possible reference to a "homed Moses often 

attempt to show that in ancient Near Eastern context it was normal to associate a leader with horn~.'~ 

Given the degeneration of this image into its demonic implications in the Middle Ages, these 

scholan are diligent to point out that such horns in the ancient world were a positive image, a symbol 

of divinity and power. In other cases, however, some modem scholars propose that these passages 

imply divinity and power through ancient imagery of light and Sun, and not horns. 

On both sides of this issue, modem scholars use historicai and archaeological information 

to explain the physicai phenornenon of Moses in its ancient context, as "radiant" or "horned." 

Examples supporting "rays of light" include Sarna's association of Moses' radiance with rnelamrnu, 

an "encompassing, awe-inspiring lurninosity ... taken to be a characteristic attribute of divinity" in 

ancient ~esopotamia;~ Gunther Plaut's assertion that "aithough the verb is related to the word j lP  

(kereti), its figurative meaning is well attested in Akkadian prayers";'%lian Morgenstern's 

association of Moses' "shining face" with the ligbt of God £tom the Assyro-Babylonian tradition of 

the sun god Shamash depicted on the "~amurappi-~tone";'~ and Benjamin Scohc's reference to the 

''This subject is discussed in much greater detail in Chapter Five. 

"Silver, inluges of,Closes, p. 5. For Siiver's discussion of this issue, see ibid, pp. 3-13, esp. 4-6 and 9. 

=Sec Mellinkoff s chapter "Ancient Use of H o m  on Helmets Reflected in the Honed Headdress of Moses 
in the Aelfiic Paraphrase," Horned Moses, pp. 37-57. Mellinkoff cites numerous examples h m  ancient 
Mesopotarnia and E a p ,  and also Norihem Europe, Le., V i o  hehets (ca 800 - 400 B.CE.) h m  Scandinavia 

"Sma, The JPS Torah Comnrentary: Erodus, p. 221. 
Y s Gunther PIaut, The Torah: A Modem Conrnientary (New York: Union of American Hebrew 

Congregations, 198 1 ), p. 66 1.  

wJulian Morgenstern, "Moses with the Shining Face," HUCA 2 (1 925) 8-9. 



Egyptian Book of the Dead, which describes the gods as "those shining ones who live in rays of 

light," and to depictions of gods with rays of light ernitting from their hands." W W m  Propp's 

article discusses numerous ancient explanations, including the Mesopotamian radiance mentioned 

above, known in Akkadian as rnelmnmu, and that in the Sumerian language "the word SI, 'hom,' 

betokens 'radiance' as ~ e l l . " ~ ~  

Examples sup porting " homs" include material fkom Mellinkoff s research on the symbolism 

of homs as "diWiity, honor, powei' throughout the history of ci~ilisation;'~ and Propp's association 

of Moses' "horns" with the homed a@, "the crown of the gods" wom by Naram-Sin of Akkad 

(c.2250 B.c.E)?' Propp's own conclusion, however, stems fkom the suggestion of Hiwi al-Balkhi 

that Moses' fast on the mountain caused his skin to become dried up and hardened like a hom. 

Propp submits that this hardened skin was a result of a skin condition called keratosis, 

contracted fkam prolonged exposure to radiation such as sunlight ... caused by a 
thickening of the layer of skin called keratin. Interestingly, the words 'keratosis' and 
'keratin' derive nom the Greek word keras, meaning 'hom'. Since exposure to 
radiation causes homy skin, we are nearing a correct interpretation of the Exodus 
pa~sage.~' 

While Propp does not daim to have solved the argument over the interpretation of j77, he adds his 

own interpretation to the fodder of a debate that he does not feel can be explained away as easily as 

some cornmentators have attempted. in my opinion, Propp's two articles on this subject contain the 

broadest assemblage of sources on the history of interpretation of this ambiguous passage, and he 

makes a strong argument for his preferred interpretation of a physical skin di~figurernent.~~ 

However, it is not my intention here to seek the "most correct" interpretation of 1';" 71il il? or to 

debate others, rather simply to report on the modem scholars who address Moses' image. Although 

the various scholarly conclusions described above do not al1 agree, particularly noteworthy is their 

"Benjamin Scolnic "Moses and the Homs of Power," Jlrdaism 40 (1 99 2)  pp. 576. 

Tropp. "Did Moses Have Homs?" pp. 33-34. 

%ellinkoE HornedMoses. esp. pp. 3-5.37-57 and figs. 27-46; 

Tropp, "Did Moses Have Homs?" p.32. 

"Ibid., p. 36. 

Ybid., p. 37; rUso see idem, "The Skin of Moses' Face - Transfigurai or DSigured?" Cadtolic Biblical 
Qtrarrrrly 49 ( 1  987), pp. 375-386, for a more detaiied exposition of Propp's views. 



common historical ap proach to this ancient Near Eastern ambiguity. 

Some modem scholars address moral and theological aspects of this passage. These 

publications are not fixated on obtaining a rational definition of the terminology of E x  34:29-35 in 

the context of the ancient Near East; rather they explore other aspects of Moses' image in the biblical 

narrative. David Gelernter discusses the theme of Moses' concealment in this narrative, based on 

the veil with which Moses covers his face after discovenng that the Israelites are afiaid of his 

condition.93 Gelemter focuses on notions of Moses' strength character as a leader, in response to 

Scoinic's article, "Moses and the H o m  of Power-" S- Dean McBride descnbes Moses as a " f a i m  

mediator ... transformed into the human executor of God's sovereign presence," with emphasis on 

this role as a mode1 for his people." 

Other scholars apply a vdety of modem criticai methods of analysis to Moses and the events 

of his life. S. A Nigosian w&es about perceptions of Moses' character in the various streams of this 

critical approach, but makes no mention of the issues surrounding the interpretation of Moses' 

physical appearance in E x  34:29-3 5 .9' In his article "Moses in Contemporary Theology," Frederick 

Herzog addresses the perceptions of Moses in the writings of several henneneutical giants of the 

modern era, including Friedrich Scheleiermacher and Karl Barthmg6 Herzog also returns to the 

specific issue of Moses at Sinai in his discussion of Moses' significance as a "patriarch" in light of 

"feminist theologicai concems" regarding the gender of God and pro-male biases inherent in Mosaic 

Law. Herzog paraphrases the argument of Judith Plaskow that corn a feminist perspective Moses' 

position of authonty at Sinai "gets Israel off on the wrong f o ~ t . " ~  Plaskow suggests that the "living 

memory" of Sinai perpetuates the patriarchy of this c~venant.~' However, neither Herzog nor 

''David Gelernter, "Who is the Man Beneath the Veil?' Cornervative Jrrdaism 47,3 (1995). pp. 13-23. 

*S. Dean McBnde. ''Transcendent Authority: The Role of Moses in Old T e s s e n t  Traditions," 
Inferpr-efation (Richmond) 44 (1990), p. 236. 

' 'S. A Nigosian, "Moses as They Saw Him," Verus Testan~enmm XLIK 3 (1993), pp. 339-350. Nigosian's 
fwtnotes are extensive. 

% Frederick Herzog, "Moses in Conternporary Theology," Inrerpretation (Richmond) 44 (1990), esp. pp, 

253-256. 

"Ibid., pp. 260-26 1. 

-Judith Plaskow, Standing Again ut Sinai: Jtddaism fmm a Ferninisr Penpectïve (San Francisco: 
FiarperCollins Publishers, 1990) p. 25-3 1. 



Plaskow has any comment on the visual image of Moses. Martin Noth applies the principles of the 

doaimentary hypothesis to ascertain the source of these verses, but mostly concludes that they reflect 

a "special tradition" used to explain Moses' veil. Noth suggests that this veil is directly Iuiked to 

the priests' masks of ancient Egypt, but that the entire concept of Moses' radiance and his veil was 

developed to avoid a problem that "the Old Testament belief in God could not of course accept the 

original significance of the mask."" 

IV. Conclusion 

This introduction provided an ample oveMew to the broad history of treatment of Moses' 

horns through its appearance in medieval religious an and possible ongins in other ancient Near 

Eastern trends, as well as its impact on the social history of the Jews and its renewed importance to 

modem scholars. Most of the exegetical materials that comprise the rest of this study are from the 

period of scholarship that Harry Orlinslq and Robert Bratcher refer to as "the first great age of Bible 

translation (200 B.C.E. - 400 C.E.),"""' and they are intnnsically linked to the references outlined in 

the pages above. Despite the fact that the medieval and modem writers often base their own 

conclusions on these early text s and exegetical matenals, these later presentations are limited. Thus 

a closer investigation of each subsequent period of scholarship is warranted. 

There are several defining questions for which answers shall be attempted in the upcoming 

chapters. In general, what is the early exegetical tradition in Jewish and Christian scholarship on the 

arnbiguity of 1'19 773 il? in Ex. 34:29-35 and on the appearance or condition of Moses' face at Mt. 

Sinai? Were there mzy early commentators or translators in Jerome's p u ~ e w  who portrayed Moses 

as horned, or was this exegetical and iconographical depiction an anomaiy to ail of hem? Most 

specifically, was "Moses with homs" Jerome's intended image, or was it simply the mistake of the 

later medieval artists who mis-used the Somation contained in his translation and biblical 

commentaries? 

In short, this thesis is about the early history of Jewish and Christian Bible translation and 

%artin Noth, Erodrts: A Cornnientav (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962) p. 267. 

'@'Hany M. Orlinsky and Robert G- T. Bratcher. A Hisrory of Bible TrunsIation and the Norrh .4nienc4n 
Contribution (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 199 1). pp. 1 - 10. 



interpretation, viewed through the Limiting scope of the issue of Moses' "homs." n ie  historical 

overview in this introduction should suffice to demonstrate the breadth of this issue in d l  of its 

theological, sociological and iconographie aspects. My principal objective is to enlist relevant 

historical information in the analysis of these early exegeticd documents and to attempt to 

understand how different exegetid and theological issues afEect their translations and interpretations 

of Ex. 34:29-35, 1.39 T U  Il?, and the peculiar condition of Moses' face. 



Cbapter Two 

1-39 T t  1 i Y  772 in the Masoretic text 

1. Introduction 

This chapter will present evidence from the Masoretic te* that builds an argument for the 

complexity and ambiguity of the phrase 1'13 7 l D  1lP in Ex. 34:29-35 to begin to explain Jerome's 

use of cornufa errd f d e s  to convey his etymological Latin translation of the Hebrew text. This 

evidence includes other Hebrew Bible passages that contain different conjugations of the ambiguous 

root i lp.  However, there are no other biblical appearances of this phrase against which its actual 

meaning might be compared. 

i. Inn er-b ibiical exegesis and in ter-textuaMy 

The exegetical technique of pointing out similarities between biblical verses is known to 

some modern academics as "inter-textuality" and was called 210 71'3 by rabbinic interpreters. 

Anthony Thiselton attnbutes the ongin of the term inter-textuality to Julia Kristeva in her work on 

semiotics, stating: 

The term intertextuality denotes this transposition of one (or severd) sign system(s) 
into another; but since this tenn has ofien been understood in the broad sense of 
'study of sources' we prefer the tenn transposition because it specüies that the 
passage from one signifjing system to another demands a new articulation.' 

Int er-textuality, or transposition, is simiiar in premise to the phenomenon of "imer-bibiicd exegesis" 

that Michael Fishbane has identified to descnbe the use of biblical texts by each other, though 

Kristeva's phenomenon addresses a much more vast body of literature.* Fishbane describes the 

urgency of such biblical exegesis as the response to some sort of "practical crisis" such as " the 

'JuIia Kristeva, Revolurion in Poetic Language, (hg, New York: Columbia UnivefSity Press, 1985). pp. 
59-60 (author's itaiics), cited in Anihony C. Thiselton, New Horizons in Hemeneutics, (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan Publishing House, 1992) pp. 42 and 8 1-82, 

Tishbane surnmarises "inner-biblical exegesisn in the first chapter of his colltxtion of essays, The Gamtents 
of Torah (Bloomuigton & Indianapolis: indiana University P m ,  1992), pp. 3-1 8, and treats this topic at peat length 
in his earlier book, Biblical Interpretation in Ancienf Ismel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988). 



incomprehensibility of a word or a nile, or the falure of the covenantal tradition to engage its 

audience."' Fishbane's "inner-biblical exegesis" helps to explain ambiguous words or phrases, but 

also clarifies the ancient transmission of historical information and the practical application of 

biblical laws at that tirne.' 

In the case of 1'13 i 1 Y  ]7?, inner-biblical exegesis might constitute a later biblical document 

in which part of the original verse or event was expanded on or enlisted in some other religious or 

cultural circumstance. However, the ambiguous phrase 1'19 773 iliY is unique to the Bible except 

for its three occurrences in Ex 34:29-35. There are no such "later verses" to which our phrase may 

be definitivefy compared, despite the assuredness of many exegetes in enlisting biblical verses to 

lend support to a particular interpretation of it- 

To the scrupulûus scholar, the "correct" meaning of that phrase remains elusive.' However, 

the root 117 is polysemous, and the different meanings of its usages throughout the Bible emphasise 

its arnbiguity and potential for revision and mis-use. These other usages play an important rofe in 

the history of the interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35. 

II. The Masoretic text 

The first objective of this section is to examine Ex. 34:29-35 and to discuss the phrases that 

are most important to this study. This will introduce the second objective of this section, which aims 

to discuss some other biblical verses that contain usages of the root il?, especially those later cited 

as proof texts. Indeed, since E x  34:29-35 contains the sole three instances of 1.29 119 jlP in the 

Bible and since the noun jlp - . is so often translated as 'honi': it is helpikl to Look at other biblical 

verses when attempting to deheate the possible meaning(s) of 1'33 713 ilp. 

'Fishbane. The Gomenu of Torah, p. 16. 

'One example of this is Jer. l7:2 1-22, which Fishbane refers to as "exegetical addenda to Sabbath niles," 
whkh he compares to the earlier passage Deut. 5: 12-14, in The Gaments of Torah, pp. 9-1 1. 

5 Propp expresses this point most succinctly: "1 redite that my explanation of qifran is unlikely to put the 

argument to rest. But it will, 1 believe, e ~ c h  the debate," in "Did Moses Have Homs?" p. 37. 
%ee The ~ k w  Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English -con (hereafter BDB), ed. Francis 

Brown (Peabody, MA: Hendnckson Publ., 1979). pp. 90 1 b-9Oîa:T 161, p. 1 1 1 1 b:7 162; Alcalay, Dic~iona'y, cols. 
2350-235 1. 



i. Exodus 34-29-35 

In the seventh edition ofBiMa Hebraica? a twentieth-century critical edition of the Masoretic 

text, Rudolf Kittel does not record any textual variants for the phrase 1';S 719 il?.' The Masoretic 

text of Ex: 34:29-35 States: 

(And so, Moses came down fiom Mt. Sinai. As Moses came down fiom the 
mountaui with the two tablets of the testimony in his hand, Moses did not know that 
1-19 113 shce his speaking with Him; Aaron and al1 of the Israelites saw Moses 
and that 1'39 71Y il?, and they were afraid to corne near him; Moses called to them 
and Aaron and al l  of the elders in the assembly retumed to him and Moses spoke to 
hem; And afterward, al1 of the Israelites came near and he instructed them with all 
God had said to him on Mt. Sinai; When Moses finished speaking to them, he placed 
a veii over his face; When Moses went before God he removed the veil fiom his face 
until he went out, and when he came out and told the Israelites what he had been 
commandeci; And the Israelites saw the face of Moses, that 719 jl? Moses' face, so 
Moses replaced the veil over his face until he went in to speak &th Him.)' 

Despite Kittel's daims of "the greatest possible thoroughne~s,"~ many scholan including Harry 

Orlinsky have demonstrated the unreliability o f  the information in Kittel's critical apparatus. 

Orlinsky calls the Bibliu Hebraica "a generally misleading w o r k  and includes the following 

probiems in his cnticism: "Nearly every line of the footnotes in Kittel's Bible has errors of 

omission and commission, as regards both the pnmary and the secondary versions, and the quality 

'Kittel does note, however, a micirashic expansion of Ex, 34:35 in the Aramaic targum Pseudo-Jonathan, in 
Biblia Hebraicu, p. 133, n 35. This expansion wiii be addressed in the section on targumim in Chapter Four. 

'Ibid, p. nv i i i .  In this 1929 introduction, Kittel outlines the complex process of verification undertaken in 
die preparation of the Biblio Hebroica Kittel anphsises Aiexander Sperber's use of additional evidence h m  the 
targums, Samaritan and Syriac tem. as well a s  Greek and Latin translations of the Bible, to determine variants 



of the Hebrew emendations there proposed is al1 too fkequently inferior."" Despite these criticisms 

of Kittel's worlq there are also no textual vaxiants noted for 1'Z 713 ii? in any other Hebrew Bible 

consulted for this study." 

Linguistic science has enabled medieval and modem scholars to address the gammatical 

nuances of 1-19 113 il? in Ex. 34:29-35. Another exegeticai technique also common to scholars 

of this century and medievd linguists such as Menahem Ibn Samk and Jonah Ibn Jan& is the 

cornparison of verses containing textual ambiguities to other biblicai verses with similar roots or 

conjugations. The exegetical techniques of linguistic science are famjliar to the history of Bible 

scholarship and seem to reflect a rationalistic attempt to veer away h m  theology to explain the 

language of the text. Some modem scholars attempt to blend the phiiological and the theoiogical. 

R. Moberly points out that the mot j i ?  appears in verbal fom only four times in the Bible: Ex. 

34:29, 30, 35 and Ps. 69:32,12 and explains that "it is natural to interpret the Qai as 'have homs"' 

since the hiph 'il of the root j7p in Ps. 69 "is 'bring fonh horns' ... and the noun in the OT always 

means 'honi."'" However, Moberly is unsatisfied with the conclusion emerging fiom his 

philologicai investigation and thus relies on the "context" of the verse to bring it into agreement with 

normative theological interpretation: "On philological grounds the use of a in Ex. 34 should mean 

that Moses had homs yet the context demands the sense of 'shine'."" Moberly's parallelistic 

techniques require further attention, but what is most evident nom his statements is the scholarly 

blending of philological techniques with theologicai conclusions7 since his recourse to the "context" 

of the verse seems to be a reference to the exegetical history of the text. 

'"Harry Orlinsky, "The Hebrew Te'ct and the Ancient Versions," in ErJoys in Bible Tramfation (New 
York: Ktav Pubiishing Home, 1974), p. 395. 

"See the Bibliogaphy attachai for fU references of Hebrew Bibles consvlted for this study. 

12Ps. 69:3 1, in The New O.rford.4nnotated Bible, Revîsed Standard Version (hereafler O & - m ,  eù 
Herbert May and Bruce Metzger (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973). p. 708. 

'-'R W.L. Moberly, .4t the Motintain of God (Shefield, England: JSOT Press, l983), pp. 106-109,210. 
Despite Moberly's assertion here of the consistency of the meaning of "hornn in the Hebrew Bible, modem schoiars 
have pointed out ancient (Mesopotarnian, Sumerian, and Assyro-Babylonian) images and ideas and suggest, that in 
i t s  historicnl contex% may have referred to "homs" or *Yadiance"or "power." See the eirlier &&on of 
historical context in the introductory chapter. 

"Ibid, p. 108. 



ii. Psalms 69:32, Psalms 89.25 and Habakhk 3.4 

Ps. 69:32, to which Moberly refers, States: J T D D  j'lpi3 13 7 W E  '75 =D'ri1 (That will 

please the Lord more than oxen, than hdk wilh h o m  and hooves.). In this verse, the use of the root 

717 in the participle 1'170 79 conveys the not-unusual image of a homed bull, while its hiph 'il 

conjugation presents a concrete and legitirnate example of the root il? in an active, verbal form If 

a philological parallel is applied to Ex. 34:29-35, the verb 1-z should mean 'becurne honwd' even 

though the resulting vinid image attributed to a human seems extremely unusual. Nevertheless, Ps. 

69:32 appean to offer concrete textual support to this philological reading of X E  713 j7P- Because 

the example from Psalms is so clear and the use of this imagery there is not unusual, it does not 

require us to address issues of figurative language in Psaims, though the appearance of this "homed" 

imagery in Exodus has been cause for concern throughout two thousand years of biblical 

interpretation. 

Emest Klein defines the verb il? in two ways: (1) to grow homs; (2) to send out rays, to 

beam, radiate; and provides a list of various conjugations for each definition, though he distinguishes 

that the hiph'il conjugation of the former applies only to the passage fiom Psalms, and the qul 

conjugation of the latter applies only to these three verses fiom ~xodus . '~  These definitions are 

similar to those in the biblicd dictionary of eleventh-century grammarian Menaem Ibn Saruk, who 

offered the same two definitions by providing biblicai verses to support his claim.16 Amos Hakham 

appears to have a working definition of "rays of light" in his explanation of the qal conjugation of 

i7P in Ex. 34:29-35. He suggests that Moses was not actudly @ving ograys of light, but was 

receiving them instead, since the former would have required the hiph 'il conjugation. Hakham 

explains this 'receipt' of rays with a theologicai polemic about Moses' Iight and greatness both 

"Ernest Klein, A Conrprehensive Etymologicaf Dictionuty of the H e b m  Lunguage for Readers of Englrjh 
(New York, NY: Macmillan, 1987), p. 595. 

%ee: Menahem Ibn Sanik, Muhberer MenaJ~ern (Hewat Me- 'orerey Yeshenim, Jemalem 1854). root: 
17p. While Klein's dictionary does not prof- to limit itseif to biblical sources, the main difference behwen them is 
Klein's sophistication in Iinguistic science, ùicluding assembling a list of telateci wvords h m  other ancient ianguages, 
grammatical no ta  and Iists of derivatives for each t m n  in contras, Ibn Sanik's Adahberet itfenohen~ comprises 
rudimcntary lists of biblical verses containhg examples of each definition of that root 



originating corn God, irrelevant to the matter above though in keeping with normative Jewish 

exegesis. I7 

Several other biblical verses also use "horn" metaphoncally as an idiom meaning power and 

prosperïty, and not as a reference to actuai homs: Ps. 89:25, X 7 p  ElYi; 'CEE7 'D5t ' T E 7  'X iER i  

(My faidifulness and steadfast love shdl be with him; his hom shall be exalted through My name)," 

and Lam. 2:3, 5 ~ 1 ~  j?? 53 'liÏ2 3i"n blazing anger He has cut down al1 the migbt of 

~srael  ...).Ig It is surprising that rabbinic cornmentaton on Er 34:29-35 did not enlist these verses 

more fiequently to support metaphoric readings of foms of \Y?, unless, perhaps, they considered 

"rays" or "glory" to be the literal reading of the verse and wanted to avoid an association with 

metaphonc exegesis and its theological issues. 

Notably absent fkom Klein's definition of as "to send out rays" is any reference to Hab. 

3:4: 379 i7'2i1 E L 7 l  15 1 T Q  c'np 3'7; 343 32:: (It is a brilliant light which gives off rays on 

every side - and therein His glory is envel~ped).'~ a verse frequently listed as biblical support of this 

definition, in particular by Ibn Samk and others. This is the only biblical verse in which any form 

of the root 1713 and 738 (light) appear together. Nehama Leibowitz points out the parallelism in this 

verse nom Habakl<uk to explain the reliance of the rabbinic commentators on it in their explanations 

of 1'39 119  il?: "A brightness as the light appeared rays kom His hand to him..."21 This 

parallelism attnbutes total significance to the presence of iW in a verse describing C T p ,  which 

would thus be interpreted as rays of light. But perhaps the greater parallelism is between the 

description of the brilliant light (in the first half of the verse) and the glory of God (in the second 

Hakham. Da O r  Migra ': Sefir Shemot, VOL 2 (Jenisalem: ,CIossad ha-Rcrv Kook, 199 L ) ,  pp. 347- 
348. 

'Ts .  89:25, translation fiom JPS-Tanakh, p. 12 14. The karenJB transIation of this verse is almost 
identical (Jemalem: Koren PubLishers, 1989). p. 770. 

'%am- 2:3, transtation b m  JPS-Tanakir, p. 1429. Or KorenJB: "He has cut off in his fierce aager ail the 
horn of Yisra'el ...," p. 870. This verse, as well as  the previous verse, dernonstrates the English translators enlisting 
the word 'horn' for or 91lP "thout implying actuai h o m .  thereby requinng a figurative reading of the Ennlish_ 

'Wab. 3:4, translation fiom JPS-Tanakh, p. 1067. Please note that the JPS f-otes to this verse state: 
"meaning of Heb. uncertain," n. CG. 

"Nehama Leibowitz, Stdies in Shemor (Exodus), part 2, trans. Aryeh Newman (Jenisalem: The WZO 
DcparuTient for Torah Education and Culture in the Diaspora, 1981), p. 632. 



half of the verse), reinforcing the association of Hab. 3 :4 with traditional interpretations of Moses' 

D'jlp as God's Iight or glory? 

However, whiie Hab. 3 :4 does recur as a prooflext in rabbinic commentaries," other modem 

scholars have expressed uncertainty over its translation and interpretation. Jean-Christophe Attias 

rehirns to the option of a literal interpretation of C'Ei3 in this verse, pointing out that corne (horn) 

in biblical language offen symbolises puissance (power or f~rce).~ '  Propp describes Hab. 3 4  as "a 

dangerous prooftext, since it is manifestly compt," and Iists a number of philologicai problems with 

interpreting this verse as a reference to rays of light? These scholars raise concems that Hab. 3:4 

should not be considered a reliable prooftext for Ex 3429-35 since there is uncertainty over its own 

meaning." 

iii. Psalms 3416 and Numbers 6:24-26 

Since Moses' 1'19 779 j i P  occun d e r  an encounter with God on Mt. Sinai, Propp discusses 

the visual irnagery of biblical verses in which there is a direct reference to shining following an 

encounter with God, narnely Ps. 34:6, EEE' 5% tX3 7 7 X 1  7% 10'27 (Men look to Him and 

"For more on "parallelism." s e  Robert Aiter, The If70rid of Biblical Lirerature (USA: Basic Books, 1992), 
esp. pp. 14,73, and his chapter on pwtry, pp. 17 1 - 190. 

"'lncludinp Rashi, Rashbarn, and Ibn Ezra. 

'"Noting that Hab. 3:4 is a probledc verse, Attias discusses both interpretations as ways of understanding 
Hab. 3:4: 11 est certes bien qtrestion de c 4 i m i é r e > > ,  otr d'<<éclat>>. au débrtr du vernet - ce quisemble autoriser 
urte rradrrcrion de karnayim par c <rayons> >. Mais n 'est4  pas question aussi, dam la dernière parîie de ce mëme 
verser, de <<force> > oti de c <puissance> >, et poun-ait-on pas justement en tirer argument pour traduire 
/it~éralentem par c<comes>>, sochant que la corne, dam la langue biblique, est régulièrement symbole de 
pirissance? in "Moise Cornu?" Énrdes Mongoles er Sibériennes 26 ( 1  995) pp. 128-129. 

25Propp "Transtigured or  Disfigureci?" p. 380. Propp cites W.F. Albright's rejection of ioterpreiing 'rays' 
instead of 'horns' in this verse, in 'The Psalm of Habakkuk, Studies in Old Testament Prophecy Prejentedra 
Pro/essor Theodore H. Robinson (ed. H. H. Rowley; Edinburgh: Clark, 1950) 14 , a I .  

Z6Aside korn Propp and Attias, these cntics of Hab. 3:4 include the JPS - Tanakh (as noted in the earlier 
footnote); Benjamin Scolnic: --Keren has a range of meaning h m  "horn" to "power," but it does not usually seem to 
have any associations with "rays of light,* except perfiaps in the problematic Habakkuk 3:4," "Moses and the Homs 
of Power," Jrrdaisnl40 ( 1  99 1 ) p. 572: Benno Jacob: "...the extraordinary idea and portrayal of tsvo fiery bundla of 
raylike hom which came from the forehead of Moses. This cannot be jus-tified by citing qar-na-yim nii-ya-do lo 
(Hab 3:4), which no one has been able to understand." The Second Book of the Bible: Erodus, Walter Jacob. tram 
(Hoboken, NJ: Ktav Publishing House. 1992) p. 1005. 



are radiant; let their faces not be do~ncas t ) .~  Although "neither uses qiuan or refers to skin," Propp 

suggests that "based on these texts, we could expcct that Moses' face likewise shone when he saw 

~od."'' However, to introduce his own rebuttal, he adds: "Yet there are objections to this view, 

t ~ o . ' ' ~  In keeping with the ancient traditions of the Sun god and with the rabbinic midrashim that 

link Moses' light with God's glory, Propp's analysis offers some support for the idea that God's face 

shone. But, he also draws our attention to this peculiarities of the word choice in Ex. 34:29-35 and 

to a possible explanation of the author's intent. He states that in Num. 6:25: 

God's shining face is a blessing, indicating his beneficent disposition is a 
positive, reassuring shining, not a frightening one - it hardly explains why the 
Israelites were frightened at Moses' face when he returned tiom seeing God ... If 
q+m does mean "shone," perhaps the author of the Exodus passage chose this rare 
word precisely to avoid the usual positive connotations of "his face sh~ne."'~ 

In this case, Propp explains a literal reading of the text depicting God's face as actually shining as 

a metaphor for God's beneficence.)' However, Propp's speculation about the intention of "the 

author of the Exodus passage'" in choosing the rare il? raises Iiterary and theologicai issues beyond 

the scope of this discussion. 

III. Conclusion 

The ambiguity of '1'39 713 i l P  is not easily answered by looking at other biblical usages of 

the mot il?, since in every case the meaning of the comparable verse is not directly applicable to 

Ex. 34:29-35 or is unclear itself. Yet each of these verses contains general information about the use 

"Ps. 34:6, translation f?om JPS-Tana& p. 1 144. Propp identif~es Isaiah 60: 1-5 as another esample ofthis, 
in "Did Moses Have Hom?' p- 3 5. 

Tropp, ibid. 
=%id. 

'Tropp is referring to the test of the priestly benediction (Num.6:24-26): 
:ci% ?'Y Ctl.7 7'5s VI9 ci R V  :TJn'l l'J9 784' :TV1  #n in' (May the Lord bleso and pmtect 
you; May the Lord shine his face upon you and be gracious unto you; May the Lord lift up His face Co you and grant 
you peace), ibid, pp. 35-36. 

"Altematively, Julian Morgenstern does perceive the priestly blessuig as a referace to the radiance of 
God's face. Mogerstem states: "...another intereshg development of the concept of Yahwe with the radiant 
countenance. is the idea that he upon whom Yahwe tvould Ict His couritenance shine would enjoy His favor," in 
"Moses with the Shining Face," HUCA 2 ( 1  925) p. 27, n. 5 1. 
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of 7713 in an ancient context that gives some insigbt into the interpretation of ?XI This 

kind of inner-biblical intertextuality is particularly useful if a verse contains an idea or an image that 

retlects an ancient Near Eastern uadition or image. This is not definitely the case with E x  34:29-3 5, 

but it remains a possibility. 

On the other hand, much can be learned from looking at how biblical verses are interpreted 

in some of the eadiest exegeticai documents after the Bible, such as the New Testament and the Old 

Testament Pseudepigrapha Simîlarly, rabbinic literature contains many insighttùl biblical exegeses 

although they are mostly farther removecf fiom the biblical period. Each of these documents reflects 

different theological and exegetical biases, which is why recourse to biblical examples is often 

preferable. Nevertheless, these early documents contain much relevant information about these 

theological and exegetical biases. What, then, do these documents suggest, and how are they 

important to the history of the interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35 and to the iconography of Moses? 



Chapter Three 

1'38 T T 7 i Y  in Early Narratives 

1 Introduction 

Since its canonisation approximately two rnillennia ago, the Hebrew Bible has been the 

source of countless translations and interpretations. The purpose of this chapter is to assess some 

of the eadiest of these texts within their historical and theologîcal contexts, in an attempt to 

understand better their role in the history of interpretation of Exodus 34:29-35. Since it is widely 

accepted that the fourth-century Latin translation of the Bible by Jerome constitutes a major turning 

point in the bistory of the interpretation of the phrase 7.15 713 ji?, it is the post-biblical narratives 

and historicai documents that lead up to this point to which we now tum- 

Given the recent popularity of studying biblical history in its ancient context, it has been 

extremely common among modem scholars to describe the images and traditions h m  the ancient 

world that help to clarify the image of Moses descrïbed in Ex. 34:29-35. Many of these ancient 

references correspond with the peculiar "homed" image of Moses found in Jerome's Vulgate and 

in later art, though, as already demonstrated, other ancient images convey notions of radiance and 

regal power. While the value of these historical studies is not to be challenged at this time, the result 

of studying Ex. 34:29-35 has been that modem scholars pay much less attention to post-biblical 

interpretive documents like the New Testament, the Pseudepigrapha, and the rabbinic midrashirn. 

Ail of these documents represent the visuai image of 7W '2E 733 j l(i  as some kind of "light" or 

"glory," but each has its own exegeticai techniques and theologicai agenda that makes its particular 

interpretation wonhy of fiirther study. This chapter studies the interpretation of l';O 113 Il? and 

Ex. 34:29-35 in these post-biblicd narratives and uses the general issue of this ambiguity regarding 

Moses' image to investigate their historical contexts and their exegetical interactions. 

II. The New Testament 

The materid fkom the Hebrew Bible in the New Testament gives us a unique opportunity to 

a observe early biblical interpretation, though coupled with Chrktological theology. The New 



Testament's accounts of Moses and ELijah's presence at Christ's transfiguration and the 

explanations of its significance by Christian theologians provide us with tremendous insight into 

early Christian attitudes toward the Hebrew Bible and Mosaic Law. In a recent article on the 

"traditionai response" to the question of Moses' role at Christ's transfiguration, Rodney Hutton 

suggests that Moses and Elijah are representative of Israel's "torah traditionyy and "prophetic 

heritage" respectively.' However it is the theological spin on their presence at Sinai that seems to 

convey early Christian attitudes toward the Hebrew Bible, as "both of Israel's major canonical 

traditions are invoked as witnesses to the tnith claims manifest in Christ? 

In this marner, the rote of the Hebrew Bible in early Christianity was to help assert the 

Chtistological claims of the New Testament and the authority of Christ. Beryl Smalleyys definition 

of ornnia itzfigzrra contitzgebcrnt iiIis, when the OId Testament prefigures the New Testament, 

distinguishes between the philosophical, apologetic allegory of Philo, and the kind of allegory 

eventually called cctypology." According to Smalley, in typology "both the sign and the thing 

signised are conceiveci as histoncal and would have no significance if they were not,"' which attens 

to one of the histoncal and theological roles of Moses in Christianity. This literary and theological 

phenornenon will become clearer through specific examples of typologies relating to Moses. 

The theological ramifications of inter-textuality here emerge in Michael Fishbane's 

discussion of post-biblical exegesis and typologies. Fishbane defines "typology" as a herrneneutical 

process of seeing "in persons, events, or places the prototype, pattern, or figure of historical persons, 

events, or places that follow it in tirneVw4 He associates this practice particularly with classical 

Christian exegesis, as well as the New Testament, emphasising that in post-biblical typologies the 

later events ccwill never be preciseiy identical with their prototype, but inevitably stand in a 

herrneneutical relationship with them."' Fishbane strongly asserts that typological exegesis is both 

'Rodney Hutton, "Moses on the Mount of TransQuration," H.4R 14 (1 994) 99- 120. 
'Ibid, p. 99. 

'Beryl Srnalley, The Shr& of the Bible in the Midde Ages (Mord: Basic BlacLweU, 1952). pp.6-7. 
Smalley's chaptw here on "the letter and the spiritn in the Church Fathers succinctiy outlines the issues of aiiegory 
from Philo to Clement of Alesandria and Origen, and between Antioçhian and Alexandrian exegesis in generai, esp., 
pp. 1-26. 

'Fishbane, Biblical /nterpretation, p. 3 50. 
'Ibid., p. 35 1 .  



an exegetical activity and "a religious activity of the first magnitude," and suggests that the process 

"celebrates new historical events insofar as they cm be correiated with older oneC6 This 

henneneutical relationship establishes the typological function of Moses and his tight or glory as a 

prototype of Christ found in the Hebrew Bible. For exarnple, Hutton describes some of the 

typologies associated with Moses' appearance at Christ's transfiguration, and emphasises the 

primacy of portraying Moses in the New Testament as "the eschatological prophet7'and "the su f f e~g  

prophet."' It appears that, for Hutton, each portrayai is intrinsically Iïnked to the corning reign of 

Christ and Christ's own suffering. 

Rowan Greer explains the adoption and adaptation of Hebrew Bible sources for 

Christological purposes as indicative of their acceptance of its authority. Greer maintains that these 

efforts should not be viewed as a "departure fiom the true meaning of the text," but rather an attempt 

to correlate the existing sacred texts with their own religious beliefs and practices.' To explain how 

these transformations helped to disclose the true meaning of the sacred books, Greer States that 

al1 Christians during the formative penod before Irenaeus were obliged to corne to 
terms with the Hebrew Scriptures by interpreting them in a "Christian" sense. The 
writers of the New Testament assume the authority of the Hebrew Bible and make 
use of it not only by citing it but also by using its categories to explain Christ and his 
signifi~ance.~ 

Furthemore, Greer emphasises the importance of the religious identity of these writers who were 

"almost cenainly convened Jews" and asserts that their underlying assumption in writing these new 

treatises was that they could adapt for Christian purposes any of the approaches to Scripture that they 

had formerly used as Jews." As the authors of the New Testament, these new Christians introduced 

their knowledge of rabbinic techniques of interpretation, and in some cases traditionally Jewish 

'Hutton. "Moses on the Mou*" pp. 107-1 10, 1 17-118. 

'James L. K u g l  and Rowan A Greer, Earfy Bibficrrl Interpreraiion (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press. 
1986). p. 126. 

'Ibid 

'%id-. p. 128. One relevant esample is in Grecr's discussion of Paul's use of  rhc imagery of  Moses' veil 
(Ex. 34:33@ in II Cor. 3: 12-1 8 as a metaphor for Jews not understanding their own Scriptures. This is associated 
with the Fullilment of prophecy by Christ's removal of the Mi, wbich ensbled Christians to 'read Scripture and 
understand its tnie meaning for the first time." p. 134. 



interpretations also, into the newly developing Christian scriptural tradition." What, then, are the 

specific interpretations ofi'30 719 11jY by these Jews at the time around the desuuction of the 

Second Temple in Jerusalem, and how is the adaptation of the Hebrew Bible for Christians evident 

through these examples fiom the New Testament? 

z. 2 Corinthians 3: 7-8 

The New Testament contaùis two related elements of the interpretation of 1.29 119 il? and 

Moses' visual image in E x  34:29-3 5 .  The first concerns references to the "brightnessyT of the light 

of Moses and is linked to specific verses that convey this image, such as 2 Cor. 3:7-8. Paul seems 

to understand 1'29 173 113 as signifjing some sort of splendid, bright light, albeit "fading." He uses 

this fading light as a bais for comparison with the greater splendour of the "dispensation of the 

Spirit," and States: 

Now if the dispensation of death, carved in letters on Stone, came with such 
splendour [kv ~ O ~ Q J  that the Israelites could not look at Moses' face because of its 
brightness [&& T ~ V  WQV], fading as this was, will not the dispensation of the Spirit 
be attended with greater splendour?" 

In these verses, Moses' veil is represented as an attempt to conceal his fading splendour, which 

would have revealed to the Israelites the impermanence of the old covenant or "dispensation of 

death." "Death," here, probably refers to any existence under the Law of Moses whose prohibitions 

give actual examples of sins which the New Testament contends would not othenvise have been 

known." Most irnportantly for this discussion of the interpretation of l'ID 173 i l? ,  this text 

records an early post-biblical interpretation that subscnbes to the tradition that Moses was adorned 

with some kind of splendour or bright Light. 

"E. EarIe Ellis' article outlines some of these techniques and influences by correlating material fkom the 
Hebrew Bible and rabbinic midrashim with examples fiom the New Testament, in "Biblical Interpretation in the New 
Testament Church," in Miho, pp. 69 1 -725. Also see Ellis' comparison of Ex 34:30 to iI Cor. 3 :6- 1 1 to demonstrate 
the New Tesjament's use of Rabbi Hillel's esegetical nile of qal va-homer ("an ùiference &atm from a minor 
prernise to a major and vice versa,"), pp. 699-700, 

"2 Cor. 3 :7-8; 0.4B-RSV, p. 1400. 

'"Rom. 7:7: '-What then shall we say? That the law is sin? By no means! Yet, if it had not been for the law, 
I should not have known sin. 1 should not have knorvn what it is to covet if the larv had not said, You shall nor 
covel. " This idea is fùrther esplaineci in the comsponding hotnotes, in O A B - W ,  p. 1 368. 



The Chnstological significance of these references evokes a classic typological argument in 

which certain episodes associated with Christ, especially his transformation or transfiguration and 

specific references to the Law, are prefigured by Moses. In a discussion of the language of 

transformation in the writings of Paul, Alan Segal dernonstrates this association of Christ with Moses 

by citing several New Testament sources that employ similar language for 1.2h 713 and Christ's 

transfiguration." The discussion of transformation in Segal's citation from 2 Corinthians refers to 

veiled and unveiled faces, and to "splend~ur."'~ The Greek term bO#a (glory) is attributed to Moses 

and Christ in other sunilar verses in the Greek New Testment, and simiMy to Moses in Ex 34:29, 

30, and 3 5 in the septuagid6 These verses demonstrate an exegetical process of Scriptural inter- 

textuality that gives evidence to both early interpretations of 1';D 773 j7iY as a kind of splendour 

or glory, as well as to Chnstological associations of Moses and Christ regarding this imagery. 

i i  Mark 9r2-8. Luke 9~28-36, and Matthew 1 7: 1-8 

The second element of the New Testament's treatment of Exodus 34:29-35 concerns Moses' 

apparent 'presence' at the transfiguration of Christ, as described in three first-century apostolic 

records of the event: Mark 9:2-8, Luke 9:28-36, and Matt. 17: 1-8. While this thesis will show that 

7'19 71Y ] i j) was generally understood at that time as a reference to the bnghtness or glory of 

Moses, these texts establish the essential link between Moses' glorious light and Jesus' glorious 

Li@. The attested presence of Moses at Christ's transfiguration, combined with the language of the 

text that suggests that Moses was also transfigured in some way, fbnher strengthens the typological 

argument of prefiguration. Furthemore, by contrasting Moses' faded light and flawed old covenant 

with Jesus' brilliant light and the endurance of the new covenant, as Paul did in his second letter to 

the Corinthians, the dispendon of the Spirit is elevated above Mosaic law which may be perceived 

" ~ l a n  F. Segal, "Paul and the Be-g of Jewish Mysticism" in Death, Ecstary. and Other CVorfdfy 
Journeys, John J. Collins and Michaet Fishbane, eds- (Albany, NY: SUNY press, 1995). pp. 108- 112. 

"Ibid, p. 1 10. 

"In the Septuagint, b~b~aurac  corresponds to 177 in Ex 34:29, The Old Testament in Greek, vol. 1 .  pt 2 
(hereafter B-ho, ed Alan E. Brooke and Norman McLean (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I909), p. 275. 
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as an anti-nornian polemic." Using language that is stnkingiy reminiscent of Exodus 34:29-35, the 

transfiguration of Christ is descnbed in Matt. 17:2-3 : 

And he was transfigured before them, and his face shone, like the sun, and his 
garments became white as Iight. And behold, there appeared to them Moses and 
Elijah, talking with him. lg 

In this text, Moses is simply recorded as present at the event, and the language descnbing Christ's 

transfiguration is not related to 6654 which is generaily used in the Greek texts to describe Moses' 

radiant glory.19 Therefore, it is the language of the Lukan version that is most important to this 

discussion, since it aIso descnbes the image of Moses using the terni b6ia- In this passage, Moses 

and Elijah are recorded as having "appeared in glory" (Luke 9:29-3 1): 

And as he was praying, the appearance of his countenance was aitered, and his 
raiment becarne dazzling white. And behold, two men talked with km, Moses and 
Eiijah, who appeared in glory [CV 66fq] and spoke of his departure, which he was to 
accomplish at Jeru~alern.~~ 

The version recorded in the Gospel according to Mark is more like the description in the Gospel 

according to Matthew, since it does not use the tenn 666a nor does it contain any specific reference 

to Moses' glory although it records the transfiguration of ~hr i s t .~ '  Therefore, while the three 

accounts of the transfiguration of Christ are similar, the version in the Gospel according to Luke 

contains the oniy specific reference to Moses' glory. By using the tenn as a link between Luke 

928-36 and 2 Cor. 3:7-8, the @ory of Moses at Christ's transfiguration c m  be compared to the 

description of the brightness of Moses' face found in Paul's second letter to the Corinthians. 

The presence of Moses in the accounts of the transfiguration of Christ is integral to the 

recurrence of references to Moses, light, and glory in the Christian Iiterature of the subsequent 

"Fishbane speaks directiy to this issiwe when he asserts of the difference between inner-biblical exegesis and 
the post-biblicai esegesis found in the New Testament: "The position of inner-biblical exegesis is unique among the 
foundational documents of the Western religious tradition: neither the Gospels nor the Pauiine wwitin p... are quite 
like it The dominant thmt of these documents wvith respect to the Hebrew Bible is their proclamation that they have 
fùifïlled or superseded the ancient Israelite ~adirum,* Fishbane, Biblical Inrerprerarion, p. 10. 

"Matt. 17:2-3; OAS-RSV, p. 1 193. 

'Wote that the Greek word that describes Christ's grnent of " d d i n g  white" is A E U K ~ ,  not dci& in al1 
three versions of the tranfiguration. 

"'Luke 9129-3 1 ;  OEB-RSV, pp. 1257-1 258. 

''Mark 9:2-8; O E B - W .  p. 1225. 



centuries. These examples fiom the New Testament naturally lend themselves to the diaiectic 

surroundhg the theological significance of the image of Moses. For example, the presence of Moses 

in Paul's anti-nomian polemic gives the modern reader with the benefit of hindsight a glimpse at an 

early adaptation of the image of Moses to suit Christian theology and religious politics. 

These two themes, specific references to the "brightness" ofMoses' face as in 2 Cor. 37-8 

and to Moses' "glorification" at the transfiguration of Christ as in Luke 9:29-3 1, are drawn together 

in an article by Julian Morgenstern. Morgenstern studies the L u k a  version of the transfiguration 

of Christ in which both Moses and Elijah appeared "in glory" and notes that in each of the three 

accounts Jesus' gannents are fùnher descnbed as white, d d i n g ,  or glistening? This imageq is 

part icularly reminiscent of an Aramaic phrase in one of Daniel's dreams, 7.1 ;:~3 X j l ~ ?  , '%is 

garment was like white snow? Although Morgenstem avoids any of the theological and polemical 

issues of the text, he also concludes that these New Testament sources are "a very remarkable 

expansion of the early legend of Moses with the shining face."" The preservation of this image of 

Moses in the literature of the New Testament renden the study of "inter-biblical e~egesis"~' so 

important, despite inherent polemical biases. 

There is also rnuch exegetical information contained in other post-biblical writings that 

paraphrase historical material fiom the Bible and the biblical penod, or that contain relevant 

philosophical and theological musings. Among them are the writings of Philo of Alexandria, the 

Pseudepigrapha, and the body of rabbinic literature known as midrash. What exegeses do these post- 

biblical wntings convey through direct and indirect references to aspects of the interpretation of 

Moses' image in Ex. 3439-35 and the ambiguous phrase IYS 7151 '-'7 l V-  

-"Mark 9:2-4: "...and he was transfigured before them and his gannents became ghtening, intensely white, 
as no fiiller on eaxth could bleach them. And tbere appeared to them Elijah with Moses; and they were taiking to 
Jesus"; OEB-RSV, p. 1225. 

"Julian Morgenstern, "Moses with the Shining Face," Hebrew Union College Annual 1 1 (1925) p. 27. 
Morgenstern makes no mention here of any 0th- early interpretations or legends regarding Moses* visage. 

Zh'Inter-biblical esegesis" is not a term that 1 have found in any of the aforementioned secondary literature. 
1 suggcst it here to represent the general pfesence of interpretations of (and references CO) the Hebrew Bible in the 
New Testament *'Inter-biblical esegesis" blrnds Kristeva*~ pnncipla of "inter-termiality" and Fishbanew s pruicipla 
of "i~er-biblical esegesis," 



III. Philo of Alexandria 
First-century Jewish philosopher Philo of Alexandria retold the biblical narrative in two 

volumes narned afler Moses. In the fim volume of On the Life of Moses, Philo's narrative 

remarkably omits the Sinai episode. Samuel Sandmel suggests that this omission is intentional, since 

Phi10 does descnbe the Sinai episode in the second volume in which he deals mostly with the 

different "offices" held by Moses: lawgiver, high priest, and prophet? In the section of this volume 

that is devoted to Moses as priest, Philo presents a very dramatic description of Moses' appearance 

upon his descent fiom the mountain. M e r  explaining that Moses required no nounshment o r  

material sustenance while on the rnountain, Philo States: 

Then, atter the said forty days had passed, he descended with a countenance far more 
beautifiil than when he ascended, so that those who saw him were filled with awe and 
arnazement; nor even could their eyes continue to stand the d d i n g  bnghtness that 
flashed fiom him like the rays of the sun? 

This is an articulate and emobhng description of Moses' radiance that conveys a sense of Philo's 

esteem for Moses as author of the a or ah." Yehoshua Amir explains that Philo's writing often 

associates wisdom with Iight, and that "Divine wisdom" specifically is that which c m  only be 

perceived by the eye? This is a fitting image for Philo's Moses as God's channel for Divine 

instruction and oracles. Furthemore, these are the same images of radiance and glory that recur 

throughout the exegeticai Literature current in Philo's tirne. Particularly noteworthy is Philo's 

reference to the flashing rays of the sun, which is a specific image that also appears in the early 

"Samuel Sandrnet, Philo 0/.4lexandria, .4n Introdrtction (New York; Mord:  Odord University Press, 
1979), pp. 48-49. 

':Philo, On Ilir Lfe of Moses 2:70; in hfoses II, vol. 6 ,  Vans. F. H. Colson (Cambridge, MA: Hanard 
University Press; London: William Heinemann, Ltd, 1929). pp. 484-485- Cf. the similar EngIish translation in The 
FVorks of Philo Jridaeus, vol. 3, trans. C.D. Yonge (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1855), p. 89. Furthemore, Philo's 
description of Moses' radiance is equaily danling in its French translation: ... et il redescendit qriand les quarante 
joirrs en qtiesrion fitren t écorrlés. bearicorip plirs beau à regarder qu'au moment de 1 'arcension, au poinr de frapper 
les assistanîs de stupéfaction et d'e//roi, et de les rendre incapables de soutenirplus longtemps du regard lesjets 
d 'une lumière arissi intense que celle dir soleil qu'il dardair conrme des éclairs, in Les Euvres de Philon 
D Xfexandrie, De Vita Mosis 1-11, trans. Roger Arnaldez, Claude Mondésert, Jean Pouillous, and Pierre Savinel 
(Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1967). pp. 224-225. 

=James L Kugel discusses this passage h m  Philo's Moses 2:70 in his analysis of the episode of the golden 
calfat Sinai, in The Bible as if lVar (Cambridge, Mass: The Beiknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1997), pp. 
435-437. 

29Yehoshua Amir, "Scripture in the Writings of Philo," in M i h ,  pp. 429-434. 



rnidrashic ~iterature.~' 

Philo's textual recouse was to a Greek version of the Bible rather than the Hebrew," yet his 

short note on Moses' radiant appearance at Mt. Sinai does not use any of the terrninology that is 

present in the Septuagintal account of Moses at Mt. Sinai, nor in the accounts of Christ's 

transfiguration in the Gospels of the New Testament. Funhermore, this is the only apparent 

reference to this imagery in Philo's two volumes on the biblical narrative and the lifetime of Moses, 

despite his eioquence in describing Moses' radiance in the bnef account of the Sinai episode. 

Coupled with the apparent lack of reference to Moses' radiance in the writings of the Jewish 

historian Josephus ~lavius,~' Philo's eloquent yet slight treatment of this issue might reflect its 

insignificance dunng the Greco-Roman period of biblical scholarship. indeed, there is more to be 

learned about general attitudes toward Moses in the writings of the Jewish writers of the Greco- 

Roman period, however there is minimal Jewish exegesis in Greek extant from this period. 

IV. Old Testament Pseudepigrapha 

i Biblical Antiqtïities 

The Pseudepigrapha is generally silent on the issue of Moses' radiant appearance at Mt. 

Sinai, with the exception of Pseudo-Philo's Biblicd Antiqrrities. This narrative is a loosely 

paraphrased history of Israel from Adam to the death of Saul, extant in Latin manuscripts though it 

was most likely written first in Hebrew and subsequently translated into Greek before being 

preserved ody in ~atin." Demonstrating its slight impact on Jewish and Christian history, Daniel 

rnidrash in SI@ Zrrffa, based on the biblical verse Num- 27:20, associates Moses nith both sunbeams 
and fier). torches. The content of this micirash is discussed in greater detail in the section of this Chapter devoted to 
ùir rabbinic micirashin 

-"Sandrnel espresses s ~ c e r e  doubts over Philo's howledge Hebrew, Philo, p. 13 1. Amir discusses PhiIo's 
use of the G r e k  tekt rather than the Hebrew, in "Scriphire in the Writings of Philo," in~tfiba, pp. 4 4 0 4 4 .  

"Indeed, there is not even a passing reference to Moses' radiance in Josephus' Sinai account recordeci in 
Jewish Anriqrcities, b k  3, although Josephus offers much description of the general mood of the Israelites at Sinai 
and of their ciramatic responses to Moses' absence and retum, Mth particu1a.r emphasis on efforts made by Moses to 
boost their morale, in Josephs, vol. 4, tram. H. St J. Thackeray (London: William Heinemann Ltd, 1926), pp. 352- 
365 [III. 75- 10 1 in the Gr& teh~j- 

-'%ee Daniel J. Harrington 's introduction to Pseudo-P hilo's Biblical Antiquities for more on its authorship 
and historicity, in "Biblical Antiquities," The Old Testarttent Pseudepigrapha (hereafter OTPserid), two volumes, ed. 
James H- Charlesworth (New York: Doubleday, 1985), vol. 2, pp. 297-303. Harrington suggests the earliest possible 



J. Harrington notes that the earliest Christian references to Biblical Antiquities are medievat," and 

the only Jewish reference to it before the nineteenth century was in the sixteenth-century writuig of 

Azariah dei Rossi. Pseudo-Philo incorporated rare legends and motifs that are generaily not found 

elsewhere. Harrington offers a few examples of these legends in his introduction, explaining the 

cuItural significance of Pseudo-Philo as "a witness to the understanding of the Bible in the 

Palesthian synagogues prior to A D. 70 and as a Iink to the matenal later gathered in the traditional 

midrashic cornpilation~."~~ 

While Gary Porton claims that Pseudo-Philo's narrative is mïdrash, Fredenck J. Murphy 

asserts that this is implausibile except through a very "broad" definition of rn idra~h.~~ hstead, 

Murphy prefers to clan@ this definition with Charles Perrot's distinction between texte expliqué and 

texle contiilrcé. Whereas texte expliqicé focuses on explaining "the written biblical t ext," Murp hy 

suggests that the broader focus in texte cor~timré on "sacred history known through both the Bible 

and other traditions" is more reflective ofeariy narratives like those of Josephus and pseudepigraphal 

t exts including the Testument of Moses and Pseudo-Philo ' s Biblical Antiq~~ities.)' 

The treatment of Exodus 34:29-35 in Pseudo-Philo's Biblicd Antiqzifies, although also 

minimal, stands out fiom the writings of his contemporaries because of its deliberate position in this 

part of the narrative. It is necessary to point out that Pseudo-Philo recounts the events of Exodus 

34:29-35 anachronistically in this narrative; after the receipt of the first set of tablets instead of the 

second set and before the sin of the golden caif (Bib. Ant. 12: 1-2): 

And Moses came dom.  And when he had been bathed with invisible light, he went 
down to the place where the light of the Sun and the moon are; and the light if his 

date for its composition as 135 B.C.E. and the latest possible date around 100 C.E., p. 299. G.W.E. Nickelsburg 
sugpests that it may have been witten slightly later "the Bibiical Antiquities has usuaily been dated short& before or 
aller the fa11 of Jenisalem in 70 C E  ... The emphasis on the necessity of good leaders would have been especially 
appropriate d e r  the chaos of the years 66-70," Nickelsburg, "The Bible Rewïtten and E x p a n d e  in Jewish 
Itrnrings of the Second Temple Perïod, ed. Michael E. Stone (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984) p. 109. 

"Harrington Iists Rhabanus Maunis, Rupert of Deuîz, and Peter Cornestor as  examples of this, in "Biblicai 
Antiquities," in OTPseud, vol. 2, p. 302. 

''lbid. 
f6Fredenck J. Murphy, Pseudo-Philo: Rewriting the Bible (New York: M o r d  University Press, 19931, p. 4. 

Murphy's reference to Gary Porton's definition of midrash is citai h m  " D e ~ g  Micirash," in The Srudy of.4ncient 
Jtrdaism 1. ed. Jacob Neusner (New York Ktav, 198 I), pp. 55-92. 



face surpassed the splendour of the sun and the moon, and he did not even k n d g  
this. And when he came down to the sons of Israel, they saw him but did not 
recognize him. But when he spoke. then they recognized him. And this was like 
what happened in Egypt when Joseph recognired his brother but they did rtot 
recognize h i d g  And atterward, when Moses reaiized that his face had become 
gloriozis," he made a veif' for himself with which to cover his face." 

The idea that the Israelites did not recognize Moses when he came down off the mountain is new to 

the narrative of this event, despite the imer-biblical reference that is cleverly made to Joseph and 

his brothers. Hanington points out that this notion of non-recognition is "unique" to Pseudo-Philo.u 

Thus, aside fiom his re-arranging of the historical order of the biblical account and his 

aforementioned creative liberty, there is no indication that Pseudo-Philo considered these passages 

as carrying any more notoriety than any others. Murphy offers one explanation for Pseudo-Philo's 

insertion of this reference to Moses' radiance into his narrative describing the episode of the golden 

calf. Murphy suggests that this insertion "emphasises the reaiity of Moses' contact with God and 

do underscores his ability to act as a divine spokesper~on."~ 

One later reference to Moses' glory appears in the description of the ascension and death of 

Moses. Murphy cites this passage as "another instance of the importance of human appearance to 

Pseudo-Philo" and notes its particular stress on Moses' glorificati~n.'~ Bib. Ant. 19: 16 States: 

And when Moses heard this, he was filled with understanding and his appearance 
became glorious; und he died in glory according tu the word of the Lord. mtd he 
birried him as he had prornised him..? 

The itaiicized words indicate the words cited fiom Deut. 345-6 to describe the death of Moses, 

'%s. 34:29. The following footnoted references to biblical verses in the citation above are taken h m  
Harrington, ibid, pp. 319-320. 

"It is the continuation of this passage that describes the Israelites' sin uïth the Golden Calfand thereby 
demonstrates the anachronism of the narrative: "And while he was on the mountain, the heart of the people was 
compted, and they gathered together to Aaron. saying, ;iC.uke go&/or us Ex. 32: 11 whom we may serve, as the 
othcr nations have."' Translation by Hat-ringon, in "Biblical Antiquities," in OTPseiid, VOL 2, pp. 3 19-320. 

"Ibid, p. 3 19, note a. 

"Murphy. Pseudo-Philo, p. 68- See pp- 68-73 for the rest of Murphy's discussion of Chapter Twelve. 
451bid., p. 94. 

46Harrington, in "Biblical Antiquities." in OTPseud, vol. 2. p. 328. 



although the notion of glory is not present in the biblical account of this event. This addition seems 

to have been carried over by Pseudo-Philo from his earlier notes on Moses, light and giory. 

i i  2 Enoch 22r8 and the Apocalypse of Zephania 5.1-4 

In al1 of the literature collected in Charleswonh's edition of the Pseudepigrapha, the oniy 

apparent, explicit mention of the event of Exodus 34:29-35 is in these short passages from Biblical 

Antipities. However, a few indirect references to the condition of Moses' face have been proposed 

by the modern translators of 2 Enoch and the Apocnbpse of Z e p b ~ i a -  In each case, these translators 

attempt to link the notion of Moses' shining face to the Christian transformation motif that they 

perceive in these pseudepigraphal documents. These proposed references to a motif of Moses' 

shining face are not blatant since Moses is not specifically mentioned in these documents, but the 

implications of this Christological symbolism warrants a few cautious remarks. For example, the 

following appears in the J recension of the anointing of Enoch in 2 En. 22% 

And the Lord said to Michael, "Go and extract Enoch fiom [his] earthly clothing. 
And anoint him with my delightful oil, and put him into the clothes of my glory." 
And so Michael did, just as the Lord had said to him. He anointed me and he clothed 
me. And the appearance of that oil is greater than the greatest iight, and its ointment 
is like a sweet dew, and its fragrance myrrh; and it is Iike the rays of the glittering 
sun." 

In his notes on this passage, F. 1. Andersen suggests that the symbolism is compatible with Christian 

tradition, perhaps linked to the practice of baptism. Anderson links "the effilgent oil that gives 

Enoch the radiant countenance," to the motif of Moses shining face that "was a reflection of God's 

magnifïcent gl~ry."'~ This reference to "glory" might also link 2 En. 22:8 to the &&a attributed to 

Moses by the transfiguration accounts in the New Testament. This reference to "the rays of the 

glittering sun" might originate nom the interpretation of 1'19 113 Tl? as radiating beams of light, 

but without the original Hebrew version of this document it is an uncertain explanation. 

"Translateci and annotated by F- 1. Andersen, in "2 Enoch," in OTPsetrd, vol. 1, pp. 1 38- I 3 9. Please note 
that the A recension of ùlis verse is almoa identicaL 

4SAnderson, ibid, p. 138, note O. Envin Goodenough also links this pseudepigraphal teht with the motif of 
Moses' shining face, in "Greek Garmenîs on Jervish Heros," BiblicaI Mori/s: Orïgins and Tronr/ormarions, 
Alexander Altmann, ed-, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1966), p, 23 1. 



O. S. Wmtermute uses a description of the traclsfonnation of an ange1 recorded in Apocalypse 

of Zephunia to speculate about the Judaic origins of the Christian transfiguration motif He cites 

Apoc. Zeph. 5: 1 4 ,  "Then the ange1 of the Lord transformed himself beside me in that place,"49 and 

suggests that "the account of Moses' shining face in Ex. 34:29,"'0 is a sirnilar instance of angelic 

transformation in the Bible. In this clear attempt to link Judaic figures, particularly Moses, with 

Chnstological motifs and rituals, W~ntennute's interpretation of this passage is a recurrence of the 

exegetical practices of eariy Christian theologians who commonly taught the Hebrew Bible in a 

C hristological light. That the pseudepigraphal texts themselves do not seem to lend themselves 

explicitiy to these associations with Chnstological motifs belies their early (pre-Christian) 

composition as well as their Jewish authorship. Indeed, the better source for early Jewish exegesis 

including specific responses to 1'13 719 777 is the body of rabbinic narrative broadly referred to as 

midrash. 

V. Mdrash 

The largest source of early Jewish responses to Ex. 34:29-35 is rabbinic midrash. This vast 

literature includes collections of rabbinic anecdotes, homilies and explanations of biblical texts and 

issues in which the literary fniits of early, post-canonisation Judaism and Jewish creativity are 

preserved. However, their relative dates of compilation do not necessarily reflect their authorship 

since much of this material stems tiom older midrashic traditions that were transrnitted orally and 

written d o m  much later." Nevertheiess, through the midrashim it is possible to get a sense of early 

rabbinic ideas on Jewish faith, practice, and the Bible in general. Naomi Hyman presents a succinct 

outline of assumptions underlying the midrashic process. She emphasises the pedagogical function 

of the Bible as a source of moral and Iegal instruction, and that midrashic interpretation was 

'Translated and annotated by O. S. Wmtermute, in "Apacaiypse of Zephaniq" in OTPseud, vol- 1,  p. 5 12. 

"H- L. Strack and G. Stemberger codront the dficult tasic of attempting to date any of these midrashic 
collections, very oflm with few 'certain' conclusions. The introduction to their chapter on midrash discusses the 
cornplesity of this process (esp. pp. 255-262), as do their notes on the halaichic midrashim (esp. pp. 270-273),the 
homiletic midrashim, and each of the midrashic collections. For detailed scholarly notes on the categories of 
midrash and on individuaI midrashic collections, see U L. Strack and G. Stemberger, /nrroduction to rhe Talnlud 
ondA4idrash, vans. Marhu Bockmuehl (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), pp. 254-394. 



considerd a sacred activity for which a combination of faith and reamn were necessary for 'correct' 

The earliest objectives of midrash recognked the need to elirninate obscurities in the biblical 

text. Geza Vermes deîînes these eady exegeticai enterprises as "pure" exegesis originating fiom four 

principal problems with the biblical text: (1) it contains words whose exact meaning escaped the 

interpreter, (2) sufficient detail is lacking; (3) it contradicts other biblical texts; (4) its apparent 

meaning is doctrinally unacceptable." Each of these problems is treated regularly in midrashic 

exegesis, aithough the first two Seem to occur most fkequently in the midrashim related to Ex. 34:29- 

3 5 and the ambiguous Hebrew idiom describing the image of Moses. Vermes suggests that 

the aim of primitive midrash was to render every word and verse of scripture 
intelligible, the whole of it coherent, and its message acceptable and meaningfbl to 
the interpreter's contemporaies. 'Pure' exegesis is organically bound to the Bible. 
Its spirit and method, and in more than one case the very tradition it transmits, are of 
biblical origin or may be traced back to a period preceding the final compilation of 
the Pentateuch? 

The midrashim below address al1 of these concems, especially attempting to provide scriptural 

clarity and to make the text meaningful to the reader. However, the interpreters' concem to find a 

meaningfùl message in the text verges on what Vermes calls "applied exegesis. This is a more 

sophisticated approach to exegesis, an attempt to justify customs and beliefs as a response to changes 

in religious society around the beginning of the Christian era." There is no doubt that midrashic 

exegesis is organically bound to the Bible, as is clear fiom their abundant use of biblical verses in 

their exegeses. However, the influence of the changes in religious society to which Vermes refers 

may also be found in these exarnples of rnidrashim dealing with the ambiguity of 7'25 113 and 

''These asswnptions are outlined in the second introduction to Naorni Mara Hj-man, Biblical Women in the 
Midraslz, (Northvde, N.  J.: Jason Aronson hc., 1997) pp. nviii-?Cu\ cited in Gary G. Porton, Understanding 
Rabbirlic Blidrosh (Hoboken, N. J.: Ktav Publishing House, 1985). pp. 9-1 1.  For more on the definition and 
principles of 'midrash', see Neusner, CVhcrr is h f i d r 4  (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987); lames L. Kugei, "Two 
introductions to Midrash" in Midrash and Literantre, Geofiey Hartrnan and Sanford Budick, eds. (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1986), pp. 77-103. 

"For more on each of these "principal" problcms, see Geza V m e s ,  "Bible and Midrash: Early Testament 
Esegesis," in Canrbridge Histoty ofthe Bible, vol, 1 (hereafter CHB), (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
I W O ) ,  ( 1  ) pp. 203-204; (2) pp. 205-208; (3) pp. 209-21 3; (4) pp. 2 14-220. 

551bid, pp. 22 1-227. 



Moses' appearance in Ex. 

Moses' appearance, but al1 

Midrashic matenal 

34:29-35. These midrashim cover several different themes related to 

agree that Moses' face was radiant with some kind of light. 

on 1'30 719 j i?  appean in a number of collections including Exodt~s 

Rabbah, Levifict~s Rabbah, Deuteronomy Rabbah, Mi&& Zz~ttu~ Pesikta de Rab Kahmta, Mi&& 

Tanhuma, b e n  fations Rabbah, Midrmh Psalms, Midrash Samuel, and Nzimbers Rabbah. Since 

there is a great deal of  repetition between them, it will be possible to outline and discuss specific 

issues and explanations that emerge nom both the midrashûn on l'IO 719 j lP and nom other 

midrashim that used information or phrases £tom Ex. 34:29-35 to solve a problem unrelated to the 

ambiguity there. O f h ,  however, the ùiformation provided by a discussion of a seemingly tangentid 

issue actually contains valuable insights into our own topic. It should be noted that some of these 

rnidrashirn use the same biblical verses and may even be quoting each other, so it is difficult to know 

which midrashim pioneered which ideas or if they were al1 drawing on much earlier oral  tradition^.^^ 

i Sunbeams and Fiery Torches 

Sifre Zutfa, an early halakhic cornrnentary on Numbers that is extant oniy in fragments, 

contains a short midrash describing the condition of Moses' face in Ex. 34:29-35 as sunbeams and 

him with some of your authority, so that the whole Israelite comrnunity may obey),'' this midrash 

%The start of the esegetical procrss of rnidrshic intrrpretation is ofta associated nith the canonisation of 
the Bible when the content of the Hebrew Scnptures \vas formalid, since biblical ïnterpretation became the chef 
scholarly activity thereaîler. However, Michael Fishbane challenges h- tuming point in posing the question "Do we 
in fact cross a great divide fiom the Hebrew Bible to its rabbinic interpreters, or is the foundation te= aiready an 
interpreted document - despite al1 initial impressions to the conuaq?" (Gamienrs ofTorah, p. 4).  Fishbane 
demonstrates how the ancient interpretive activiy which he ref= to as 'inner-biblical exegesis' enlists some 
principles of micirashic esegesis within the Hebrew Bible itself, particularly in the later biblicai books. For more 
discussion of "inner-biblical esegesis" and midrash, see Biblical fnre~reration in Ancient Isruef (1988) esp. pp. 
28 1 -29 1,429-43 3, and The Gaments o/Torah (1 992), esp. pp. 3-32, and relevant footnotes in the previous chapter. 
Strack and Stemberger also point to the beginnings of micirashic exegesis of Scripture "already contained within the 
Bible," citing the books of Chronicles as an example of this, Ta[mzrd undMidrash, pp. 256-257. 

''Sile Zrrrra, Horowitz edition (Jenisalem, 196511966}, Barilan-CD, Halakhic Midrasbim database. Strack 
and Stemberger suggest that this midrash should be dated close to the ceciaction of the mishah at the beginning of 
the third centur).. For more on the date and exegetical style of Sgre Zurta, see Strack and Stemberger, Talmud and 
.WÏdrash, pp. 269-273.293-294- 

'%hm. 27:20; transl. JPS-Tanax-h, p, 256. 717 is more oflen defmd as glory or majesty. See Reuben 
Alkalay, The Coniplere Hebrew-Englislr Diciionaty (Hartford, CT: Prayer Book Press, l96S), cols. 498-499. 



contains two descriptions of the nature of this 713 (glory, majesty, or authority) that Moses received 

Corn God. The nnt description is that "P'JlP were radiating fiom Moses' face like t';Y? fiom the 

orb of the sun," and cites Hab. 3:4 as its proof text. This would suggest that the authonty received 

by Moses from God in Num 27:20 is symbolised by the light of the Ci';YP. As discussed above in 

Chapter Two, the meaning of Hab. 3 :4 is no more certain than that of Ex. 34:29-3 5. However, the 

appearance of Hab. 3:4 as a proof text in this midrash promoting Moses as radiant suggests that the 

TL)  T V )  ~1~ll3~~ should be understood as a reference to "rays of light." This micirash, therefore, is 

an important early example of the biblical verse Hab. 3 :4 promoted as a textual basis for interpreting 

i';3 133 j-ip as radiance. 

In the second description in Sifie Zut. 27:20, Moses resembles an 3 P i X  (a blazing torch): 

(Moses resembles a blazing torch that burns, and fiom whom candles are lit, but the light of the 

blazing torch does not diminish at dl)." It continues: ~ 1 5 3  ;i?OiÏ 3UE k? 1503R X'?l  ~5 73 

(thus neither did the wisdom of Moses diminish at a ~ l ) . ~ '  The blazing torch imagery presented here 

is extremely powerful. The implied question seeks the significance of this great fire to the Israelites 

and its relevance to their descendants, the contemporaq- readers of these exegeses. Therefore, the 

midrash itselfexplains that the sunbeams and the blazing torch are metaphors for Moses' great and 

undiminishing authority and wisdom. The midrash establishes that the relevance of this powerfbl 

fire is that it symbolises theû Law, too, which was transmitted from God through Moses at Sinai. 

This midrash fiom SijFe Zutla is reminiscent of one in Ecclesiastes Zutta that uses Ex. 34:29 to 

explain Ecc. 8: 1, Njtr 1-39 TB1 1'19 TM D W  3 D X  (A man's wisdom illuminates bis face, and 

his impeninence changes)." The midrash in Ecclesiasies Zt~fta descnbes how Moses' face lit up 

'%ab. 3:4. 

'%fie Zut. 27120, in BarIfan-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 

6tIbid. 

'%CC. 8: 1 .  This translation is based on Akalay's defuUtion for the idiom 0'33 iP  (impertinence, 
shamelessness, insolence), Dicrionaty, col. 1876. JPS-Tonakh translates this verse: "A man's wisdom Lights up his 
face, so that his deep discontent is dissembIed," 1450. KorenJB translates this verse: "A man's wkdom makes his 
face to shine, and the boldness of his face is changeâ," p. 88 1.  



suddenly during his instruction from God: 3W % E Y S  7'7 X X Z  TC." 

These examples demonstrate how the early rabbinic interpreters perceived Moses' 

appearance in Ex. 34:29-35, but they also tell us a great deal about the significance of his condition 

in ancient times and how its theological meaning and personal relevance was transmitted 

homiletically to Jews at that time. These early rabbinic exegeses emphasize the authority and 

majesty of their Law. They also fùnction as an important opponent to the early Christian perception 

of Moses as the bearer of a flawed covenant to be superseded by Christianity and the New 

Testament. 

ii. W ~ a t  cazcsed Moses ' "condition "? 

Some midrashim emphasize the glory and divinity of Moses' condition but also attempt to 

expand on details seemingly absent from the biblical account. Some of the information gaps they 

address include the particular occasion and location at which 1';3 713 173 happened to Moses, as 

well as various explmations for what actually caused Moses' face to radiate. Parts of these answers 

appear in three very sirnilar rnidrashim: Ex. Rab. 47:6, Deut. Rab. 3: 12, and Mid. Tan. 20:20. The 

fact that al1 three midrashim are usually associated with the ninthhenth century homiletic genre 

referred to as To>~hirma-~elamde,,rraYeadei partially explains their similadiesa While two of these three 

midrashim are almost identical, al1 three basically agree on the responses they list to address the 

origin of Moses' condition. Either it resulted liom when he was in the cave and liom speaking with 

 GO^,^' from the tablets themselves, or fiom the fiery ink of the qui11 with which he wrote the Torah. 

62~Wdrash Zuua, Buber edition (Vilna, l924/I 925). Barhn-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. Moshe D. 
Herr dates this rnidrash as late as the tenth century, Ui ''Miclrash," in EncJrtd VOL 1 1, cols. 1 5 1 1 -1 5 12. 

64Although Strack and Stemberger date the Tanhuma-Yelomdenri genre to around the ninth or tenth century, 
the dates of specsc collections Vary, pp. 329-333. They suggest that Erodus Rabbah should be dated no eariier than 
the tenth century @p. 3 3 5-3 37), but offer much more imprecise dates (c. 450-800 CE.) for Derrreronomy Rab bah 
@p. 333-335). Hem places al1 three into the same period (ï75-900 C.E.), in "Midrash,'' in Enchd voLI 1, cols. 
1 5 1 1 - 1 5 12. Editions used: Erodus Rabbah (Jenisalem, Viina edition l87ï/l878; and Shinan edition: Jerusalem, 
1 98311 984); Deuteronomy Rabbah (Jenisalem, Vilna edition 1 877/1878; and Liebennan edition, Jemalem: 
1 93 911 940), in Bariiun-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 

6'Es. Rab- 47:6 and Mid. Tan 20:20 suggest the former. Deut. Rab. 3: 12 suggess the latter. Edition used: 
.\Iidrash Tanhimm (Jerusalem 1 937/I 9%: Warsaw edition, 187411 875; and Vilna edition, 188411885) in Budan- 
CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 



In the typical style of this genre of homiletical midrash, which Strack and Stemberger 

describe according to a basic formula," Deut. Rab. 3 3 2  opens with a hdakhic issue reiated to its 

overail message about the tablets being a symbol of the rnarrïage of God to Israel. fhis f m  part of 

the midrash enlists two verses fiom Exodus (19: 10 and 34:29) in a legai debate over one of the 

obligations of a bridegroom entering into a marriage. The midrash offers the "pardel" case of the 

holy union of God and Israel descnbed in Ex. 19: 10 and uses Ex. 34:29 as the proof that God gave 

Moses OYDn 1'1 (a radiant fountenance) as the lm (remuneration or reward) for writing the Torah, 

the contract of this union This part of the midrash instructs the bridegroom that he, too, must offer 

a remuneration for the writing of his marriage contract- The relevance of this midrash for this 

discussion about Moses is not in its legaiistic use of Ex.34:29, rather in its explicit interpretation of 

1'29 17P as radian~e.~? The answers to the questions outlined in the previous paragraph, the 

'\vhen7' and the "how" of '1'28 773 are addressed in the proems compnsing the middle section 

Once Deut. Rab. 3 : 12 establishes that a radiant countenance was the remuneration or reward 

that Moses received fiom God, the midrash responds to the questions of when and how it happened. 

Simultaneously, a visual image of l'ln 713 i-iP emerges fiom the description of the circumstances. 

Among other explanations, al1 three of these rnidrashim explain the peculiar phenomenon of Moses' 

t'Ig7 1'7 or his 7133 ']Ti) (horns or rays of glory) as the fiery ink of the Torah that spilled on his 

hair at the time of the writing of the Law. Deut. Rab. 3: 12 States: 
- l m  :Ysq> D m 7  1-7 nul2 5#; m 1 m  nt4 :ma ma2 - 5 ~ 7  YEN 

(Rabbi L. said: How is it that Moses acquired his radiant countenance when he wrote 
the Torah? Rabbi L. said: The Torah that was given to Moses, its parchment was 
made of white fire, it was written in black fie, it was sealed with fire and it was 
wrapped in fire. So, when he wrote [it], he wiped the qui11 in his hair and nom that 
he acquired his radiant co~ntenance.)~~ 

Deut. Rab. 3:12 is the only one of these three rnidrashim to expressly state that the Torah was made 

track and Stemberger, Talnrrrd and Midrash, pp. 3 34-3 35. 

6ÏSee Menahem Kasher's notes for more on this particular midrash, Torah Shelemah, v. 22, p. 1 1 1, n 235. 

Veut .  Rab. 3: f 2, in Barllan-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 



of fire, an image which is remarkably reminiscent of the blazing torches and sunbeams descnbed in 

Sfie Zut. 27:20. However, each midrash contains the explanation that this pen or qui11 transferred 

its peculiar ink onto Moses thereby causing his condition. 

Mid. Tan. 20:20 explains tbis phenornenon slightly dserently: ?i)lR ;l'DE3 if 7713'  7 

(Rab Yehuda ben Nehemia says: 'When Moses wrote the Torah some ink remained in the qui11 and 

he passed it over his head and nom this his f 133 'jlp were made)? Given the modern reader's 

cognizance of the imagery of Moses' homs in later Church art and Bible illuminations, there is an 

inevitable irony in the use of the t e m  j i P  in this midrash aimost as if Moses drew the homs on 

himself. The version in Ex. Rab. 47:6 is doser to this than to the version in Deut. Rab. 332, 

however al1 three make the same basic point about the ink spilling ont0 Moses' hair or head." 

The fact that Orodics Rabbah and Mid& Tm~h~ima refer to this condition as 11;ia ';-iP, 

rather than the CJ'33;l 1'7 suggested in Deirferommy Rabbah, creates a linguistic dilernrna for the 

reader. This dilemma is actually the sarne as that caused by the original biblical verse, the ambiguity 

of the tenn D';Ti3 in this situation. The meaning of C';Sn 1'7 (radiant countenance) is faûly 

straightfonvard. However, even with emphasis on the subject 7 1 3  (glory, majesty or splendour) in 

'1177 ' IlP, the E0':?i7 may still be perceived as either actual homs or beams or rays of light causing 

radiance. Or they might be a reference to actual homs that are intended to be understood as a symbol 

of something else, such as glory or power. It is most significant that there does not appear to be m y  

extant midrash that clearly portrays Moses with actual homs, except for those that merely use the 

ambiguous vocabulary of 1'10 i l g  j'lp like 7737 '17? in Ex. Rab. 17:6 and Mid. Tan. 2:20." 

69 Mid Tan. 20:20; Mdrash Tanhuma (Jerusaiexn 1 957/1958: Warsaw edition, l874/1875; and V i a  
edition, 188411 885) in Barflan-CD, Aggadic M i d r a s h  database. 

"Ali three micirash cite diflierent rabbinic sources for t h i~ :  Deuremnomy Rabbah, as  above; Ewdrrs 
Rabbah, "Rabbi Judah bar N w a n  in the name of Rabbi S. bar L.," Midrarh Tanbuma, as above. 

"Shiur Qomah is a Hebrew rnysticai work containing many descriptions of the visual dimensions and 
adornments of God and is generally dated between the third and tenth centuries. At least two manuscripts, Sefir 
Razrel and Sefer Haqqonrah, describe God wearing an inscribeci g-one located benveen 1'377 (his homs): 
-777 3 . 5 ~  37pE ' 5  'DU %.il3 k t r r  i'llI:, l ' 3 W  13R1, hm SejrHaqqonioh, Line 1 15, in 

The Sliiur @malt: tex& and recensiom, ed. and tram. Martin S. Cohen (Tobingen: Mohr, L 985). p. 149. The same 
Hcbrcw text appears in Se/er Raziel, lines 1 85- 1 86, with only slight spelling differences, p. 97. Any association of 



iii The theological sign~jkance of Moses ' condition 

Several midrashirn enlist Ex. 34:29, 30 or 35 as a proof text for a point they are trying to 

make about any issue other than the explication of 7 . 3 5  113 i lp. This is basically a midrashic 

adaptation of inter-textuality using apparently unrelated biblical verses as proof texts for each other. 

In doing so, these rnidrashim sometimes provide the reader with inadvertent information about their 

interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35. In such cases, the interpretation of 1';E 713 j Y p  is not always 

explicit, although the language or message of the midrash sornetimes alludes to it. Related to the 

issue of the ambiguous 1'19 113 il?, these include midrashim that use Ex. 34:29-3 5 to demonstrate 

that the Israelites were Iess worthy after their sin with the Golden Calf? For example, the following 

statement attributed to R Aba bar Kahana conveys the ferocity of Moses' condition in a midrash that 

demonstrates the difference in the Israelites before and after they simed. Nrrmbers Rabbah and 

Pesiktn de-Rab Kahama state: 

Seven walls of fire were arranged around each other - which the Israelites saw and 
were not afraid, but once they s i ~ e d  they were not even able to look upon the face 
of the messenger, as it is written: "Aaron and al1 of the Israelites saw Moses and 
that 1'19 713 j ip  and they were afiaid to corne near hm" (Ex. 34:30)? 

Although Moses' actual condition is not explained, a parallel between the fires that did not fnghten 

the Israelites and "the face of the messengei' that did fiighten them could be enough to explain 

Moses' countenance as fiety or shining." This notion is strengthened by the link between Moses and 

fire present in cther earlier midrashim, especially Sifie Zut. 27:20 and Deut. Rab. 3: 12. 

Another midrash emphasises the divine aspect of Moses7 condition by drawing a parallel 

these trxts with the iconography of Moses' wvith h o m  is speculative at b e s ~  

'%pan points to the technique of cornparhg verses in her notes on micirashic merhoci in: Biblical IVomen 
in the ~Cfidrash, pp. ~viii-sxix 

"See Nurn. Rab. 1 1 :3; Song Rab. 3 5; and PDRK 5, lemma: "Rabbi Ishmael taught " Editions used: 
Nuinbers Rabbah (Vilna: 187711 878; reprint Jenisalem); Song of Songs Rabbah (Vilna: 18771 1878; reprint 
Jenisalem): Pesih~a de-Rab Kahana (New York Mandelbaum [JTS] 196 111 962). in BarIIan-CD, Aggadic 
Midrashim database. 

"Num. Rab. 1 1 :3; PDRK S. 

"~ehama Leibowitz cites this micirash fiom its appearance in the eleventh-centur)' commentary of Rabbi 
SoIomon ben Isaac (Rashi) on Ex 34:30, to highlight an association of "the dazzle of the Divine presence" and the 
image of Moses "whose holines shone forth fiom his countenance," in Slirdies in Shemot, vol- 2, p. 634. 



between the creation of the first man in the image of God and the image of l'JE 113 777 descnbed 

of Moses in Ex. 34:29. This midrash comprises a list of biblical verses with paraiiels or similarities 

to aspects of ~reation. '~ 

Some midrashim see t'Ili7 as a biblical metaphor for "greatness" or "powef' and include 

the case of Moses among their examples. Each of the Iists recorded in Midr. Sam. 4:3, Lam. Rab. 

2:3, and Mid. Ps. 755'' contains a reference to Moses as one of the proof texts on their Iût of 

biblicai examples o fMl lp  lbit (ten homs, or ten instances related to some form of the root IP)? 
However, none of the three midrashim explains the explicit. physical nature of these EiJYp la3 
except by the scriptural context of each of the examples provided. While the three lists of examples 

are not identicai, they are very similar and use the same biblical verses as proof texts when their 

examples do match. Their examples often rilll? include Abraham, Isaac, Moses, Torah, prophecy, 

priesthood and the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, which they demonstrate for each by citing a biblicai 

verse containing a conjugation of the root T l i Y ,  and which is related to that individual or general 

category. Mid. Ps. 7 5 5  is the more elaborate of the three and adds a more blatantly religious 

significance to its list ofni3ip. It does this by introducing its examples of 3XlP with an additional 

note, ;1"2P;1 i K C ?  77 R l Z p  ..IW (These are the ten RiÀ7P that the Lord gave to Israel), 

instead of simply stating j;l n117iY 1Dir like the other two midrashim. While this additional note 

about God gives us no assistance in the "correct" visualisation of lY8 719 or indeed any of 

these i 1 7 3 i i 3 ,  the general link to the involvement of God here is important. The divine origins of 

'Wtsar ha-Afidrashim (New York Eisenstein 1 9 141 1 9 1 3 ,  p. 174:3, in BarIfan-CD. 

T;According to the H m ' s  thne Iine of micirashic paiob-. Lamentutions Rabbah (400400 CE-) is the 
earliest dacument of the t h e ,  followed by Midrash Samrtei (640-900 C.E.) and Mdrairh Psafms (900- 1 100 C.E.), in 
"Midrash," in Endrd vol. 1 1. cols. 15 1 1 - 15 12- Strack and Stemberger apee on this date for LR, , attributhg to it a 
"most likely ... date of origin in the f f i  cenhny, probably in its fmt half," though they assert that the text was treated 
very "liberally" due to its popularity, Talniztd andMidrash, pp. 3 10-3 t 1.  They are no more specific about M i h h  
Sanrtrel (Talnrud and~tlidrash, pp. 390-39 I), and offer no concltls-ions about Midrmh Psalnis other than the variety 
of opinions and that "one must undoubtedly assume an extended period of developrnent," Talmud and Midrash, pp. 
350-35 1. 

'%Mid. Sam 4:3 lis& 61373 1W9 including Moses and a refermce to E x  34:29, in a midrash about 1 Sam 
2: 1 : ' Z q  'Ili? 337 (UY horn is high through the Lord)- A similar list appears in Lam- Rab. 2:3 and Mid Ps. 7 5 5  
Editions &d: Midrush Somrrel (Cracow: 1 893, reprint Jerusaicm: Buber edition, l967Il968); Lamenrutions 
Rabbah (Vilna: 18771 1878, reprint Jerusalem; and Vilna: Buber edition, l8Wl8W); Midrcwrh Psafms ( V i a :  Buber 
edition, 18901 189 1 ), in BarIfan-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 



these nllii), including those of Moses, is valuable to the commentator who attempts to explain the 

theological significance of Moses' appearance and not merely his physical condition. Furthemore, 

this kind of comment about God's involvement in different aspects of IYS 713 j l P  is obviously 

common to many of  the midrashim on this topic. 

The mlll., in the previous three rnidrashirn appear to be a metaphor for God-given power 

and the strength of the righteous, yet the specific notion of ten El ; Ïp  may also be linked to Daniel's 

disturbing dream in which he envisioned a beast with ten h o m  and for which he then sought an 

e~planation.'~ In the few lines of explanation included at the end of their lists of El;Ïp, the 

midrashim from Lamentations Rabbah and Midrmh Psalms both make reference to this dream 

recorded in Dan. 7:2-14. The overall moral message o f  these midrashim emerges most clearly from 

their formulait explanation of the ten M2113: Israel received these EXii) fiom God, then lost them 

when they sinned, and only through repentance will they re-acquire the 3: îiI5, and, ultïmately, attain 

redemption. While this message is only tangentially linked to the explication of the arnbiguous 

phrase 1'10 715, 1713, it certainiy demonstrates one of the theological agendas of midrashic Bible 

exegesis and the abundant use of biblical verses for that purpose. 

iv. Interchanging ietters for exegetical pzirposes 

A midrash discussing 7'13 EX33 in Gen. 3 :2 1, the clothing of the first man and his d e ,  

points to textual issues that some scholars have also related to Ex. 34:29-35. This rnidrash in 

Cenesis Robbah" reports that Rabbi Meir possessed a Torah scroll which said 7:t? EXE3 instead 

of 11Y nl1n3.'' This variant would change the meaning of the biblical verse from "clothes made 

"Of al1 of the midrashim ret iewd for this study, this is the closest micirashic association betn'een Moses or 
Ex 3 4:29-3 5 and an explicit reference to real (animal) horns . 

"Strack and Stemberger date the fmai redaction of Generis Rabbah to 6.m haif of  the ufth centuryI 
rejecting dates as early as the third century and as late as the sixth century, in Strack and Stemberger, Talmud and 
;Llidrcsh, pp. 303-304. Edition consulteci: Genesis Rabbah (Vilna: l877/1878, reprint Jerusalem and Berlin: 
Theodor-Albeck edition, 1903; 19 12; 1929). in BarIfan-CD, Aggadic Midrashim database. 

''Gen. Rab. 20: 1 2: "ln the Torah of  Rabbi Meir, they found w-ritten ll* n13113." This is the same in the 
Vilna edition and the Theodor-Albeck edition of Genesis Rabbair, both available on the Barlan-CD. also used tbis 
database to search for other midrashim or commentaries in which the interchanging of  119 and 134 rnight be 
discussed. Despite searching for 112 and 734 in the database of Bible commentaries as well as the databases of both 



of skins (or leather)" to "clothes of light (or herbsn)." Similady, this kind of variant would change 

the ambiguity of 1'13 119 1'113 in E x  34:29-35 to an explicit reference to light, but no such variant 

is e ~ t a n t . ~ ~  

One technique of midrashic exegesis, however, carries the authority to introduce such a 

variant into the tradition of the text for the purposes of interpretation. Menahem Kasher suggests 

that the Aramaic translators of Ex. 34:29-35 used this technique, called 'iiX h 4  (don't read it that 

way, rather this way), when they r a d  1'30 113 jl~? This would have enabled them to translate 

the verse as ifit actuaiiy said 1'33 718 177, as a reference to the radiating light of Moses' face. This 

actually was their exegetical consensus, as shall be dernonstrated in the section on the Aramaic 

targumim in the next chapter, but Kasher's theory of the particular techniques they used in this case 

cannot be continned. However, 'ipi? h is not unusual in midrashic activity and recurs frequentiy 

in the talmud as well." In this case, by proposing the interchanging of two letters, the technique of 

'7PE h facilitates harmony between a difficult, ambiguous text and the interpretive tradition. 

Furthermore, by basing the interpretation of :Y0 113 773 as "radiance" on a reading of 713 as 

"light" and not as "skin," the focus is shified off exegetical attempts to demonstrate that the 

ambiguous verb ] 1P means "to radiate." 

The interchanging of Ietters, such as R and J in this case, is also a matter related to the 

history of the Hebrew language. While among modem speakers of Hebrew it is less common to 

dEerentiate between the pronunciation of t? and 3, in the ancient world they were treated as distinct 

aggadic and halakhic rnidrashim, with a possible distance of  up to ninety-nine characters benveen them. this micirash 
at Gen Rab. 20 \vas the only esample. 

=The micirash about Rabbi Meir's variant Torah scroll seems CO interpret the variant as "clothing of  herbs" 
not light, as it describes different aspects of shrubbery. Both definitions are given in BDB, "light" and "herb", pp- 
2 1-22; Strong's #2 16-2 19 . 

mAccording to Kittel, there is no such Hebrew variant h o w u  for Ex. 34:29-35, in Biblia Hebraica, seventh 
edition p. 133. See notes in the previous chapter on the quality and reliability of  this w o k  However, this kind of 
variant in Ex 34:29-35 is not indicated in any Bible or biblical wmmentary c o d t e d  for this study. See the 
attached Bibliography for specific refefençes. 

wKasher, Torah Shelemah, vol- 22, p. 109. 

"The Barl[an-CD, Babylonian T h u d  database found ninety-eight cases under a search for the expression 
' P R  h. There were none found in the Mishnah and Palestinian Talmud databases. 



consonants and thus pronounceci very dinerentiy. Propp notes that there is strong historical evidence 

to show that the inadvertent interchanging of l4 and 51 would have been rare ifnot nonexistent at that 

tirne, even though the midrashic literature takes such Iiberties by using the principle of 'l(i3 % to 

suggest 713 nlIi?3 as T l 4  r i l ~ n 3 . ~ ~  This does not, however, explain the possible existence of and 

alternative version of '1133 ni;n3 as claimed of Rabbi Meir's Torah scroll in Gen. Rab. 20: 12. 

Ultimately, there is no extant example of such a variant for Ex. 34:29-35, nor does any midrash 

record the principle of '1PR h being applied to the Y in 1'39 779 ~ l p . ~  Ail this seems pecuiiar, 

given the traditional interpretation of 7'23 1 1 3  i7P as a kind of radiance, and lends plausibility to 

Kasher's theory about the use of -1pn k by the Aramaic translators. 

VI. Conclusion 

AI1 of the texts presented in this chapter agree that 1';" 112 iœP in EX- 34:29-35 is a 

reference to the glory or radiance of Moses. The manner in which they each present this 

interpretation indicates a great deal about early Bible interpretation, especially since they each 

expiain the image of Moses using their own theological or philosophical brand of exegesis. The early 

Christian wnters pORray Moses' radiance as a syrnbol of Divine glory that prefigures lesus' 

transfiguration. Philo emphasises the notion of light as syrnbolic of Divine wisdom, and describes 

Moses dauling radiance with greater eloquence than the other Greek writers at that tirne. The 

Jewish authors of the midrashim also interpret Moses' light as a sign of Divine glory, but they put 

more emphasis on explainhg the details surrounding the origins of this light and the general 

significance of Moses as God's representative for the t e acbg  of the Law. Paul's portrayai of that 

Divine Law as flawed, for the purposes of his anti-nornian polemic, is an excellent examp:e of the 

way that similar textual images were adapted for different theological contexts. 

One important body of Jewish literature not discussed in this thesis is the Talmud, because 

its treatment of Ex. 34:29-35 is minimal, extremely tangentid, and does not actually contain an 

interpretation of the ambiguous 1.3'3 T B  1lP. Furthemore, the nnal compilation of the Talmud 

MPropp, "Did Moses Have Homs?" p. 44, a 6, and, "Transfigureci or Disfigured?,. p. 377, n 10. 

R7This was vefied in al1 the databases of the Burllon-CD. Iibraries: A C  



around the seventh century actudy post-dates the time M e  of this study, even though the materials 

contained within it are derived from oral rabbinic traditions that are usually dated to earlier penods. 

There are only two talmudic references to the verses containing 1'18 713 777 and each one reports 

the same rabbinic teaching of Rabbi Hama in the name of Rabbi Hanina on how to deal with an 

halakhic issue concerning the giving of gifis to a fkiend. Shabbat 10b and Beitza 17% in the 

Babylonian Talmud, address the question of whether an individual giving a gift to a fiend is required 

to inform him of it. The question is solved with a reference to Moses' ignorance of the condition 

of his face in Ex. 34:29-35, which finctions as a biblical precedent for not informing the receiver 

that he has received a particular gifk In the case of Moses, his 'cgift" fiom God was the condition 

of his face, and the proof that he not idormed of this when it was given to him is the bibticai 

statement lm 11373 1'39 Tt, Ili3 '3 Y i '  k45 (Moses did not know that 1';D 773 117 since 

his speaking with ~ i r n ) ?  Indeed, there is little in these citations that relates directly to the issue at 

hand. 

Ultimately, this picture is incomplete without a discussion of the many translations of the 

Bible that were current at that time; Aramaic, Greek, Latin, and others. It is only for organisational 

reasons that the historical narratives and Bible cornmentaries here are not discussed together with 

the early translations of the Bible that are discussed in the next chapter. A careful investigation of 

both genres of scholanhip is essential to the history of biblical exegesis, just as they are both 

essential to the exegetical process itself 

It is apparent thus fw that 1'19 71U Il? was generally interpreted as a reference to the glory 

or radiance of Moses' visage, which occurred on Mt. Sinai. However, when these biblical tramlators 

attempted to cornrnunicate the true sense of the Bible in ttnctional vemacular editions of the biblical 

texts, they confronted additional linguistic issues including the idiomatic limitations of the various 

languages in which they were working. They enlisted a variety of exegetical techniques and were 

often infiuenced by the theological agendas of their time and their circumstances. What, then, were 

these specific issues that they confronted in attempting to translate the Bible and the ambiguity of 

7'39 j7p in Ex 34:29-3 5 in pariicular? How did they choose to render the idiom of the biblical 



text yet dso manage to communicate their own interpretations or the exegeses that were current at 

that time? Finally, what role did each of these translations play, if any, in the interpretive history 

Ieading up to Jerome's etymological Latin translation of 7.39 7 Y  Il? that depicted Moses as 

actually horned, but which was intended metaphoncally? 



Chapter Four 

i m  T T -iiu in Early Translations 

1, Introduction 

The Masoretic Hebrew text, the oldest and most authoritative version of the Hebrew Bible, 

contains the controversial phrase 1'19 77Y 177 in E x  34:29, 30 and 35, to describe Moses' visage 

afler his encounter with God on M t  Sinai. The focus of this chapter is on early translations of those 

verses, including the Aramaic targumim Onkelos, Pseudo-Jonathan, Neophyti, fragments of the 

Yemshalmi Targum, Samaritan texts, the Greek Septuagint, Aquila, and Origen's Hexapla, and the 

Oid Latin. Where necessary, this discussion also examines their exegetical techniques and how they 

rendered other verses, in an attempt to better understand why they may or may not have rendered 

:.;= 719 1 i p  as a kind of "glorious radiance." 

The variations between their renderings of Ex 34:29-3 5, whether slight or substantial, refiect 

CO n temporary interpretive traditions and t heological attitudes toward the Hebrew text and the 

Hebrew Bible in general. One responsibility of these translators was to choose the most appropriate 

words available to represent the original idiom or the meaning of the text, even when an exact 

equivalent was not available. These translations served the practical purpose of makuig the content 

of the Hebrew text accessible to individuals in comrnunities where Hebrew was not read. It is 

particularly noteworthy when specific translations resolve an arnbiguity contained in the original 

test, or when they promote one interpretation over another. In the case of Jerome's translation of 

718 11131, the limitations of the Latin language required him to cl* its ambiguity with the 

unambiguous connifa esser facies, even though it meant proposing a translation that contradicted the 

accepted literal interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35. This rendering of the Hebrew verse into Latin by 

Jerome is both a translation and an interpretation. Indeed, any translation must also be regarded as 

an interpretation. ' 

'For further discussion and esamples of üiis point, see E. A Nida, Toward a Science of Tramfating: wirh 
speciol re ference to principles and procedums involved in Bible tramiating (Leiden: E. J- Brili, 1964); and John 
Dotvkvker, The Targurns and Robbinic Literatwe: An Inimduction to Jmish Interpmtations o/Ficripntre (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1969), pp. 3-28. 



II. Aramaic 

An Aramaic translation ofthe Torah was recited during the ancient synagogue service for the 

practical purpose of transmitting the Bible in the vernacular, since Hebrew was increasingly alien 

to the Jewish population in the post-Second Temple era.2 Thus the Aramaic targumim3 also served 

an important exegetical purpose, translating and c l m n g  verses in the biblical narrative and often 

incorporating the interpretative ideas or texts of rabbinic midrashim. Strack and Stemberger note 

that: 

the reIationship between Targum and Midrash indeed cannot be clearly delimited ... 
Neh. 8:8 is fiiequently cited as the point of departure, or even as the fim instance, of 
both genres. There it says of the reading of the Torah under Ezra, 'And they read 
Fom the book, from the Torah of God, in paragraphs and with explanations, so that 
they understood the reading-' The Targum in any case is not merely a translation, but 
also an explmation and often expansion of the Bible by means of haggadah.' 

Therefore, while no translation can be regarded simply as such, the Aramaic targumim are an 

especially important repository of early rabbinic interpretations and techniques. 

Several different Aramaic translations are addressed in this study: Onkelos, Pseudo-Jonathan, 

Neophyti 1, a Fagment of Targum Yerushalmi and three different versions of the Samaritan Targum. 

While the wording is slightly different in each, they share a basic interpretation of X P  773 i7P as 

a kind of "radiance" or "shining glory." Targum Onkelos renders it as 'TE87 Kp' :'7 '2C (the 

radiating glory of his face had increased)', sirnilar to ' lE%l i'2li)'R 1'7 7;iXGX (the radiant image 

of his face s h ~ n e ) ~  in Pseudo-Jonathan and XE7 'niDR7 jim,siqN 1.7 131 (the radiant glory of the 

'Philip S. AIesander, "Jewish Ararnaic Translations of Hebrew Scnptures," in Mikra, pp. 238-24 1,248. 

'Targtrnr is reIated to the AIrXradian word ragamu (to taUr). The responsibility of the rnerrtrgenian was to 
rrpsat or read the tek? aioud, and the targt~mirn wre the translateci biblical te- that were read 

'Strack and Stemberger, Talmud and Midrwh, p. 257. 

'Onk. Es. 34:29; Alexander Sperûer, ed- The Bible in .4rumaic. vol. 1, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959), p. 151. 
Translation fiom Israel Drazin, Taqum Onkelos ro Exodus (New York Ktav Publishing House, 1990), p. 3 18. 

6Pseud-Jon. EX 34:29; E. G. Clarke, ed. Turgr~m Pseudo Jonathan of the Pentateuch: Text and 
Cotlcordance (Hoboken, N.J.: Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1984). p. 110; David Reider, ed. PseudoJonathan: 
Turgtm Jor~arltan ben Uziel on the Pentateuch, copied fmm the London MS (Jenisalem: Salomon's Printing Press, 
1 974), p. 136; M .  Ginsburger, ecL PsetrdoJonathan, Targum Jonathan ben Usiël zum Pentateuch, Londoner 
Hundschn/r (Berlin: S .  Calvary & Co., 1 903). p. 162. Ai1 three editions are based on the same manuscript; British 
Muxurn add 2703 1 .  Particularly interesting about the word-choiçc in the Aramaic is raF)<, etymo1ogicaily linked 
to the Greek word "icon," which is used here to convey the reference to Moses' visage or the Hebrew 7W. 
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face of   os es)' in Neophyti 1. The Fragmentary (Yerushalmi) Targum renders 1';B 113 as 

':=k?ï j i;ilqT p;i=U] 1 i7ZD (the splendour of bis face shone),' and the three dinerent versions of the 

Samaritan Targum included in this study render it as l'SN 1'7 7333 (the splendour of his face 

~hone ) ,~  1'BH 11Y ]lp (the skin ofhis face jlp)" and l'BR 3 Y?' (the radiance of his face was 

dorified)." While it has already been shown that alternative interpretations of 1'35 713 j lP  are 
c. 

plausible, it is apparent that neither these translators nor the authors of the rabbinic midrashim 

considered Ex 34:29-35 to be one of those cases in which the root should beunderstood as a 

reference to actual homs. Instead, each preserves a version of the rabbinic interpretation of Moses' 

condition as radiance. What, then, are the relevant techniques particular to each targum, and in what 

specific way did they each render 1' 15 7151 177 to communicate this interpretation in Aramaic? 

i Targum Onketos 

Israel Drazin Iists several possible interpretations of 1'25 713 777 in the footnotes to his 

English translation of the Targurn Onkel~s , '~  which he bases on conjugations of the root ilj) in 

various biblical verses. Comparing this Aramaic version of Ex. 34:29 to Deut. 34:7, in which Moses 

'Neoph. Es. 34:30; Algandro Diez Macho, ~'eophyri 1: Targrrni Palestinese, MS de la Biblioteca Vaticana, 
vol. 2 (Madrid; Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cisntificas, l968), pp. 23 1-23 3. Translation fiom 
B. Ba- Le\?, Targtini Xeoplyri 1: A Te-mal Stuc& (Lanham, New York, London: University Press of America, 
19S6), vol. 1, p, 432- 

SJenisalem Tarpum Es 34:29; Dar Frapententhargitnr (Thargrtm jeruschalmi m m  Pentarerrch), d 
Moses Ginsburger Berlin: S. Cavairy and Co., 1899; 1968), p. 44. This fragment is translateci "That the beams of 
his face did shine," in Etheridge, The Torgttms ofonkelos andJonathan ben Uizïel, vol. 1, p. 561. 

'Sam. Targ. E x  34:29; in Adolf Brili, d, Das sun~aritanische Targirm m m  Penratetrch, Zum erstenma[e in 
hebr-üischer Quadra~chnp nebsr einent Anhange textx1.itischen Inhaltes (Hildesheim; New York Georg O b  
VerIag, 197 1). p. 108. 

''Sam- Targ. Ex. 34:29; British Museum Ms Or 7562, in Abraham Tal, ed. The Sumaritan Targrrm of the 
Pen~art.zrch. pr. 1. Genesis-Exodiis, (Tel-Aviv: Tel-Aviv University, l98O), p. 368. 

"Sam. Targ- Ex. 34:29; Shechem Synagogue M s  3, in Tal, ibid., p. 369. 

"Targuni Onhlos was the officiai Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch in Babylonia, though it was most 
1 i kely a later revision of the Old Palesfinian Targzrnr, as indicated by the uvesteni dialect of Aramaic in which it is 
mostly witten. See: Alexander, "Jewvish Aramaic Translations," in Mibu, p. 217-2 18,242-243,249. 



is described at the time of his death, Drazin observes that Onkelos deds with them sirnilarly." The 

Hebrew phrase 3 ~ 5  01 kt51 (his vigour did not abate)'' in Deut. 34:7 is translated into Aramaic as 

visni  Hi?' 1'1 LI% (the radiating glory of his face was unchanged)" in this targum They 

are obviously the same Ararnaic words with which Moses' appearance is described in Ex- 34:29, 

' 7 E R i  H i F  1'1 '20 (the radiating glory of his face had increased)16 even though the two Aramaic 

examples are not translations of a similar Hebrew phrase. Philip Alexander calls this phenomenon 

"associative translation," and explains: 

Associative translation occurs where in translating text A the meturgeman [the 
translater] is iduenced by similar phraseology in text B... In some cases the 
influence of the parallel text seems to be subconscious: there is no deliberate 
harmonisation; the parallel simply echoes at the back of the translater's mind. In 
other cases the association may be more calculated, perhaps triggered by a linguistic 
problem. " 

So while the Hebrew base texts are dierent, the use of an associative translation in the Ararnaic may 

point to a jointly resolved issue in the Hebrew text, or, as in our specific example, to a standard or 

common interpretation of the glonfied image of Moses appropriate to that time. Jacob Neusner 

sugsests that Targum Onkelos contains the least arnount of rabbinic midrash, while Targum Pseudo- 

Jonathan contains the m ~ s t . ' ~  

ii T a r w  Pseudo-Jonathan 

The Aramaic in the Palestinian Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, 'iE;M j'3P'R 1.7 7JXL?k? (the 

"Drazin, Targrrnr Onkelos to Erod~ts, pp. 3 18-3 19. in a brief cornparison of these translations, he further 
suggests that "it is possible that 'radiance' and 'glocy' are doublets ... Ps[eudo]-Jonathan has oniy -radiance...' 
Howvrr, N[eophj~ 11 has both 'radiance' and -glory,"' p-3 19. 

"Deut. 34:7; Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, p. 3 19. 
''A. Sperber, The Bible in Rraniaic, vol. 1, p. 3 52. 

'%A Es* 34:29; A Sperber, The Bible in -4maic ,  vol. 1 ,  p. 15 1. Translation from D r a  Ta'gun~ 
O~rkt.10~ ro fiodrrs, p. 3 18. 

"Alexander, "Jewish Aramaic TransIations," in Miha, pp. 227-228. Aiesander points to some of the 
problrms and limitations of analyshg the "translation-techniques" of tarrrgunrinr, especiaiiy highüghting the 
subjectivity of associative translations where "we fmd ourselves uying to guess what was going on in the min& of 
ihe meturgamirn," pp 228-229. 

'Weusner discusses the presence of rabbinic midrash in the Aramaic targumh, in tais chapter "Micirash in 
thc Scpiuagint and the Targmh," in What is Midrash? pp. 26-30. 



radiant countenance [image] of his face ~hone) , '~  is especially interesting for at least two reasons. 

The first point to observe in this case is the use of the word jq31i7'LI, which means "image" but is 

built on the same Greek ei~&vac, whkh foms the word "i~on."'~ Perhaps it is only a modern 

perspective on the iconographical history of the "horned Moses" imagery that highlights the irony 

of this word choice, but 1'11P'N nevertheles stands out as unique to Pseudo-Jonathan. Also, the use 

of 1 ' 3 1 ~ ' ~  to translate the word i l P  seems to indicate a conscious attempt at a close, word-for-word 

translation of the Hebrew verse even though Pseudo-Jonathan is often regarded as the most 

paraphrastic of the targumim.*' 

The second, more important, general observation about Pseudo-Jonathan is its tendency to 

incorporate rabbinic midrash. Alexander estimates that it is "about twice the length of the original 

Hebrew t e ~ t . " ~  in the case of 1'19 71Y jlP, Pseudo-Jonathan contains an additional phrase spliced 

directly into the translation of Ex. 34:30 to explain the ongins of  Moses' light according to rabbinic 

midrash: '77 Rnl'3iLi iP'LI 1'7 jD 3.5 El31  (...which he received fkom the radiant glory of 

God.. .)." Alexander explains the paraphrastic method of translation: 

... When expansions occur they are presented in such a way that they can be bracketed 
out, leaving behind a viable one-to-one rendering of the original. This is the 
distinguishable charactenstic of type A targum: it consists of a base translation + 
detachable glosses ... The narrative lacuna in the Bible provides the meturgeman with 
the chance to read into Scripture some of his own theological  concept^.^' 

Alexander also notes that the midrashic matenai in Pseudo-Jonathan "is a highly mixed tradition, 

an amalgam of interpretations fkom widely difEerent periods ... Some of its aggadic traditions are not 

'Tseud-Jon Es. 34:29; PsetrdoJonathan, London ;GIS @rit Mus. ad& 2703 1). J. W- Ethaïdge translates 
the second halfof this verse as: "...that Mosheh knew not that the visage (fom) of his face shone ~5th the splendeur 
~vhich had corne upon him h m  the brightness of the glory of îhe Lord's Shekhinah in the time of His speabg with 
hirn," in The Targrrms of Onhlos and Jonahan ben Ukiel on the Pentatertch (with the fragmen~ of the Jenisalem 
Targrrnr), vol. 1 (New York: Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1 968). p. 56 1. 

"Rom Greek d~kkaz, to resemble. 

2'Aiesander, "Jewish Aramaic Translations," in Miha, p. 2 18-253. 

"Pseud-Jon. Es  34:29; PserrdoJonathan, London MS (Brit. Mus. add, 2703 1). 

"Alexander, "Jewish Aramaic Translations," in rCfiXra, p. 23 1.  A "type B" targum is also paraphrastic, but 
*-a base translation can not be recovered: the translation is dissolved in ihe paraphrase," p. 234. Aiso see Levy's 
discussion of this and other translation procedures in his introduction to Targztni Neophyri, vol. 1.  pp. 25-5 1 .  



attested elsewhere in rabbinic Iiterat~re."~ The explanation presented in this particular verse, 

however, is not unfarniliar to us, since the notion of Moses receiving light from God appears in many 

of the midrashim about 1'19 71U ll?, both by associating Moses' receipt of the radiance with an act 

of God and by actually calling them 11;l;l '2113. This includes Midrash Tm>htrma - Ki Tissa and 

Exodt~~ Rabbah 47:6, but especially Leviticis Rabbah 20: 10 which specifically discusses Moses' 

association with ;IIq3ER- Based on what is known about the proliferation of midrashic exegesis in 

Palestine, it is not unusuai that this targum should be the only one to blend such a midrashic addition 

into t his Aramaic version of the text? 

iii Targurn Neophyri 

The Palestinian targum found in the Vatican codex Neophyti 1 contains a targum that Philip 

Alexander descnbes as more "restrained and sober, the aggada being less extensivemn than Pseudo- 

Jonathan. Nevertheless, the evidence of rabbinic exegesis incorporated into this translation plays 

a role in determining its dates of authorship and recension. B. Barry Levy surnrnarises the numerous 

theories that have been developed about the composition and the text-tradition of Neophyti 1 and 

proposes W. F. Albright's second-century date of final recension for this targum. However, Levy 

also notes an awareness of its various stages of development, including a later date of recension 

based on "much evidence of rabbinic influence on the present recension of the targum."" With 

emphasis on its' word-for-word translation style, Jacob Neusner demonstrates how the Neophyti 

targum is able to incorporate midrashic exegesis "with little disruption to the exact translation of the 

?3rack and Stemberger also point out that "almost al1 midrashim, except for the late compilations, 
originated in Palestine. Babylonia developed no midrashic material of its o~~n. . I t  is still entirely unclear why the 
Babylonian rabbis were not more creative in midrashic literature (and also in the Targum)," in Inrroducrion to 
Talrrrlrd and hiidrosh, p. 262. 

"AIesander, "Jewish Aramaic Translations," in Miha, p. 2 1 8. 

the subject of the date of Neophyti, Levy states: "W. F. Albright.- pIaced the date of final recension in 
the second century. Diez Macho and others have accepted this proposal, but have moved the original date of 
composition back to the pre-C hristian ma," Levy, Targum Neophyti I ,  vol, 1, p. 1. Neusner's sources lead hirn to 
date the composition of al1 of the targums befiveen 300 and 700 C.E., though he admits that there is evidence of 
Evamaic translations dating earlier than 300 C.E. in "Midrash in the Septuagint and the Tar- in What is 
.Lliclru.sh?, p. 26, n. 3. 



original text? 

in the case of Ex 34:29-35, the rendering of 1'19 713 j lp  in Neophyti places a double stress 

on shining and glory with its word-for-word response to the original Hebrew verse, On Ex. 34:30, 

Neophyti States: '1DW jl87g.N 1'; 77: (the radiant g lov  of the face of Moses), and Ex. 

34:29 and 34:35 are the sa~ne.~' Unlike Pseudo-Jonathan, there are no midrashic insertions to 

explain the text here. Instead, this Aramaic rendering of Ex. 34:29 is more like Targum Onkelos. 

Levy points out that although the Neophyti targum 

does not stand out consistently as an attempt at tight literalness, rnany of the 
paraphrastic translations betray a ber-literal reading of the Hebrew. In these cases, 
the translations are not literal and make peflect sense in Ararnaic, but the differences 
between them and the underlying Hebrew point to a problem in the latter that had to 
be elimi~~ated.~' 

This, however, does not appear to be a case of hyper-literalism in Neophyti, particularly given its 

similarity to the other targumim and to the rabbinic iiterature on 1.29 773 in general. In this 

case, the rendenng of Neophyti might be regarded as an expansive translation, though not aggadic 

like the translation of Ex. 34:29-35 in Pseudo-Jonathan, 

iv. Fragmentmy Tar.gzrm (Yenrshalmi) 

This fragment ary Palestinian Ararnaic translation of the Pentateuch is altemately referred to 

as the Fragmentary Targum, T w p m  Yenrdmlmi, or the Fragmentary Paiestinian Targum. Abraham 

Ta1 dates these fragments to the middle of the third century, around the same time as the targum of 

the Samaritan comrnunity.'* While their exegetical system includes both aggadic expansions and 

Iiterai translations, Philip Alexander notes that the verses no2 represented by any of these fiagments 

are usually rendered "more or less literally" in the complete recensions of the Palestinian Targum. 

weusner's esample of this kind of mikashic word-for-word translation is Deut 29:9 @eb. 29:8], although 
ht: ais0 provides esamples of more paraphrastic translations in Neophyi where the targumist added words and whole 
phrases to the Aramaic version, ie: Gen. 2:15, in "Micirash in the Septuagint and the Targumim," in mat is 
.\/idrash?, pp. 27-28. 

'"Neoph Es, 34:30; Dia. Macho, Neophyii 1, vol- 2, pp, 23 1-233. Translation fiom Levy, T u ~ ~ J  
.Yeophyti 1, vol. 1, p. 432. 

"Levy, ibid., p. 33. 

"~braham Tal, "The Samaritan Targum of the Pentateuch," in Mika, pp. 189- 190. 



Thus, Alexander suggests that it was a systematic, "deliberate abndgement of complete recensions 

of the Palestinian Targum ... collated against Onkelos" to preserve the aggadic material of the 

Palestinian Targum, because Onkelos was generally non-aggadic." 

The Aramaic rendering of Ex. 34:29 in the Fragmentary Targum is most similar to the 

version found in Pseudo-Jonathan, although only a fiagment of this verse is extant. The fiagment 

States: '19Hi 1131'1 fm2) in2tD O i i R  (That the splendeur of his face shone)." In contrast with 

the version in Pseudo-Jonathan, which contains an aggadic addition that is nof preserved in this 

fragment, only the fint part of Pseud. Jon. Ex. 34:29 is similar: ':h;ZI? i';:r'N 7.7 iii=EZN (the 

radiant image of his face shone)." If, indeed, these fiagrnents were preserved to convey an aggadic 

message of the text other than the version of Onkelos, then perhaps it is not always the case. Either 

way, the basic message about Moses' radiant countenance is the same here, too. In short, al1 of the 

Jewish Aramaic translations present "radiance" or "glory" as the normative interpretation or sense 

of 7'15 719 1lP. 

v. Sonlaritan Targum and Memar Marqah 

The ancient Sarnaritan community in Palestine interpreted this ambiguous phrase in the same 

way as the rabbinic aggadists and the Jewish Aramaic translators by retaining virtually the same 

Hebrew wording for Ex. 34:29-35 in their Torah and by consistently portraying Moses as "radiant" 

in different versions of their Ararnaic t a r g ~ r n . ~ ~  The sipificance of these sirnilarities is the shared 

tradition of the two communities. Furthemore, in a discussion of the critical relationship of the 

Septuagint with the Samaritan Pentateuch, Emanuel Tov points out that they share many 

sirni~arities.~' 

"Alexander, "The Jenish Aramaic Translations," in Miba, p. 22 1. 

"Jenisalem Targum Ex 34:29; Ginsburger, Dar Fragmententhargum, p. 44. 

)'Pseud-Jon Es. 34:29; PseiïdoJonathan. London iCfS (Brit. Mus. add. 2703 1). 

"Sidney Jellicoe discusses the dBerent versions of the Pentateuch produced by the Samaritan conimuniy, 
Fkbrctv, Western Aramaic, and the Sanrariricon, a Greek translation of the Sarnaritan Pentateuch, in Jellicoe, The 
Seprrroginr and Modem Strrdy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968). pp. 243-245- 

"Emmanuel Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (Jenisalem: Simor Ltd., 
1 98 1 ), pp. 267-270. 



In August Freiherm von Gall's cntical edition of the Samaritan Pentateuch, Der Hebrüische 

Penfnfertch der S.ar i lanery the Samaritan Hebrew text is the same as the Masoretic text for the 

parts of Ex 34:29-35 that relate to the ambiguous phrase X E  713 TlP- '' Furthemore, von Gall's 

critical apparatus does not record any variants relevant to this discus~ion.~~ There are three 

noteworthy versions of the Samaritan Targurn included in this study. These are the two manuscripts 

juxtaposed by Abraham Ta1 in his recent critical edition and the edition of Adolf Brüii. of which Ta1 

is extremely disparaging for being merely a transliteration of an inaccurate reproduction of a 

manuscript published in the seventeenth century.' 

Nevertheless, BrciU's text of the Samaritan Targum, 1 - 9 4  3' i /S; N~;I C3i; N5 ;iZ?El (And 

Moses did not know that the splendour of his face ~hone),~' is notewonhy for its lexical différence 

from the Jewish Aramaîc translations in its use of the verb 71s; for the Hebrew 7713. According to 

the BDB Hebreiv-Englirh Lexicon, ~ 3 Y l  is from "New (Late) Hebrew" and corresponds to W; , to 

shine or sparkle, in targumic Aramaic." While Tai describes the linguistic character of the 

Samaritan Pentateuch as "virtudly identica1 to the Jewish version," referring to the Palestinian 

Targurn composed around the same time, it is curious that none of the other Aramaic translations 

enlists the term H93 to convey Moses' radiance, not even the Palestinian Targ~rn.~' 

The British Museum manuscript in Tal's critical edition contains the only examples of the 

term i l j )  in the Aramaic translations of Ex. 34:29-35. Because of the borrowing of 7-p from 

Hebrew in this Ararnaic manuscript, the Aramaic version 3 ' 9 4  713 777 N k  033 N? 73EI (and 

ZYAbraham Tal, The Saniaritan Pentaterrcli, edited according to :\fi 6 (C) of the Shekheni Synagogue (Tel 
Avit.: Tel Aviv Untvmit)r, 1994), p. 9 1; Aup't Freiherm von Gall, ed., Der Hebrüische Pentateirch der 
Sanrariraner (E3erlin: Verlag von M e d  Topelman, 19 18), p. 19 1. 

'gIbid. 

"They are British Museum Ms Or 7562 and Shechern Synagogue Ms 3. These comments by Tai appear in 
the foreword to his critical edition, Saniaritan Pentateirch, p. v. 

a1 Sam. Targ. Es, 34:29; Brûll, Dus sanraritanische Targzm, p. 108. Ta1 records this variant ('(;SI) in his 

critical apparatus and attributes it to Shechern Synagogue Ms 6, in Saniaritan Targum, p. 369. 

"BDB, p. 665, n 2020. AIso see ylb"3 in Jmmw,  pp. 907-908. The association of the Hebrew Y3S3 with 
the Aramaic HP3 esemplifres the interchangeability of certain consonants betxveen Hebrew and Aramaic, in this case 
2 and S. For more on this aspect of Aramaic phonemics and phonetics, see Kutscher, "Aramaic." Endrd vol. 3, col- 
263. 

'-'Tai, "The Samaritan Targum of the Pentateuch," in Miha, p. 1 90. 



Moses was unaware that the skin of his face 1 1 ~ ) ~  is remarkably similar to the language of the 

Masoretic Text. The manuscript fkom the Shechem Synagogue published by Ta1 is much more Lice 

the other Aramaic targumim for its use of the expression l'PR Z'i (the radiance of his face) to 

convey Moses' condition: l'OH Ti l p q  N% Exfi ~5 nDE1 (And Moses did not know that the 

radiance of his face was giorified)," dthough 1'7 is the spelling found in the other targumimS The 

use of the term lp'  to refer to Moses' "glorification" is dso reminiscent of the other targumim, since 

it was conveyed similady in Targum Onkelos with the term Rlp'  and in Neophyti 1 with ]7;1.-ip'N. 

Given their sirnilarîty in content to the rabbinic tradition, what is particularly rernarkarble or 

significant about the Samaritan Aramaic renderings of Y';= 712 j i P  in Ex. 34:29-35? 

In a discussion of theories underlying Samaritan exegesis, Sirneon Lowy explains the 

significance of light, especidly Divine Light, which acts as a metaphor for the transmission of the 

Samaritan Torah tradition." The image of radiance attributed specifically to Moses in the Pentateuch 

is particularly significant, in light of the degree of Moses' authority over Samaritans as the source 

and instructor of this knowledge." This is evident in some of the wntings of the third-century 

Sarnaritan scholar Marqah, especially his most famous treatise, Memar Marqah. 

In his Memar, Marqah describes the revelation of the glory of the prophet, Moses, when he 

received the tablets of the Law at Mount Sinai. Marqah's Aramaic description is striking because 

of his choice of the term 7 lpqR,  which is also used by the targumim Onkelos and Neophyti, to 

"Sam Targ. Es. 34:29; British Museum Ms Or 7562, in Tai, Samarifan Targttm, p. 368. 

"Sam Targ. Es. 34:29; Shechem Synagogue Ms 3, in Tal, ibid, p. 369. 

"The confùsion of 1 and 1 was cornnion arnong scribes. See Levy, Targzrrm Neophyri 1, vol. 1, pp. 3-4. 

"Lowy discusses the si@icance of light in the Samarîtan tradition, in The Principles of Samantan Bible 
Exegesis (Leiden: E- J. Brill, 1977), pp, 76-83. Lony suggests a even broader sipificame, "that the Samaritan 
doctrine of 'light, ' althouph constnied literally, \vas invested with the same characteristics as the 'divine spirit' of 
Philo or the .Holy Spirit' of the Rabbis, wvhich prompts the Prophet to prophecy," pp. 80-8 1- 

'%uairdh Bôid discusses this aspect of the authority of Moses in the Samaritan tradition in his chapter, 
"Use, Authont). and Eseges<s of h t W a  in the Samaritan Tradition," in Mikra, pp. 595-599- One specific esample of 
thc Samaritan attribution of superhuman qualities to Moses is the discourse of Abû'l Hassan al-Sün d i s c d  in the 
introductor). chapter of this thesis. in this discourse, al-Sûri emphasises the superhuman aspect of Moses' fortyday 
f u t  on Mount Sinai, in Bowman, Samariran Doaments, pp. 24 1-242. 



convey the glorification of Moses in Ex. 34:29-35." Marqah links Moses intnnsically to the light 

of the perfection of Creation and of the Torah, and explains that the Torah 

was estabikhed f?om Creation; it was made in the light ... A prophet received it, who 
was full of this glory. From his very birth he was revealed as the saviour of the 
congregation of the Hebrew. The glory was revealed for his sake to mapi& him ... 
Holiness appeared and anointed his body, Faith came and set out laws for him." 

This comment is reminiscent of the rnidrashic associations of Moses with the Divine Light or glory 

of the Spirit of the Lord, 73'3tLl;l 717, from Moses' encounter with God on the mountain. It also 

replicates the association of Moses with the Law that was prominent in the writings of both Jewish 

and Christian commentators. However, Lowy cautions against claims of "common origin" based on 

similarities between exegetical traditions recorded in various ancient documents." Nevertheless, 

these sirnilarities do suggest a widely accepted interpretation at that time, including the Samaritan 

exegetical tradition that interprets Moses' image as nothing other than "radiance" or "glory." 

Indeed, al1 of the Jewish Aramaic translations, and the Samaritan Targum, enlist Aramaic 

terrninology that conveys ''radiance" or "glory" as the normative interpretation of the arnbiguity of 

:' 25 119 i7IS) and of Moses' image in Ex. 34:29-3 5 .  However, their precise language is different 

in every case, because Aramaic possesses several different terms or phrases that could convey the 

radiant image of Moses. These include: 'XES7 W?' 1'7 '20 (Onkelos), 'lM1 iî3liJ'N 1'7 7 2  

(Fragmentary Targum), 1'PN 1'7 'iW3, l'EN 173 and l'ER Z'i Y?' (three different versions 

of the Samaritan Targum). Given the variety of terms used in the Ararnaic translations to convey 

a similar interpretation, how, then, did the various translations of the Greek versions of the 

Pentateuch render 1'39 173 j lp and the arnbiguity of Moses' image in Ex. 34:29-35? 

'Warqah's comments on Moss's receipt of the Torah, in Asamaic: la83 t4lh 313 W2: 39777 
(a prophet received it,  ho was Ciil1 of this glory), in MernarMaqah. The Teaching of Marqah, ed. John Macdonald 
(Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelman. 1963). vol. 1. p. 134 (Aramaic); vol- 2. p. 2 19 (English). The English is citai in 
Lo\n, Samaritan Bible Eregesis, p. 8 1. 

"Lowy. Principles of Samarir<in Bible Errgesis. pp. 30-48, esp. p. 33. 



III. Greek 

i. Septuagint 

The eariiest translations of the Hebrew Bible are the Greek-language texts commoniy referred 

to as the ~eptuagint,~ produced in Alexandria between 300-100 B.c.E." Most likely, these translated 

texts met the needs of  the Egyptian Jewish community who could no longer adequately understand 

Hebrew? While there is scholarly debate over whether the Palesthian or Alexandrian Jewish 

communities were first responsible for translating the biblid te- into Greek, the Septuagint has 

been described as "by far the most important and f i t f i i l  source for the understanding and restoration 

of the Hebrew Bible when the text is not clear as it stands."s5 The Septuagint is one of the earliest 

Jewish documents attesting to the interpretation of 1'13 119 i7P as glorious radiance? 

The Septuagint translates l'ID lill Ili3 in Ex. 34:29 as 6~6&aorat t j  6 @ t ~  roc rpoutikov 

"The Septuagint is a i s  ofim abbrevïated to -WUC" based on the tradition that the Greek translation of the 
Jetvish Law (the Pentateuch) was origïnallg composed by thirty-sis pairs of Pdestinian Jewish elders at the command 
of King Ptoiemy II Philadelphus (285-246 B.C.E.), a legend that is recorded in the Letter of-4rïstea.r. At sorne point, 
the seventy-two were colloquially assoçiated with various references to seventy, hence WCX (seventy). Harry 
Orlinskj- discusses the ongins of the Septuagint and mentions sorne of these references in hïs article, "The 
Srptuagint: The Oldest Translation of the Bible," in Han)- Orlinsky. Esstrys in Bible Crrltirre and Bible Translation 
(Nav York: Ktav Publishine House, 1974). pp. 364-367. 

'%ince the translation of the 'Jewkh Law' d a r i b e d  in the Letter of .=lnsteas is only of the Pentateuch and 
not the entire Hebrew Bible, there is much debate over the dating of the Greek translations of the other book of the 
Hrbrew Bible, which eventually came to be includied in the Septuagint. An escellent summar). of this debate appears 
in Emil Schùrer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age oflesus Christ (175 B.C. - 135.4.0-1, English Version, 
vol. 1. pt. 1, ed. Geza Vermes, Fergus Miilar and Martin Goodman (Edinburg: T & T Clark Ltd, I986), pp. 474- 
480. 

'JJellicoe notes Paul Kahle's disagreement with the fabled Ptolemaic on'@ of the Septuagint (as well as its 
Palzstinian origin entirely), though Jellicoe concedes that "although the Letter of -4risteas contains a good deal of 
iitrrary smbellishment, it may be taken as embod).ing a certain amount of reliable material on Septuagint origins, a 
view which cornrnands the consensus of scholarly opuiioa" Jellicoe W e r  sumaaises Kahle's theory that the 
Septuagint shouid not be considered the onginai Greek translation, but rnerety "a revision which had recendy been 
made of Greek translations already in existence ... the 'standard edition' of the Greek Law," in JelIicoe, Septuagint 
and .\Iodent Strrdy, pP. 59. Also see the excellent article by Dominique Barthélemy, "Pourquoi la Torah a-t-elle été 
traduite en Grec?" in On Langirage, Crtlrrtre and Religion: In Honour ofEugene A. Nida, eb Matthew Black and 
William A. Smallq(Paris: The Hague, 1974), pp. 23-4 1. 

"Orlinsky, "The Hebrew Test and the Ancient Versions," in Essays, p. 392. Also see Tov's evaluation of 
h c  mcthod of the Septuagint, The Text-Cntical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research. 

"Septuaginta1 citations are fiom B-M, which records no relevant variants for these verses. See Alan E. 
Brooke and Norman McLean, eds. The Old Testament in Greek [hereafk B-M), vol. 1, pt. 2. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1909), pp. 274-275. 



(the appearance of the skin of his face had been glorified),n where GéMf'autalg refers to "g10ry" 

or a "glorious light." This indicates that an interpretation of Moses bathed in some kind of light 

crossed certain language barriers to become prevalent both in ancient Egypt and in Palestine, which 

may account for its presence in the early exegetical Iiterature; both Christian and Jewish. The 

interpretation of as a kind of "glory" in the Septuagint is fiirthered by Eiiezer Ben-Yehuda's 

suggestion that the translater of this verse in the Septuagint employed the midrashic technique of 

?lpii h, although not on the letîers N and Y as was demonstrated in the rabbinic rnidrash on Gen. 

3 :2 1, or even as Kasher suggested of the Ararnaic translators. In the case of this '?Pi', %, Ben- 

Yehuda suggests the following in his ir;hem~~nis: "They [the L m  do not translate, in fact, the word 

qrn, but interpret in 'ai tiqrê fashion: Do not translate ki k ~ m ,  but kiykr0-PI ([like] the glory of the 

beasts of [Yahwe's] chariot, or the like)."" Again, the idea that E x  34:29-35 was approached 

Mdrashicaily to achieve an interpretation of 'radiance' or 'glory' suggests that such an interpretation 

was not to be found philologically. The "numerous" instances of disagreement between the 

Septuagint and the Masoretic Text as to whether a word should be read with an k4 or an Y are ofien 

attributed to either inadvertent confusion over the consonants or exegetical motivation." 

The Septuagint is viewed by some as a concrete link between Jewish and Christian exegesis, 

or as a sort of bridge for transmission of shared interpretations, since it s u ~ v e d  primarily as a 

Christian document. Sidney Jellicoe notes that already in the first two centuries A.D., the pre- 

Christian era, it is clear that "the Greek Old Testament was to be held as the Scriptures of the infant 

Church and in the writings ofthe fathen.'16' Thus, despite the Judaic origin of the Septuagint, it was 

adopted and presewed by the early Christian community, and was adapted for their purposes. Emil 

"B-hi, vol. 1,  p t  2, p. 275- This critical edition is based on the Codes Vaticanus (B), the oldest most- 
complete elTant version of the Septuagint 

Trom Grrek d;fa: giory or Iight, in the sense of effulgence. 

'The English translation o f  this refefence to E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaums totius hebraitis veterrj et 
t-ecenrioris (1 6 vols.; Jerusalem: Ben-Yehudah Hozaa-La'Or, 1940- 1958) 12.6 190 is cited fiom Propp, 
Transfigured or Disfigureci?" p. 379 and n 20, 

Tropp, ibid., IL 18. See the earlier discussion of the interchanguig of R and 9 for more references on this 
subject. Neusner dixusses midrashic activity in the Septuagint and provides examples of Merences behveen the 
Hebrew and the Old Greek, including paraphrastic readings of the Hebrew Bible, in his chapter "Midrash in the 
Septuagint and the Targumim," in FVhat is Midrarit?, pp. 23-26. 

6'.lellicoe, Septiragint and Modem Slirdy, p. 4 1. 



Schürer suggests: 

The fact that Chnstians and other Jewish non-conforrnists had used the LXX as a 
polemical weapon in disputes, contributed to its gradua1 discrediting among Jews ... 
and to Aquila's new translation which at the time of Ongen was held in higher 
esteem by the Jews than the LXX." 

A Christianized Septuagint included allegorisations and changes in the text specifically introduced 

to serve the Christian exegetical agenda? The example of IYD 713 Ti? does not seem likely to 

have been at issue in this disparity between Chnstians and Jews over allegorical translations and re- 

interpretation of the Bible, since their basic renderings of 715, iyi; as a kind of radiance seem 

to be in agreement. Where their interpretations were rendered incompatible was in choosing to 

explain the significance of the light differently, with the Christians linking Moses' light to the 

transfiguration of Christ in the writings of the New Testament. 

Aquila, a second-century proselyte to Judaism, translated the Bible into Greek in an attempt 

to offer his CO-religionists an alternative to the Christianized Septuagint." Ongen later included 

Aquila's translation of the Bible as one of the Greek columns in his Hexapla, but most of this 

document is extant only in fiagments. Discovered only in the past century, some Cairo Geniza 

palimpsests with Greek "undenivriting" also preserve fiagments of the Hexapla and some of Aquila's 

tran~lation.~' Other fiagments of Aquila are extant as citations in other scholarly works, though not 

always in the original fonn.' The scarcity of extant Aquila fiagments makes it impossible to draw 

6'Sch~er, The History of the JPwish People, p. 480. 

62Jellioce notes that the Jewish-Greek Bible went through a proçess of "gradually assimilating 'comptions,"' 
until it was rventually adopted bg the Christian and abandoned by the Jews, in Sepiagint andModern Sfuày, p. 353. 
Emanusl Tov notes that few specific esamples of these Christian changes are ehtant, but does cite one "much 
quoted" esample of ad rot? &Aou(hrn the wood), inserted into Ps. 96 [95]: 10 to as a reference to the cross, in 
'-The Septuagint," in ~t/iXra, p. 163. 

@For more on the discrediting of the Septuagint and how this Ied to Aquila's version, see Schûrer, The 
Hisroty of the Jewrjh People, vol. 3, pt, 1, p. 480. 

65These palimpsess are discussed in Paul E. Kahle, Cairo Geniza, second edition- (OIdrd: Basic 
BlackwelI, 1959), p. 1 1 .  

'j6For example, Jerome's Commentaty on Amos (ch 6, v. 12- 1 5) contaias a Latin reference to Aquila's 
translation of Ex- 34:29. This example is studied in more detail in the section of this thesis dealing with Jerome. 



fim conclusions about Aquiia's content or style. However, some general observations are possible. 

Based on the data coilected from extant fi-agments, Aquila's fidelity to reproducing the 

Hebrew idiom precisely is noteworthy. This approach to the text resulted in an extremely literal 

translation of the Bible that often concedes the accepted meaning of the original text for the sake of 

etyrnology and linguistic including many texts rendered contrary to Jewish interpretation. 

Sebastian Brock States that "Aquila, who incidentally had an exceptionally good knowledge of 

Greek, was continually prepared to sacrifice Greek syn ta~"~ '  

Despite this extreme literalness and the aforementioned scarcity of extant fragments, the 

extent to which the proselyte Aquila was well-versed in rabbinic exegesis is noted by several modem 

scholars, who emphasise his fidelity to Jewish traditions found in targurnim, rnidrashim and the 

Talmud. In defence of the numerous cases in which Aquila rendered the biblical text differently nom 

Jewish tradition, Joseph Reider suggests that "it is probably due to the fact that the traditions in 

question have not been preserved."" Hany Orlinsky agrees that Aquila incorporated contemporary 

Jewish interpretations in his Greek translation, and adds that Aquila also "avoided the Chrïstological 

elements which had been introduced into the Septuagint text?' It has also been noted that the 

Church Fathers' criticism of Aquila's translation was "for its tendency to obviate christological 

interpretations of certain passages through a literal and oftentimes etyrnologizing renderix~g."~' 

Reider suggests that the historical context of Aquila's literalism amplifies its profoundness, 

and describes Aquila's translations as "a barrier against the unsound methods of dogmatic and 

allegorical interpretation which culminated in Philo and disregarded the literai sen~e."~' Reider 

fùrther proposes that Aquila's literalism "pav[ed] the way for the modem historical and philological 

6'Sebastian Brock, "The Phenornenon of Biblical Translation in Antiquity," in Jellicoe, S'dies in ~ h e  
Sepruagint, p. 56 1. 

-eider provides seven pages of such esamples where Aquila rendered the text contrary to rabbinic 
traditions, in "Prolegomena to an Indes to Aquila," JQR-LW, iv., p. 6 19. See A E. Silverstone, .4quifa and Onquelos 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 193 l), p. 68, and the footnotes there, for more on Aquila's fidelity to 
Jenish esegetical traditions. 

690rlinsky, "The Hebrru- Test and the Ancient Versions," in fiscrys, p. 393. 

%eider, "Prolegomena," p. 599. Reider describes Aquila's literalness as "pedantic," p. 352. 

"ibid., p. 600. 



methods of inteqxetati~n."~ However. Reider's emphasis on Aquila's importance in the history of 

biblical scholarship is tempered by the words of caution of other scholars. They suggest some of the 

practical limitations of this Greek version. For example, Jellicoe suggests that Aquila's version 

would not have been intended for popular circulation, rather was written for a pedagogicalIy-inclined 

readership. In his discussion of this Greek translation Jellicoe states: "It was essentially a teacher's 

book, aimed at giving an exact rendenng of the Hebrew and useable only by one who already 

understood that language."" Claude Cox is even more critical of Aquila's literalism and questions 

it usefùlness. Cox states: "Aquila's translation can oniy be called woodenly faitffil to the Hebrew 

te xt... He used stereotypical renderings of Hebrew words at the expense of context and sense of the 

original."" 

It is not certain ifany of this information can be useful in our attempts to understand Aquila's 

rendering of Ex. 34:29-35, since so much of Aquila's version of the Bible has been lost. According 

to some sources, Aquila's Greek translation of Ex 34:29-35 is among those fragments that have been 

lost. One of these sources is Migne's 1857 collection of hexaplaric fragments based on the 17 13 de 

Montfaucon edition firom Park which contains a note at Ex 34:29 in the A K Y U Z  (Aquila) colurnn 

t hat states: Grœce abest. (the Greek is missing)." Similarly, Frederick Fields' 1875 collection of 

hexaplaric materiai also lacks an Aquilan version of Ex. 34:29-35 in Greek, and contains a footnote 

that explicitly states: AquiIae Graeca vox ignoratw (the Greek voice of Aquila is not known)." 

In their generai preface to the Cambridge Septuagint, Alan Brooke and Norman McLean 

explain that their third apparatus contains new material that did not appear in Field's Hexapla. This 

new material is based on hexaplaric matenai found in the margins of manuscnpts that they consuited 

for this critical edition of the Old Testament in ~reek." The third apparatus to Ex. 34:35 cites a 

Greek rendenng that they attnbute to Aquila (a'): KEKEparoro r) EW.. . Oral d ~ p p  a qmuwrov 

"lbid., p. 601. 

7-'JelIicoe, Seprrragint and Modern Study, p. 77. 

''Claude Cos Aqrrilo, Synirnachirs and Theodotion in Amenia (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, i996), p. 5. 

750rigen, Hexoplonrni Quae Supersunt, in ParGraec, vol. 15, sec- 3, col. 496. 

'60ngen, Ongenis Hexoplontm qrme srrpemtnt, vol. 1 ,  ed Fridericus Field (Osford: Clarendoniano, 1867- 
1 875). p. 145, n. 3 1 .  

;7B-M, vol. 1 ,  pt. 1 ,  p. iv. 



p ocm (the skin of the face of Moses was homed)." This rendering wouid be the eariiest extant 

Jewish or Christian example ofMoses portrayed as actually, physically "homed." It also contradicts 

the information published by Migne and ~ ie ld .7~  

There is an extant precedent for an Aquilan citation in Greek in the phiiologicai thesaurus 

written by Willielm Gesenius, but it is not the same as the citation in Brooke-McLean. In the notes 

on from E x  34129-3 5 in his 183 5 The~unrsphi l~Zo~ct~s  Criticus Lingirae Hebraeae, Gesenius 

suggests: Ridicule A p  ~ ~ p a r t d q ~  $v (~ididously, AquiCila renders] "was homed")? It appears 

that Gesenius did not have a very high regard for this rendering, although it is not clear whether he 

doubts Aquila's interpretation of "homed" or the possibility that this rendering is too ridiculous to 

be an authentic citation. Field cites Gesenius' proposed Aquilan Greek rendenng of this phrase, and 

concludes rather criticaliy that: est merum ex Hiero~zyrnof igmer~~ (it is a pure fiction out of 

J e r~ rne ) .~~  It would seem that Field regards qpartG56qr $vas an attempt by Gesenius to propose 

a Greek version of Aquila's 1.19 11 J j i P  although he only translated it fiom the Latin version of 

Aquila found in Jerome's Conimenfary on ~mos." 

Both Migne and Field record a Latin version of Ex. 34:29 that is sirnilar, but not identical, 

"Ibid., pt. 2, p. 275. The Greek word apn...arat, translated here as  "horned," contains a lacuna Torrance 
Kirby suggests that if this word is actually tiom the Greek f i r uva ,  the meaning is closer to bejeweled or decorated 
Plrase note that the diacritical marks for this phrase are absent in BAI. 

"This appears to be a previously-&own fragment of Aquila Due to the fact that 1 can fmd no reference 
to a speciîic manuscript for the Aquilan fragment cited in B-M, and due to the lack of corroborating evidence h m  
Mipe and Field, 1 am ha-itant to depend on this citation to determine conclruively Aquila's rendering of this verse. 

~o l l owing  his citation of this Greek phrase "fiom" Aquila, Gesenius cites "hmp the Vulgate: "Vulg. 
cor~tztra erar (facies)," aithough this Latin citation ressembtes Jerome's Latin version of Aquila in his Comnientay 
ott .htos rather than the comrita esset facies of the Vulgate itself, Gesenius eqlains how these versions wntaining 
c o t ~ i z m  eral and ~&par&q~ {v are the ongin of the imagery of Moses' w i t h  hom: quo factum est. ut pictores 
.Ifosen corntrntnt depingerent (that fiom this it has corne about that the painters depict Moses as homed). Gesenius 
ci tes Solomon Deyling, Observationum Sacruntm, S. iT I  (Leipsig : Surnptibus Hiredum Fnd, Lanckisü, 1 73 5- l748), 
p. 8 1 ff. ai, his source for this point, in wlhelm Gesenius, Thesaitnts philofogicus Criticus L i n p e  Hebrueae 
(Lripsig: Sumtibus Tlpisque Fr. C h  G d .  Vogelii, 1835). p. 1238. 

Origenis Hexaplomni, vol. 1 ,  p. 145, XL 3 1. 

=Gesenius' introduction to his Thesaurus does not contain any information about Aquilan fragments, 
manuscripts or marginal Aquilan-hexaplaris material to confimi thai be obuined Uus citation fiom a r o m  of Aquila 
actually in Greek Therefore, Field's conjecture is ptausible. 



to Ex. 34:29 in the Vulgate; Migne, in his column of Aquilan sources translated into L a h g 3  and 

Field, in his footnotes: ( Ide  et in f i d o  jmta Hebraicwn et Aquilae editionem legimus: 'Et Moyses 

nesciebat, quia comutu erat species wdtt~s ejw' (And Moses was not awace that his face [had] a 

homed appearance), which he cites from a biblical commentary by J e r ~ m e . ~  This Latin remnant of 

Aquilays rendering of Ex. 34:29 is found in Jerome's Commentary on Amos.'" part of a 

discussion about Moses, seemingly unrelated to Ex  34:29-35, Jerome wrote: Vnde et iit M o  iz~xtu 

Hebraicurn, et Aqirilae edilionem, legrgrmus: 'Et Moyses nesciebat, quia cornuta erat qecies ziullus 

ehis' (And in the Hebrew text of Exodus and the Aquila edition, we read: And Moses did not know 

that t h e  face of his countenance was homed)." While it has already been stated that there is no 

Aquila manuscript against which ta ve re  this citation," the issue is further complicated by Jerome's 

translation of Aquila into Latin instead of preserving it in Greek as he did often with other citations 

in the same work." Ultimately, we do not have a conclusive record of Aquila's rendering of this 

verse, despite the Greek citations in Gesenius's Thesatirus and in the third apparatus of the Brooke- 

McLean Old Testament in Greek. The Latin citations of Aquila are also inconclusive. 

There is a circular aspect to Jerome's use of Aquila that warrants concem. His Latin citation 

of AquiIay s rendering of 1'39 713 i7i, (contuta erat facies) matches his own etymological 

9vIigne's fiilgara Larina colwnn contains the correspondkg phrase fiom Jerome's farniliar rendering of 
Es. 31:29: Er ignorabar qzrod cornrira esser facies ejtis, Hexaplonrnr Qrrae Supersrrnr, in PatGraec, vol. 15, sec. 3, 
cols. 195-498. 

''Jerome Comnrerrtaty on Amos, in Parhr, vol. 25, ed, J. P. Migne (Paris: Venit Apud Editorem, 1845), 
col. 1067. 

96 Cited tkom Jerome Coninienrarii in Pmphetas Mnores, in S. Hierorrymi Presbyteri Opera, VOL 76, pp. 

3 1 1-3 12. The version f?om Jerome's Cowînrentary on Anios in Migne's ParLat, vol, 25, col. 1067, is slightly 
diffsrent. Aside fiom a few ciifferences in spelling it also suggests an alternative reading for species: Unde et in 
Erodo jzr-rra Hebraicrrm. et Aqtrife ediiionen~, l eg imr~ Er Moyses nesciebat. quia cornitra erat species [Al facies] 
vrtltrrs ejzis (Esod. =zv, 29), which makes it closer to the Vdgate: comuta esser facies. The translation of Ex 
34:29 in the citation above is based on Mellinkoff, HornedMoses, p. 78. 

%ichard Saley suggests that the discovety of AquiIa palimpsests in the Cairo Geniza may indicate an 
AquiIm tek?-tradition independent of Origen's Hexapla, but, again, Aquila is only extant in hgments. My 
appreciation to Annette Reed at Harvard University for making Professor Saley's comments known to me. 

T o r  esample, in his Conrmentary on Amos (and others), Jerome refers to other translations that he 
consulted, including Aquila, Theodotion and Symmachus. Wtiile in many cases he cites and diusses their work in 
Latin, Jerome does sometirnes insert Greek citations. For esample, on the same page as Jerome's comments about 
Aquila on Ex- 3429 (Ui eithsr edition) there is a citation in Greek 60m Symmachur Sa the citation fkom Jemne*~  
Con~nrenrary on Isaiah discussed later, for another example of this. 



translation of il? in the Vulgate. Since Jerome only uses Latin here, rather than the original 

languages of these documents, his representation of the Greek is suspect. Not only does corn& 

seem to contradict al1 of the Jewish interpretation that we have already seen, Jerome provides no 

other references to support his claim of Aquila's version except his own Latin version of the Bible, 

and his own Latin version of Aquila which we are unable to veri@. As well, given Aquila's use of 

rabbinic interpretation in his work, any other Jewish traditions that did support this r e n d e ~ g  have 

obviously not been preserved." Whiie it is not impossible that Aquila's version may, indeed, be 

similar to Jerome's conwta esset facies, at this juncture it appears that Jerome's claims indicate bis 

own translation of the Bible and no other. 

Another aspect of this dilernma is a theory proposed by A. E. Silverstone that the translator 

who penned the Aramaic Targum Onkelos was the same individual responsible for the Greek by 

Aquila, that is, that Onkelos and Aquila were the same p e r s ~ n . ~  Theoretically, this would yield an 

additional ancient translation of the Bible against which the extant fragments of Aquila could be 

studied. Ifwe are prepared to assume that the various citations of Aquila in Jerome, Gesenius, and 

Brooke-McLean are conclusive, Silverstone's theory is damaged by the inconsistent renderings of 

7':" 71 5, il j )  in Onkelos and Aquila; in Onkelos it is a reference to "radiance" while Aquila seems 

ta support the notion of Moses with homs. Silverstone points to textual similarities between the two 

versions in support of his thesis:' yet he also defends blatant differences between them by presenting 

them as Greek ernendations of an imperfect Aramaic translation." In a more moderate version of 

this theory ofauthonhip, Dominique Barthélemy proposes that Onkelos and Aquila (named Aqilas, 

in the Talmud) are the same name, but does not Iink the two  translation^?^ Ultimately, the issue of 

T h i s  allusion to Iost Jewish traditions cornes tiom Reider in an earlier citation. "Prolegomena," p. 619. 

goSilverstone, Agida und Onquelos. in this work, Silverstone also discusses simïiarities between the styles 
and translations of Jonathan (Aramaic) and Thdotion (Greek). For more on the association of Jonathan Nith 
Theodotion, see relevant discussion in Dominique Barthélemy, Les Devanciers d 'rlquifa (Leiden: E. J- BriU, 1 963). 

91Silverstone, ibid., p. 73.  

"Ibid, p. 68. 

'%ee Kahie, Cairn Geniza, pp. 19 1-1 94; Barthélemy, Les Devanciers d 'rlquila, pp. 148-1 54. Barthélemy 
asserts: "D 'uilleirm on s 'accorde génénerafenient aiijourd'huipoirr reconnaitre que c 'est une même personne que le 
Babli et la Tosephfa uppelent OnX-e~ose tandis que le Jerufairni l'appelle Aqilas et fa tradition grecque 'A,pCAa&" 
pp. 152- 153. Barthélemy accepts an equation of the names Onkelos and Aquila, and asserts their shared 
rcIütionship to "la traduction grecque de la Torah par Onqéfos-Aquila" (p. 153), but does not accept an equation of 



this theory does not contribute substantiaily to the present discussion- 

Interestingly, several modern scholan refer to Aquila's rendering of this verse? Flusser and 

Propp refer to Aquila as the basis for proposing an eariy Jewish connection to the interpretation of 

Moses with h~rns.~- '  However, it is puzzling that no evidence exists to indicate that Jews used 

Aquila in their exegesis. Lester Grabbe points to this lack of references to Aquila in Jewish exegesis 

as a possible "accident ofhistoly" since there is such a lack of Greek-language Jewish commentaries 

from this period? As a result of this dearth of Jewish sources in Greek, we are unable to determine 

the extent to which Aquiia's translation was actually accepted and used by Jews fiom this period. 

In light of al1 of this, 1 feel that it would be irresponsible to base a theory of a Judaic ongin for 

Moses' homs on unsubstantiated references to Aquila's translation of Ex. 34:29, even though the 

interpretive tradition suggests that it would have been intended as a metaphor for radiance anyway. 

iii. Ovigen (Hexapla) 

Du ring the first half of the third century, Origen (ca. i 85-ca.254) revised the text of the 

Septuagint (LXX) to bring it more into accord with the Hebrew text. For the practical purposes of 

entering into dialogue and debate with the Jews and for preaching, Ongen explains that he 

familiansed himself with Jewish texts: 

1 make it rny endeavour not to be ignorant of their various readings, so that in my 
controversies with the Jews I may avoid quoting to them what is not found in their 
copies, and also may be able to make positive use of what is found there, even when 
it is not to be found in Our scriptures. If we are prepared for discussions with them 
in this way, they will no longer be able, as so often happens, to laugh scornfbliy at 
Gentile believers for their ignorance of the true reading which they have?' 

Origen undenook the study of Hebrew to facilitate this project, and descnbes how he compared the 

Hebrew and different Greek versions of the text against the Septuagint: ' m e n  1 was uncertain of 

the Ararnaic targum with the Greek vmion  of Aquila 

9'Including MeIIinkoEf , Propp and Flusser. 

9'Flwer, "Generd introduction," in Jewish Hisioriogrophy and Iconogr~phy, ed. Scbeckenberg and 
Schubert, pp. ss-si, Propp, --Did Moses Have Homs?" p. 32. 

%Lester Grabbe, "Aquila's Translation and Rabbinic Exegesis," JJS 33 (1982) 534. 

9'From Origen Ep. AdAfdc. 5; cited in M F. Wiles, "Origen as Biblical Scholar,"CHB. p. 456. 



the Septuagint reading because the various copies did not tdly, 1 settled the issue by consulting other 

venions and retaining what was in agreement with them."'' Origen then recorded this edited Greek 

text in the fifth colurnn of his great work, the Hexapla According to Emil Schürer, the version of 

the Septuagint that Origen prepared for Col. V of the Hexapla used specific markings to indicate any 

phrases that were absent fkom the Hebrew (that is, additions to the Septuagint) or any phrases that 

were present in the Hebrew but absent fiom the Septuagint? 

Whiie the Hexapla is not extant in its entirety, remnants show that the other coIumns of the 

Hexapla contained the Bible in Hebrew characters (col. I) and transliterated into Greek (COL II), plus 

the Greek translations of Aquila (col. m), Symmachus (col. IV), and Theodotion (col. VI). Orlinsky 

speculates on the order of these columns and on the way they each contained specific information 

that contributed to Origen's plan for the Septuagint in the Hexapla. Orlinsky explains: 

There appean to be good enough reason to believe that Origen arranged the columns 
of this Bible so as to make it possible for Chrïstians to leam by themselves to read 
and understand the Hebrew of the Bible. Col. II enabled them ta  read Col. 1, Aquila 
in Col. III enabled them to translate Hebrew literally, and sometimes even provided 
the etymology of the Hebrew word; Symmachus in Col. IV made intelligible the 
ofttime unintelligible Hebraized Greek of Aquila. By then the Christian reader was 
ready to tackle the dl-important Septuagint in Col. V.'" 

Orlinsky ais0 suggests that Theodotion was only put in Col. M because his translation "did not serve 

Origen's pedagogic purpose earlier.""" This great endeavour by Origen later led to independently 

edited versions of the Septuagint containing 'hexaplaric' additions.'('? 

The hexaplaric Greek rendering of 7.25 773 777 attributed to Origen, provided in Field's 

9Trom Origen Conmr. in Aïart. XV, 14; cited in Wiles, ''Origen as BibIical Scholar." CH& p. 457- 

">Schflrer discusses hvo theories regarding the Greek tek7 in Col. V: "ut] wasprobabb Ongen's own 
critical reconsjction of the 'standard' LXX tekt with reference to the Hebrew and the use of diacriticai mark to 
show divergences 60x11 the Hebrew test However, it has been noted correctly by Kahle that there is no evidence for 
diacritical signs being used actually in the Hexapla, so that the coiumns may have been intendeci as the foundation of 
Origen's criticism of the LXX text rather tha.  its culmination," Schûrer, The Hisrory of the Jewish People. vol- 1 ,  p t  
1 .  pp- 48 1-482. in the continuation of the earlier citation fiom Origen's Conrnr, in MatL XV, 14, Ongen himself 
confirms the use of these diacritical signs or marks. Wlles, "Origen as Biblical SchoIar,"CHB, p. 457-458. For more 
on the Hesapla, see a h  ODCC. p. 634. 

'wOrlinshyy, "Jewish Influences." EBT, p. 428. 

"'Ibid. 

'"For more on later editions of the LXX containing Origen's hexaplaric additions, see Schûrer, pp. 481 - 
48 1; Wiles, "Origen as BiblicaI Scholar," CHB, pp. 458-459. 



edition of Ongen's Hexapla, matches the Septuagint's 6E6eEcyuta~ rj Opr~  ro6-,.'" W~th its 

tendency toward allegoricd and mystical exegesis, Origen's grounding in the Alexandrian exegetical 

tradition may have strongly infiuenced his rendering of l'ÀD 713 TT?, even when Aquila's hyper- 

literal translation rnight have infiuenced him otherwise. Furthemore, Origen's exegesis is offen 

noted for its "tripartite division'' of the meanings of Scripture into carnal, moral, and spiritual 

interpretation as part of a spiritual process upward to perfection in which ailegorical or typological 

interpretation was its' ~ l t imate . '~  According to N. R M. de Lange, Origen's all@wia comprised 

two senses: (1) a literary device by which one thing is made to stand for another, and (2) the 

interpretation of a tex. as meaning something other that what it seerns to mean.lO' Where Origen 

rendered 1'39 719 177 as a kind of "glory," his sense of allegoria seems to have been the latter. 

Origen's theosophic rendering of i';C 773 also reflects the exegesis of his Jewish 

contemporaries and fellow scholars, who have alread y been demonstrated to interpret this phrase as 

a kind of "light" or "glorious radiance." Origen visited Palestine once in 2 15 C.E. and eventually 

settled in Caesaria in 23 1 C.E. where he lived. wrote and preached until his death.lo6 De Lange 

describes Origen's consultations with Jewish scholars and his use of Jewish traditions in his work, 

and points out an unusual duality in Origen's attitude. De Lange explains that although Origen 

recognised the importance of Jewish exegetical traditions for Christian scholarship, he aiso endorsed 

"the accepted patristic view of Judaism which was on the whole unfav~urable."~~' Nevertheless, 

evidence of Ongen's scholarly interactions with Jews and Jewish exegesis is apparent in his own 

writings around the time of the compilation of the Mishnah and the tannaitic midrashim. For 

exarnple, de Lange cites Ongen's apologetic work against Celsus to emphasise Ongen's familiarity 

with the work of Jewish scholars on the interpretation of Scripture. It States: 

Both Jews and Chnstians believe that the Bible was written by the holy Spirit, but we 

"'Origen, E x  34:29; Field, Origenis Hexaplonrm, p. 145. 

lWN. R M. de Lange, Ongen and the Jews, Studies in Jewisii-Christian Relations in Third-Cenmy 
Pales~irle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 W6), p. 83. Hoivever, de Lange aiso notes that Ongen very 
oflen reverted "to the older distinction behveen literai and spiritual," p. 109. 

""Ibid., p. 112. 

'060DCC, p. 99 1-992; de Lange, ibid., pp. 1-2,7-8. 

'"Ibid., p. 13. 



disagree about the interpretation of what is contained in it. Nor do we Live like the 
Jews, since we consider that it is not the Iiterd interpretation of the laws which 
contains the spirit of the legislation.'" 

Since the traditional Jewish interpretation of 1'39 V U  717 was seemingly allegorical, Origen's own 

theosophic, ailegorical approach to Ex. 34:29-35 might be seen as an example of his familiarity with 

rabbinic exegesis and acceptance of it. At that time, however, Jewish interpretation was generally 

perceived by ChrÏstians as extremely literalistic because of its fidelity to biblical law. Thus, Ongen's 

rendering of 1'19 11Y 113 as a kind of ccglory" might be viewed as a general rejeaion of (or an 

alternative to) Jewish literalism and even as a direct response to Aquila's apparently etyrnological 

rendering of this phrase. As well, this approach may have been Origen's rneans of ernphasising the 

association of Ex. 34:29-35 with Paul's condemnation of the Law of Moses in the New Testament. 

Aside frorn the Hexapla, Origen wrote many commentaries and homilies most of which 

"survive only in fragments or in Latin  translation^,"'^ including scholia (brief notes) on Exodus, 

Leviticus and Numbers. In one of these, Origen wrote at length about the glorification of Moses. 

To convey a kind of hermeneuticd hierarchy, Origen suggests that to behold Moses' glory is 

tantamount to attaining the spintual sense of the text, but only to perceive his veil symbolises 

attaining the mere literal sense of the text. With an explicit reference to Paul, Origen fùrther 

suggests that the language of the Law is represented by the glory of Moses' face, but it is hidden 

behind a veil that can only be lifled through conver~ion.~'~ These comments reveal the conflicted 

position of the Jews in Origen's work, much like what emerges fiom the Chnstological typologies 

of the New Testament. Nevertheless, de Lange asserts that, "with the exception of Jerome, no other 

Church Father knew the Jews as well as Origen," and that "much of what Origen says camot be 

understood without a knowledge of the  rabbi^.""^ 

'mOrigen Cels. v. 60; cited in de Lange, ibid., p. 105. 

IwOrigen's other important works include his theological work, De Principiis (i&pi 'ApXov), two 
ascetical works, an apologetic work against Celsus, and hl1 commentaries on most books of the Bible, ODCC, p. 
992. 

l'%ieIlinkoff cites and summarises this source, calling it "one of the earliest and most extensive 
commentaries on the glorification of Moses," Horned Moses, p. 80. See Origen Homily X;II, in PaGraec, VOL 1 1, 
cols. 382-387. 

I I I  De Lange, Origen and the h, p- 7. For more on Ongen's interaction with Jews, see de Lange, Origen 

nnd rlie J r w s ,  pp. 1-28.49-6 1. 
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IV. Latin 

i. Old Latin (Vetus Latina) 

Although the use of Greek continued into the third century in Rome, the spread of Latin 

required Bibles be translated into that language in North Afkica and Southem G a d  before the end 

of the second century. These translations were made fiom the Septuagint and not £iom the Hebrew 

Bible itself, as were most Christian Bible translations in the ancient world."* As can be seen in the 

Latin bibiical citations in works fkom that tirne, the MSS of Old Latin versions were hardly uniforxn, 

and it has been suggested that the term Vettis Lafina is merely a collective reference to ail such 

versions in circulation."' Furthemore, modem scholars regularly altenate the blame for their 

inconsistencies between careless copyists and revisen or independent and unskilled Latin translators, 

depending on ifthat scholar subscribes to the theory that there was once a single genuine version."* 

It has been suggested that Jerome undertook the preparation of his Vulgate to remedy this 

situation. ' " 
Benjamin Kedar notes that it is difficult to discern influences or traces of Jewish tradition in 

OId Latin translations, but suggests that there is some evidence of Jewish Bible translations into 

Latin. He notes that there are some scholars who suggest that "the OL has at its base pre-Christian 

translations made from the Hebrew" by pointing to isolated cases of Jewish idioms or targuxnîc 

' 120rlinsLy giva esamples of Chrisaian communities whose Bible translations w r e  not made h m  the 
Hebrew Bible, inctuding Afinca, Syria, Rome and Bq-zantium, thus such translations as "the OId Latin, the Coptic, the 
Syriac, the Gothic, Armenian, Arabic and other(s) ...," in "Jewish Influences on Chriszian Translations," EBT, p. 428. 

"'Jellicoe asserts that no "authoritativen Old Latin telt emsted, referring to the "infinite variety of the Latin 
translations," in Seprtiagint and Modem Sh&, p. 249, For a discussion of these différent Latin versions, se- C. K 
Bmett, "The interpretation of the Old Testament in the New," CHB, pp. 370-374, and for notes on Augustine's 
preference for the Itala version as the authoritative Old Latin translation, see Geraid Bonner, "Augustine as Bïblical 
Scholar," CHB, pp. 54 1-545, 

"'Kedar outlines these opposing theories, and points out that Jerome apparently believed that there was 
once such a "genuine" version that had been compted by copyists (scriptonim vilio deprawata intepretation 
antiqria; Prof. in lob), though he also cornplaineci of incompetent translators (imperiri tramIatoms; PraeJ in Prov.) 
and too much variety betwm copies of scrïptures available (exeniplana scripnrruntm roro orbe dispena-.. inrer se 
vuriaw Prol- in Evang.), Kedar, *The Latin Translations," in M i h ,  pp. 300-30 1, esp. a- 9- 

"'ODCC, pp. 980-98 1. Kedar suggests the wvoh of Tertuiiian (c, 1 30-230 C.E.) to demonstrate this lack 
of testual consistence in biblical renderïngs, of ahom it is thought that either there are two dinerent versions cthis 
~vork, or that he was offering "ad-hoc renderings h m  the Greek Bible," Kedar, ibid, pp, 299-300. 



renderings? Rather thao an indication of Jewish-Latin influence, Kedar suggests that the apparent 

examples of influences nom a Hebrew-text tradition point more to the possibility of "later 

corrections and insertions" made by individuals who were knowledgable enough to treat some of the 

many imperfections of the Latin version although not its entirety."' 

In the 175 1 Biblic~um SICTOMM Lorinae published by D. Petri Sabatier, the Versio Antiqua 

recorded in this document stops at Ex. 34:28 and resumes at Ex. 35: 1; Sabatier seems to have had 

no Old Latin translation ofEx 34:29-35.'" A systematic anaiysis and reconstruction of pre-Vulgate 

Latin texts is currentiy underway by "the Vetus Latina project" at Beuron Abbey in Ger~nany,"~ but 

no volumes are available yet.12" Due to this there is currently no Old Latin version of Ex. 34:29-35 

against which the Latin Vulgate by Jerome couid be compared. 

V. Conclusion 

It is impossible to know the intentions of any translater, but it is evident from the sources 

exarnined in this study that these translators were attempting to convey an almost overwhelmingiy 

cornmon image. The image of Moses as glorified or radiant with some kind of bright light beaming 

fiom his face is constant, even though it carries different theological como tations for the Jewish and 

Christian translators based on exegetical and theological issues current to them. 

W~th the exception of the uncertain venion of Aquila, the Jewish translations of Ex. 3 4:29-3 5 

'I6Kedar, ibid., p. 308. 

llSBiblioninr Sacromnt La tinae Ch-siones An riqrrae sert Verus Italia et Caterue quaecunque in Codicibus 
J@ CC attriquorirnr libris reperiripotirerunr: Quas crm Vùlgata Larina, & cttm Textu Graeco coniparanhtr, ed, D. 
Petn Sabatier (Parisiis: Franciscum Ditot, 175 I), p. 207. My appreciation to Todd Hanneken and Annette R d  for 
tracking donn this volume in the Rare Books Department of Widener Library at Harvard University. 

"'This information is contained in the notes on Augustine's Eiements of Chnstianiry located on the intemet 
at http:/ /ccats~.upemed~od/nvayne/augZnot.h This project of the Vetus Latina institut of Beuron is 
dcscribed in greater detail by Barrett, in "The Interpretation of the OId Testament in the New," CHB, pp. 370-372. 

"The Old Latin version of Ex. 34:29-35 may be extant, but tbis wiii oniy be confirmeci with the publication 
of the research fiom the scholars at Beuron. Several books have been published more recently than Sabatier's, which 
provide detaib about estant Old Latin manuscripts and hgments. However, none that 1 consuiteci containeci any 
information about the content of these fragments. See Hermann Josef Frede , Kirchenschnr&reIler: Veneichnis und 
Sigel 3, nertbearbeitete rind enveiterte Aufl des Veneichnis der Sigel /dur Kirchenschni/rsteller/von Boni/otius 

@ Fischer (Freiburg: Herder, 1 98 1); and Bonifatius Fischer, Yencichmis der Sigelfdur hondschrr$en und 
Kirchenschri/rsfe!ler (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 1949). 



reflect exegetical traditions contained in the rabbinic midrashim by describing the briiliant radiance 

of Moses' face and even attri'buting it directly to his interaction with God. The particular differences 

between them highlight various individual techniques or scholarly influences, but do not suggest 

altemate interpretations. The Greek rendering attributed to Aquila may simply be explained by his 

tendency toward extreme literalism and fideiity to Hebrew idiom. None of the translations discussed 

in this chapter, nor any of the narratives in the previous chapter, provides evidence that Aquila was 

adhering to an interpretation of Moses' visage as actually "homed." As seen in the earlier discussion 

of the rabbïnïc midrashb, the closest possible midrashic reference was to Moses' 7733 'IYp (horns 

of glory) that symbolised power or the glory of the Divine. Most rabbinic references to the E';iP 

of Ex. 34:29-35 represent them as rays or beams of light if anything physicai at d l ,  and not as actual 

horns. The Samantan interpretation of Moses' image concurs with Christian and Jewish notions of 

radiance but also conveys the general importance of the concepts of light and illumination in their 

exegetical tradition. 

Through the Greek translations and, as seen in the previous chapter in exarnples from early 

Christian narratives, the Christian emphasis is on Moses' c'glory" and probably reflects a 

combination of multiple theological issues. Most obviously, the idea of Moses as "glorified" or 

"bright with glory" serves the tropological agenda as a reference or parallel to Christ's 

transfiguration in the Hebrew Bible. The significance of Moses' glorious light originating from God 

is most evident in the cornments of those Christian theologians who portray it as fading and hidden 

to emphasise the superseding of the "old" Law of Moses by the "new" Law of Christ. There is no 

evidence to suggest that early Christian translators or interpreters had any exegetical or theological 

notion of Moses with actual horns. Indeed, the possibility that Moses actual became "homed" at Mt. 

Sinai is even more remote in these Greek and Latin documents than in the Hebrew midrashim that 

had to work around the physical implications of the ambiguous Hebrew root j lP.  

Much generai knowledge of early exegetical techniques and theological issues can be attained 

by studying these early renderings of 7 ' 5 9  V U  i7p, but the textuai origin of the medieval artistic 

depictions of Moses as "homed" has not yet been discussed. How, then, did Jerome deal with the 

complexity of E x  34:29-35 in his attempt to render a word-for-word Latin translation of the Hebrew 

Bible? Furthemore, in what way did Jerome's cornmentaries on the Bible and his theological 
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treatises enable bùn to explain his interpretation of l'3S 713 777 and the image of Moses without 

compromising his fidelity to the Hebrew text? 



Chapter Five 

Jerome 

1. Introduction 

Jerome (ca 33 1-420 CE!), Church Father and exegete, wrote extensive commentaries on the 

Bible and produced the Vulgate, the Latin translation of the Bible that was ultimately proclaimed 

authoritative by the ~hurch.' Jerome travelled and studied in communities throughout the Roman 

Empire and in 386 C.E. settled in Palestine. where he lived until his death and where he completed 

his new Latin translation of the Bible. As a result of these travels, Jerome's scholarly sources were 

diverse and ranged from the literalist school of Antioch to the more spirituai, homiletic Alexandrian 

school and direct infitiences from the Jewish tradition and rabbinic exegesis. It has been suggested 

that while he did not always adopt their interpretations, Jerome borrowed from each of these schools. 

While he often began his exegesis by speaking of the literal sense of a text, he spent a greater effort 

on explaining its spiritual message.' Another description of Jerome's scholarship asserts his "tireless 

occupation with philological material."4 

II. Jerome's Latin revision and Hebrew studies 

One of Jerome's most important works is his revision of the Vetus Latina version of the 

'There is debate over the precise year of Jerome's birth with a variance of about sixteen years. See the 
analysis of J. N. D. Kelly, Jerome: His Lfe, IYntings. and Controvenies 1.337-339, on this matter, cited in Jay 
Braverman, Jerome 's Contmentay on Daniel (Washington: Catholic Bible Association of America, 1978). p. 2. 
They prefer 33 1 C.E., although Braveman also notes 347 CE. as  "more commody acceptedm ODCC prefers ca 
342 C.E., p. 7 19. 

'This version was not officiaily nameci textus auctoritute plenus (the authoritative tes)  und the Councii of 
Trent in 1546, a status which resuited h m  its gradua1 rise to popular use and eventual acceptance in the centuries 
that followed the deaih of Jerome. See Kedar, "The Latin Translations," in Miba, p- 321; Eugene F. Rice, Saint 
Jeronre in the Renaissance, (Baithore; London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1 985) pp. 185- 1 86. 

'Braveman articulates this cleariy in his summary of Jerome's interaction with bot .  of these schoob of the 
Church and in his lengthy section on Jerome's ehposure to rabbinic tradition, Commentary on Daniel, p. 2-10. 

'Kedar, "The Latin Translations," in Miha, p. 3 14. 
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~ible.'  He began this project using the Septuagint as the bas& for his revisions, but "perforce was 

brought to the ~ebrew,"~  and shortly undertook the study of the Hebrew language. Although Jerome 

also consulted other versions of the Bible, including Origen, Aquila and Symmachus, it is well- 

documented that Jerome used the Hebrew text as the pnmary source for his revision of the ~atin.' 

Jerome's great stmggle to l e m  the Hebrew language is attested in his h t ings .  Jerome 

descrïbed his early expenences studying Hebrew as "a bitter seed of leaming [from which] 1 now 

pluck sweet £iuits-"8 Hany Orlinsky nunmarises the difficulties and hstrations of Jerome's effort 

to Ieam the Hebrew Ianguage, and describes how Jerome's determination emerges from his private 

letters: 

His private letters ... reveal a very dramatic, even melodramatic, personality, who was 
deterrnined to learn the Hebrew language if it killed him, and it very nearly did. 
Jerome tels us how he would study the difficult - to him at least - Hebrew language, 
al1 day, and then go to sleep exhausted. Lo, the moming came, and with it the 
realization that he had forgotten during the night al1 that he had leamed the day 
before. He knew that it was the work of evil spirits who wanted to keep him from 
learning the ways of God. And he persisted, deep in the wildemess of Judea, until 
he had begun to master i t9 

For example, to achieve this kind of mastery, while Jerome spent several years in Chalcis he studied 

Hebrew with a Jewish conven to Chrïstianity, upon returning to Rome he comected with a Jew who, 

according to Benjamin Kedar, "supplied him with Hebrew texts, taken secretly from the 

%dar States that Jerome "dedicated fifteea years" (ca 390-405) to this project, and that he did not foilow 
any genera1 sequrnce in the order of the book that he translateci, ibid, p. 320. H.F.D. Sparks ssïp a lengh of 
tirnr"upwards of twenty years" to Jerome's translations, begjming ca 382 C.E. when he arrived in Rome and 
ponicipated in the council of Damasus, in "Jerome as Biblical Scholar," in CHB, pp. 513-5 14. 

'It is recorded that Jerome "issueci no Iess than three revisions of the Psalter - the 'Roman', the -Galiican', 
and the -Hebrew'," ODCC, p. 7 19. Despite Jerome's revision of his Latin translation of Psalms to suit the 
parameters of his Hebrew-based efforts, it tvas the first Psalter that was uitirnately recopised by the Church as the 
officia1 Latin version of Psalms- On the subject of Jerome's textuai sources, Sparks notes that for his 381 C.E. 
treatise On the Seraphim in lsaiah 6, "Jerome based his interpretation on the Hebrew original and carefdly 
compared it nith the Greek versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Thdotion, as  well as the Septuagint, thus 
displaying a mastery of texmal material, and opening up an approach the was altogether new in the Church of the 
West, in Sparks, "Jerome as  Bibticai Scholar," in CHB, p. 5 13, 

Trom Jerome Epistulae 125: 12, cited in Braveman, Commen~aty on Daniel, p. 5. Also cited in Kedar, 
"The Latin Translations," in Mikra, p. 3 15- 

90rlinshy, "Jewish influence on Christian Translations of the Bible," in Essqs, pp. 429. This passage is 
also citcd in Orlinsky, Hisioty, pp. 15-16, IL 10. 



~~nagogue,"'~ and in Bethlehem he was taught at night by a Jew named Baraninas." Since Hebrew 

was not in use among Christians, Jerome's Hebrew studies required enlisting the services of these 

Jews and others- 

Some scholars emphasise that Jerome would have had very littie conternporary suppon for 

turning away fiom the Greek text in fkvour of the Hebrew which, at that time, was virtually unknown 

in Christian ~ircles.'~ Not only did this endeavour require philological studies with Jews, but also 

resulted in tremendous exposure to Judaic teachings and biblical interpretations. Jerome himself 

admitted to such extensive consultations in the preface to his revision of Chronictes based on the 

Velus Latina: "1 procured a former teacher of the Law fiom Tiberias, who was held by the Hebrews 

in admiration and 1 conferrecl with hirn fiom the top of the head to the bottom toenail, so to speak."13 

Jay Braverman presents an erudite summary of Jerome's extensive interactions with Jewish scholars 

and rabbinic traditions, citing numerous statements from Jerome's writings that confinn this." In 

one such document, Jerome defends his scholarly associations with Jews, and his use of their 

teachings: 

Shaii 1 not be permitted to inforni the Latins in the work of my commentaries of what 
1 have leamed fiom the Hebrew? ... 1 would now show you how usefil it is to tread 
on the threshold of the Masters and to l e m  the art ffom the artists? 

As a result of this interaction, Jerome acquired much knowledge of Jewish exegesis, and introduced 

much of it into his writings. Braverman asserts that there are "hundreds of Jewïsh traditions 

lOKrdar, T h e  Latin Translations," in J l i h ~ a ,  p. 3 15. 

"Sparks, "Jerome as Biblical Scholar," in CHB, p. 5 15. 

"~lthough Jerome \vas not the only Christian scholar with recourse to the Hebrew tekt of the Bible, Jellicoe 
notes that Origen had a "special purpose" for using the Hebrew in the He'capla and that ultimately Origen's esteem - 
dong with that of Justin Martyr and Augustine - Iay with the Septuagint in heu of the Hebrew, in Jellicoe, 
Seprtraginr, pp. 160- 16 1. Kedar emphasises that Church authorities, including Augustine, Lcstronglv opposed 
Jerome's abandonment of the Septuagint and his unconditional acceptaoce of the Hebrew text," &as they had 
"whole-heartedly favoured" revisions of the NT, in Kedar, "The Latin Translations," in Miba, p. 320. 

"ParLar, 29:40 1, cited in Braverman, Commentary on Daniel, p. 4. 

''Braverman, Commentaty on Daniel, pp. 3-10. Kedar provides several pages of esamples h m  Jerome's 
witings where words wre translateci according to rabbinic interpretations, in "The Latin Translations," in Milrra, 
pp. 33 1-334. Orlinsky contends that as a resuit of the considerable knowledge of rabbinic exegesis that Jerome 
acquired Gom his Jewish teachers, the Latin translation that he produçed had a "predominantly Jewvish spirit," 
Nistory, p. 16, n IO. AIso see Albert Condamin, "L'ùifluence de la tradition juive dans la version de Saint Jérôme," 
RL;cherc/ies de science religieuse 5 (1 920) pp. 1-2 1. 

I5Frorn Jerome's Rpology Againsr Rufintu, 1 -20 (ParLar 23:4 14), cited in Braveman, ibid, p. 5. 



preserved in [Jerome's] commentaries referring to al1 aspects of biblical interpretation," though he 

also emphasises that there are also many instances where Jerome clearly (and somethes harshiy) 

articulates his rejection of a particular Jewish interpretation? 

Jerome's self-declared agenda was to understand the Hebrew Bible and thea to interpret it, 

and he saw his process of involvement with Jews as a clear stepping Stone to his own commentaries. 

For example, in a prefatory note explaining that he had hired a Jewish teacher fiom Lydda to help 

him translate Job, Jerome wrote: 

Whether 1 advanced any by his teaching 1 do not know. But this one thing I do know 
- that I would not have been able to interpret something if l had not first understood 
it." 

Braveman concludes his study of the Jewish influence on Jerome with an assertion of the strength 

of Jerome's preference for the Hebrew text over the Septuagint and the Vetics Latina, demonstrated 

by his frequent use of the phrase hebraica verirar (Hebrew truth) when referring to the Hebrew 

text.18 For Braverman and for the purposes of this study, it is sufficient to contend that the most 

important consensus between Jewish scholars and Jerome was respect for and fidelity to the Hebrew 

text of the Bible. 

III. The Influence of Aquila's version on Jerome 

One of the Greek versions that Jerome is said to have consulted extensively is the 

etymological Bible translation by Aquila the proselyte. Some scholars view Aquila's translation as 

an important source for Jerome because of its extreme literalness and fidelity to the underlying 

Hebrew. This includes instances where Jerome quoted Aquila's precise phraseology, preserving 

Aquila's version in its original Greek and, as noted earlier, sometimes in Latin. Jellicoe asserts that 

"[Jerome] makes use of Aquila's interpretations of obscure Hebrew words and in a few cases 

borrows readings from him dire~t."'~ However, to the suggestion that Jerome was strongly 

I6Tw esamples of Jerome tejecting Jenrish interpretation are his Commentary on Zechoriah 10:ll-12 and 
in his Letter 1 21.10, both cited in Braverman, ibid,, pp. 8-9. Quote above fiom p. 6. 

''From ParAar 28 (ed. 1845): 108 1; (ed 1889): 1 140, citd in Braverman, ibid, p. 4. 

'%raveman, ibid., p. 10. 

'vJellicoe's notes on this also include a list of some of these instances, h m  the writings of Jerome and 
Origen, to demonstrate the impression made on them by Aquila's fidelity to the Hebrew, in Septuagin!, p. 80, n. 5. 



influenced by Aquila's work, Sebastian Brock responds in the negative. Brock asserts: 

Jerome was no imitator of Aquila: he intended that his version should be 
comprehensible to his readers, who had no knowledge of Hebrew, and accordingly 
some compromise with the 'sense' at the expense of 'the word' had to be made, 
although Jerome considered his work to be of the 'word for word' rather than the 
'sense for sense' type of translation." 

These criticisms that Brock levels against Aquila in contrast with Jerome - incomprehensibility and 

uiflexibility - are typical observations about that version2' His observations about Jerome's "word 

for word" style are valid, yet Jellicoe dso asserts that even though the Greek versions ofAqui1a and 

Symmachus were useful to Jerome, he was more infiuenced by the "Alexandrian version."" 

Nevertheless, Jerome's translation of 1'23 713 j lp in Ex. 34:29-35 is not one of those cases where 

the Vulgate matched the Septuagint. Indeed, Jerome's Latin rendering of these verses seerns closer 

to Aquila's version than to any other extant ancient document. 

IV. Vulgate: Exodus 34:29-3 5 

In the Vulgate, Jerome rendered Ex. 34:29 as follows: Czrmque descerrderet Moses de monte 

Sirtai, lettebat duas tabtths festimonii. et ignorabat qtiod cormita esset facies nia ex consortio 

semtottis Dei (And when Moses came down £iom Mount Sinai, he held two tablets of the testimony, 

and he was not aware that his face was homed on account of the conversation of the Lord). His 

rendering of VI", 719 177 as con~trta esset facies ma corresponds ~ 6 t h  connitam Mosi faciem in 

Ex. 3 4 : 3 0, and faciem egredierztis Mosi esse conlutam in Ex. 3 4 : 3 5 ." 

%rock, in Jellicoe, Septuaginr, p. 564. 

"See the earlier discussion of Aquila's techniques for references on this point 

"JeIiicoe, Sepiiragint, pp. 80-81. This term seems to refet to Septuagintal te- in general, as opposed to 
later translations svch as Aquila However, some confùsion is r W  by the fact that there is an uncial named Coda 
.4iesandrinus which is mostiy Lucianic and by the fact that the Old G r e e W g e  text-tradition reprcsented in Codex 
Vaticanus (the uncial that provides the base t e s  of B-1M) and its refated rniniscules is often termeci "Egyptiaa" 
Givrin the context of Jellicoe's staternent, it is best to assume that "Alesandrian version" does not refer to any specific 
family of Septuagintal te--. To explain Jerome's use of the Septuagint, Kedar states: "[Jerome] grew more and 
more critical of the WUC, and yet, having rehted it on philological grounds, he usually still explains its wording in 
fulI." According to Jerome's own testimony, he used both the Hebrew and the Greek "so that they would elucidate 
cach other," cited in Kedar, "The Latin Translations," in Mika,  p. 3 19, esp. n- 39. 

thrce citations fiom: Bàblia Sacra, vol. 1, p. 126. The critical apparatus there notes Merences in the 
spelling of' Moses* name (alternative: Moysi) and one case where God is translateci as Domini instead of Dei. 
f-Iorvevcr, there are no recorded textual variants for the Latin phrase cornutu esset facies. 



It has been pointed out that Jerome dropped the word "skin" fiorn his transtation of the 

Hebrew phrase," but perhaps the most jarring aspect of this translation is his rendering of jyp as 

cormta. It has already been demoastrated that, until this time, 7'29 713 il? was usuaiiy read as a 

reference to radiance or glory, perhaps with the sol i tq  exception of Aquila's version. However, 

there is little philological recourse for reading cormta as anything other than a reference to achial 

homs or as a metaphor for power or ~trength,~ so it would appear that Jerome, like Aquila, chose 

to render the Hebrew etyrnologically rather than convey the accepted sense of the passage. This 

pecuiiarity must be discussed, since most of Jerome's exegetical influences would have pushed him 

toward a non-literal, spiritual or metaphorhl rendering of K 9  112 i l ?  . 
As s h d  be illustrated shortly, specific statements in Jerome's biblical commentaries indicate 

that he most likely meant comzita essei facies to be read metaphorically, as a reference to 

glorification or strength, despite his apparent reference to actual homs. Thus, the question that 

remains concems Jerome's particular use of contrifa in his Latin translation of t his passage. Perhaps 

this rendering is most in hannony with his exegetical technique of beginning with the literal 

interpretation but concluding with the ~piritual,*~ even though to propose this explanation requires 

a compilation of information contained in several discrete works by Jerome. 

Many scholars support the idea that Jerome based his Latin translation of Ex. 34:29 on the 

similar Greek rendering by Aquila, especially since Jerome is known to have referred to Aquila 

ofien." Jerome even cites Aquila's unique translation of Ex. 34:29 as a proof text in a discussion 

of a dEerent issue altogether in his C o m m e n ~ q  on Amos. Kedar rejects the idea that comrta esset 

fncies is merely an error by Jerome, and proposes that this passage is among those cases fiequently 

dedared as mistakes in the Vulgate but which were actually intentionai r e n d e ~ g s  by Jerome based 

'4Propp States: "Jerome adopted Aquila's interpretation.. by dropping the word 'skin'; evidently Jerome 
\vas bothered by the incongmity of s b  growing horns." See Propp, "Did Moses Have Homs?" p. 32. 

%.v. "Cornu" in .4 Lutin Dictiona y- ed. Charlton Lewis and Charles Short (O'âord: Clarendon Press. 
1962; first edition 1879)- p. 47 1. 

'6For references, see the earlier summary of Braverman's suggestions on this point about Jerome's 
esegetical techniques and influences. 

"The following modem scholars discussed in ihis study are among those that mention Aquila's version of 
Ex. 3429 and associate il with Jerome's version: Flusser, "General htroduction," in Schreckenberg and Schubert, 
Jcwish Historiography, p. xn-, Propp, ''Transfigurecl or Disfigureci?" p. 382; Mellinkoff, Horned Moses. pp. 77-78. 
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on "p hilologicd notions aiment io his time~."~' Kedar aates: 

As is weli loiown, Jerome denved the verb qrn (Exod 34:29) not from qeren 'a ray', 
but tiom qeren 'hom', and thus aided in creating the image of a 'homed' Moses: hÏs 
face was homed (comuta). This, however, is not a haphazard rendering: Jerome 
could have copied the LXX ('glorifieci'), had he wanted it. Yet his way of translating 
is a replica of Aquila's etymologizing rendition and was meant as a glorification of 
Moses: homs are the insignia of might and majesty? 

It is not obvious if Kedar is aware of the specific comrnents in Jerome's own commentaries that 

explained that he meant this rendering metaphorically, aithough Kedar eolists a suitable ancient 

horns-based metaphor to explain Jerome's conn&z as symbolic of "might and majesty." Either way, 

Kedar's earlier assumptions are correct: Jerome wouid have had the option to copy the Septuagint's 

rendering of the verse, which was the standard rabbinic interpretation of the time conveyed through 

the midrashim and the targumirn, and which was dso the standard Christian interpretation conveyed 

through the Septuagint and various New Testament references. Therefore, Jerome's use of contuta 

must have been intentional. 

Challenged by the phraseology of Ex. 34:29 and its inherent multiple meanings in Hebrew, 

Jerome translated 1'jD 113 il? with cormrfa esset facies emphasising the more animalistic imagery 

associated with the verb rather than the allegorical or spiritual sense. His knowledge of bibIica1 

Hebrew and his familiarity with the philological complexity of the root i7P present in this passage 

enabled him to choose a Latin idiom that preserved the etymology of the original language of the 

text. Since the limitations of Latin prevented him nom using idiom with a simîiar herrneneuticai 

cornplexity, Jerome resorted to his own exegetical tools to preserve the complexity of Ex. 34:29-35 

through an allegorical or spintual interpretation of the original text. In other words, Jerome's text 

said "homs," but meant something eise. This is evident in the foiiowing exarnples from his 

cornmentary on the Bible and in one of his fina1 treatises. 

the subject of Jerome's "mistaEis," Kedar suggests that "mosz of the so-called niistakees, if not di., 
cornrnonly adduced are definitely not blunders but conscientiously chosen rend&gs in agreement with phiIological 
notions cwrent in his times," in "The Latin Translations," in M i ' a ,  p. 3 17. Kedar continues his discussion wïth 
some l e g i h a t e  esamples of errors by Jerome, observing that "in his commentary Jerome not only corrects these 
rnistakes ... but appears astonished at the erroneous translations," p. 3 18. 

291bid., p- 3 1 7- The mphasis on "rnsant" is mine. 



V. Biblical Commentaries and Treatises 

i Commentary on Amos 

After returning to Palestine in 386 CE. and settiing in Bethlehem, Jerome wrote and 

completed his commentary on the Minor Prophets by 406 C.E." It is in the following citation from 

Cornmentaty on Amos that Jerome cites Aquila's rendering of Ex. 34:29, dbeit in Latin. This 

commentary contains a general cornparison of men who are just with men who are unjust and 

excessively proud, centred upon two bibiical prooftexts that demonstrate each one's understanding 

of pride and strength." Jerome niggests that Ex. 34:29 is the basis for linking Moses with the j u s  

man, and subsequently a praiseworthy usage of comir as pride: 

Qtrz hoc facizint, laetanhm in mdIo irerbu bono. siire frrstra.. . . et erecri Ïn nperbiam 
diclrnt: 'Nonne in fortitudir~e rriostra ha6rtimu.s conrua? ' Curn e regione izrsttrs b2 
Domho glorieh~r, et dicaf: %z te inimicos nostros ireritilabirnirs comrr :.. fide et in 
W o  izarta HebraÏç~rm, et Aqiriiae editiotrem. legimirs: 'Et Moyses nesciebat, quia 
contuîa erat species inrlttls eiirs ' Ex. 3 4291, qiri irere dicere poterat: 'h te inimicos 
meos contzi irentifo ' [Ps. 43 :6]." 
(Those who do that delight in no good word, except in vain ... and puffed up in their 
pride they say: 'Did we not have homs in our courage?' Meanwhile the just man will 
glory in God and says: 'In you we will raise up the horn among Our enernies' ... And 
whence in the Hebrew text of Exodus, and in the Aquila edition, we read: 'And 
Moses did not know that the face of hîs countenance was horned, ' who truly was able 
to Say: 'In you we will raïse up the horn among our enemies. ')" 

As discussed in the earlier section on Aquila, this is also the commentary in which Jerome presents 

his own Latin rendition of the words of Aquila on Ex. 34:29. Although the Greek text is not 

preserved here, Jerome's use of coniuto to represent the edition by Aquila makes it clear that the 

Greek t here was very different from the Septuagint's 6~60~auraz. Therefore, the importance of 

Jerome's mention of Aquila here is bis claim of another Bible translation concuring with his 

rendition of 1'33 719 i 7P as c o m t a  esset facies, even when the standard interpretative tradition 

'"Sparks, "Jerome as Biblical Scholar," in CHB, pp. 5 14-5 16; Kedar, ibid., p. 3 19. 
"Ps. 43:6 and 1s. 5:20. The verse h m  Psalms does not appear in any of the cment editions of the Bible 

consulted for this study. Since the numbering system of the Bibk has not always been consistent, it is reasonable to 
suggesi that Jerome possessed a copy of the book of Psalms that did contain Ps. 43:6. 

"Jerome Commenfarii in Prophetas Minores, in S. Hieronynri Presbyteri Opera, vol. 76, pp. 3 1 1-3 12; also 
in PutLat, vol. 25, col. 1067. 

"Translation based on the Latin cited above, and on the English in Meilinkoff, HomediMoJes, p. 78. 



for that passage taught othenvise. 

Using a reference to Jerome's Homily on Psairns where Jerome also interpreted "homn 

rnetaphoricdly, Ruth Mellinkoff suggests that his use of c o r n  in his Cumrnentary on Amos is a 

metaphoncal reference to pride, "ailuding to the sin of exalting one's hom, that is, to the exhibition 

of pride."Y Mellinkoff s citation and analysis of this passage fkom Commentary on Amos stops, 

however, before the end of Jerome's treatment of the issue. Jerome's comments continue briefly 

with a few more relevant biblical examples: 

Legimtrs et NI a i o  loco: 'Et exallabit comi popzrli mi' p s .  148 : 141, et: 'Exaltmit 
cornu Christi [sic] mi' [I Kings 2: IO], et c o r n  alturis, et mirnda animalia a t p e  
cormita, quae d a  otfen~ntnrccr Deo. qzror-zrm interpretatio non hirizis est temporis? 
(We read in another place: 'And he will exalt the hom of his people,' and 'He has 
exalted the horn of his annointed one,' and the horns of the altar, and the beautifiil 
and homed animals which alone are offered unto God, the interpretation of which is 
not for this tirne.) 

The first two examples are biblical passages in which conizr is not meant to be read IiteralIy, but 

rather as a reference to power or strength. The continuation of Ps. 148 : 14 "...for the glory of al1 His 

faithful ones," is a psalm of praise descnbing the power and the splendour of the Lord. The second 

verse may also relate to the pride discussed earlier in this commentary, though which kind of pride 

is not clearly stated. Jerome's ideas on the relevance of different kinds of pnde will become clearer 

below, in the discussion of his Conrmemty otz Isaiah. Similady, on the passage fiom Homiiy on 

Psahs 91, in which Christ is described as a hom, Mellinkoff responds: "Jerome is not saying that 

Christ is a real hom. He expressed a religious concept in language appropriate for the period in 

which he lived. Similady, he did not imply that Moses had real h~rns."'~ Furthemore, although 

Jerome's cornmentary here does not explore the interpretation of the homs of the dtar and these 

horned animals - the only animais that are diowed for sacrifice to God - it becomes eminently cIear 

that even when discussing the actual horns of beasts, these homs are su1 symbolic of exaltation, 

Divine power and glory. Through Jerome's biblical proof texts, and despite the ambiguous 

'"See Mellinkoff s comments there, ibid, pp. 78-79, esp. n 1 1. 

'5Jerorne Conrnren~ani in Prophetas Minores, in S. Hieranymi Presbyteri Opera, vol- 76, p. 3 12. The 
biblical citations inserted above in brackets are taken Eiom the apparatus of this edition. The citation firom Kings 
docs not correspond to the Bible's cment numbering system, 

'6Mellinkoff, Horned,Cfoses, p. 79. 



etymology of I i P  and c o m a ,  it is clear that he intended cor- esset facies to be understood as 

a metaphor for something else more in agreement with the generally accepted sense of the passage. 

. . 
11. Comm entary on Isaiah 

This treatise was written after Jerome completed his work on the Minor Prophets," and it 

contains a Latin reference to Ex. 34:29 that dearly matches the Latin citation of Aquila above in his 

earlier Commentary on Amos. It is reasonable to suggest that Jerome was simply repeating the 

reference to AquiIa fiom his earlier notes, although it is curious to note that he continued to preserve 

it in Latin here, despite quoting another interpretation from Aquila in Greek just a few lines later. 

In a short comment about strength, pride and the glory of martyrdom, Jerome States: 

Foriitudo aiitem gentizrrn îrit~mphtis est martyrtrm. Et nos it2 eonrrn k]/oria superbi 
m m ,  non ea nrperbia qrue in rritio esî, ari Deirs resistit. tri htrmilibiis det gratiam; 
sed ea quae pro potentiu et gloria accipitm Vide et Moysi connr ta facies erat. qui 
dicere poterat: %I te inimicos noshos corntr irentilabimus. ' Et pro srperbin gloriae 
interpretaftrs est Aqtriia:  ai Ev 6659 ahsôv nop46pa 6v&ijaeo&, id est: purpura 
zrestiemini. ut hlsigne regii decoris ostenderet " 

(The strength of the nations has triumphed as a witness and we are proud in the 
martyrs' glocy, not that kind of pride which is in vice, which God resists in order that 
he may give grace to the humble; but that kind of pride which is accepted for power 
and glory. [For example]: 'And when the face of Moses was horned,' about which 
it is possible to say: 'in you we will raise up the horn among the enernies.' p s .  43:6] 
And on the pride of glory, Aquila has interpreted: uai Ev 8069 akôv xop$Cpa 
Ev66oeoûe, that is: 'you clothe them in purple,' that it may show forth as a sign of 
regal decoration.) 

While the source of this interpretation by Aquila is not immediately apparent from Jerome's 

comrnents, nor from Moreschini's apparatus, it is nevertheless noteworthy that Jerome should use 

Aquila's reference to bo%r) (glory) here as a proof text in a discussion containhg references to h o m  

and glory. While Aquila's cornments do not speak directiy to the issue of interpreting this "horn" 

that is raised up among the enemies, Jerome seems to be attempting to apply or associate a 

metaphoric interpretation of this horn with Aquila's version as well as with his own. Based on the 

"Kcdar dates Jerome's Commentq on Isaiah to 408-420 C.E., in "The Latin Translations," Mikra, p. 3 19; 
Sparks oliers the narromr dates of 404-410 C.E., in "Jerome as Biblical Scholar," C M ,  p. 516. 

"Jerome Comnrentariorvm in Eraianr, XW, L* 6 4  in S. Hieronynri Pmbym-i Opera, pars I,2A, vol. 74, 
p. 710. 



associations made here by Jerome, it is clear that he related Moses' horned face to power and glory 

and, perhaps, even majesty since the "purple glory" referred to by Aquila evokes images of royalty 

and riches. 

The presence of a Greek citation from Aquila cannot go unrnentioned, because of the absence 

of Aquila's Greek in the earlier citation fkom Jerome's Commentq on Amos. It is unclear why 

Jerome cited Aquila in Greek in one place and in Latin in the other, but it certainly demonstrates that 

Jerome used Aquila's version in his tratises. And, it strengthens the earlier question of why Jerome 

would have translated Aquila into Latin on such an ambiguous phrase as :YS 7751 Ti? instead of 

preserving the Greek proof, especially when Aquila's version appeared to contain the only other 

textual support for an etymological translation of the phrase. 

Jerome's reference to Ex. 34:29-35 as a proof text in his Commentaty on Ezekïel contains 

one of the simplest conhnations that he was rendenng a metaphor when he used cornitta esse! 

facies to translate iq;9 T i l l  i7P. Jerome states: 

Umie et Moyses in mbem i~igress~ts est et ca&inem ut possit mysteria Domini 
contemplnri. p u e  popztlus lorige posittts et deorscm manem rridere non poterat; 
deitiq~e posî qt~adragiizta dies, ztccItitrn Moysi iriclgrts igrtobile caIiga~~tibits ontlis non 
tridebat, qztia 'gloripcata eraf : siire. irt in hebruico continetirr, 'conliita ', facies 
Moysi;' 
(And Moses ascended into the cloud and the rnist so that he could contemplate the 
rnystenes of the Lord, which the people, who were situated far off and rernaining 
down below, were not able to see. Then, after forty days, the multitude with their 
misted eyes were not able to see Moses' face because it had been glorified, or, as it 
is constmed in the Hebrew, Moses' face was horned.) 

In these cornments, Jerome indicates that glorijicatir erat and connrta are synonymous by drawing 

a parallel between them through the word siue. W e  sizre can be read in numerous ways depending 

on the circurnstance, in this comment it plays the role of a disjunctive conditional particle denotiag 

an interchangeability of the two  phrase^.^ Therefore, it is clear that Jerome uiterpreted Moses' 

"Jerome Coninrentariorvni in Hiezecltielem X I I ,  xi, 5/13,  in S. Hieronynii Presbyteri Opera, vol. 75, p. 
557. Cited in MeIlinkoff, HomedMoses, pp. 77-78, 

''Sv. 'Sue," in -4 Latin Dictionaty, ed. Lewis and Short, p. 1 7 1 3- 1 7 14. 
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cormrta as a kind of glorification, a kuid the Israelites were not able to see after Mosesy encounter 

with God. 

iv. Dialogue against the Pelagians 

Jerome's Diaiopire agaimt the Pelagkms is said to be "his last controversial treatise" (416 

C.E.), although he continued to produce cornmentaries until his death in 420 C.E.*' In the following 

citation from this treatise, Jerome accuses the Pelagians of attempting to be masters of the Law 

before even being students of it. This section is based on two statements of principle on the subject 

of wisdom: Sapienriam et it~teiiectrim Scr@titra~~irn, nisi qiii didicerii, scire non posse (Wniess you 

dedicate younelf, it is not possible to have knowledge of the Scriptures), and Scientiam iegis 

irsirpre r~on debere Nidocfrirm (The uniearned ought not to usurp a knowledge of the Law). In this 

case, it appears that Jerome relates the conlitta of Moses in Ex. 34:29 to the knowledge he acquired 

from God: 

Nisi forte hzrmiiitate solitu magisttrrrm lui iactitas Deum, qrti docet homit2em 
scienfim, ut mm M y e  in rtube et c a l p e  facie ad faciem airdias irerba Dei et inde 
rzobis cornzrta fion te procedas." 
(If you are strongly accustomed by humility, you proclaim God [to bel your master - 
namely the One who teaches knowledge to men - just as when Moses in the cloud 
and the mia heard the words of God, face to face, and from there Moses] proceeded 
before us with horns on his brow.) 

In this example it is clear that, for Jerome, Moses' homs are evidence of the knowledge he acquired 

dunng his audience with God. However, Jerome's treatise does not Say anything else here about the 

physicd nature of these homs, even though this is Jerome's most vivid description of Ex. 34:29-3 5. 

Thus, it is still not certain $Jerome believed 1'19 773 il(:, to mean that Moses had acquired visible, 

actual actual horns also or that il? was only a textuai metaphor and not a physical disfigurement at 

all. What remains is the simple conclusion that in Dialogire againsi the Pelag-ans, Jerome's 

reference to cornufa symbolises knowledge from God, regardless of whether they were actual homs 

"Sparks, "Jerome as Biblical Scholar," in CHB, p. 516. It is also noted here that Jerome's ver). last  treatise 
was Con~mentary on Jerentiah, incomplete at the t h e  of his death- Rice suggests 4 15 C.E. for the completion of 
JcrorneTs Dialogire agoinst the Pefagians. in Soinl k m m e  in the Renaissance. p. 20. 

"Diaiops advems Pelagianos I,30, in S. Hiemgmi Ptesbyteri Opera, vol. 80, pp. 37-38. 



or not. 

VI. Conclusion 

Based on Jerome's own comments relating to Ex. 34:29-3 5 in his biblical commentaries, it 

is plausible to suggest that he intentionally rendered 1';D 7751 il? etymologically as c m t a  essel 

facies, dthough he understood the verse actually to be referring to something else. These 

cornmentaries suggest to us that he perceived the biblical account of Moses becoming "horned" as 

a metaphor for severai different things, inchding power or strength, praisewonhy use of pride, 

majesty, glorification, and knowledge from God. It appears that Jerome was attempting to retaïn as 

much of the original Hebrew text as possible, though constrained by the limitations of the Latin 

language. So, he rendered l':O 713 717 etymologically in h is  translation of Exodus but explained 

its intended meaning most clearly in his Commer~fary on fiefiel. He also used that verse 

metaphorically in several other exegetical works, including Commentmy on Amos, Comme~ltat-y on 

Isninh, and in Dialogue agaiist the Pelugian.. . While the existence of difEerent applications of Ex. 

3 4:29 by Jerome may only increase the confusion over the "true" meaning of 1';D 713 in the 

biblicd narrative or in Moses' the ,  they also emphasise the complexity of biblical interpretation and 

the need to consider many aspects of an exegete's work before declaring his "one" a m e r  to a 

ambiguous text. 



Chapter Six 

General Conclusion 

Many scholars regard Jerome as the origin of the iconography of Moses with horns, but this 

blame is attnbuted too casually. Although this thesis has demonstrated that Jerome's Vulgate was 

the Latin text at the hart of the problem, he was not the source of the images of Moses with hom. 

Jerome could not have known that, more than five hundred years later, his translation of Ex 34:29- 

35 would be taken out of its exegetical context and misinterpreted with such dramatic iconographie 

results. 

Above 1 examined a sampling of biblical narratives, exegetical documents and translations 

that were current Corn the canonisation of the Bible until the time of Jerome. As 1 leamed more 

about the scholarly approach that Jerome undertook in his translations and interpretations, and about 

the exegetical context of his work, I found it increasingly difficult to attnbute the artistic treatrnent 

of this passage in Exodus to a mis-interpretation by Jerome. Jerome's interaction with rabbinic 

scholars at that time is recognised; he was quite familiar with their interpretations and used them. 

The interpretation of Ex. 34:29-35 is one such case, where the general content of their exegeses 

agreed to the extent that they d l  meant to depict Moses as radiant or metaphoncally homed with 

power or glory. 

With the possible exception of Aquila, none of the early sources evaluated in this study 

promotes a physical image of Moses wïth horns; not the Greco-Roman Jewish writings, the early 

Christian writings, the rabbinic midrashim, nor any of the vemacular translations. Jerome's biblical 

cornmentaries confirm link him to the consensus on this matter. At the time of Jerome's Latin 

translation, the hermeneuticd debate preferring the literal interpretation of Scripture over the 

allegorical was not yet pervasive. So, while Jerome's linguistic and philological techniques and his 

fidelity to the Hebrew Bible were significant, he nevertheless operated in a milieu of allegorical 

interpretation and confidently presented a version of Ex. 34:29-3 5 that allows for two readings: an 

etymological sense and a metaphonc one. 

Jerome's commentaries interpret 1'33 17P 7113 in Ex. 34:29-35 as a metaphor for power and 

strength, just as the early Christian and Jewish interpretations ernphasise Moses' radiance and Divine 



glory. Ultirnately, they do not promote any interpretation that suggests that Moses had actual homs 

growing from his head. That any of their work was mis-undentood as such is a feature of  the diverse 

history of Bible interpretation. Judging fiom the number of publications that address this subject 

dunng the twentieth centuv alone, the question of whether the Hebrew Bible was indeed referring 

to actud homs is still unresolved and may never be. 
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